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Abstract: The wooden carving of Our Lady of Candelaria, discovered in the municipality of the
same name on the island of Tenerife (Canary Islands) during the first half of the fifteenth century,
had nearly two hundred letters of the Latin alphabet inscribed on her garments. Unfortunately the
original carving disappeared after the storm that took place in 1826. Once the original letters on
the first image were discovered by means of analysing both textual and artistic documentation and
sources, we conclude that the text is archaic-Berber language used by the islanders, Insular-Amazigh,
which no longer exists in the present day. Having discussed lexical, morphological, syntactic and
phonetic aspects of this archaic language, as well as conducted a semantic analysis of the carving
both from the native aboriginal perspective and the Christian one, we expound here our proposal of
the meaning of the letters engraved on the Marian carving of Candelaria from its lexical voices and
roots of their Berber and Insular-Amazigh languages, with the previous proposed solutions.
Keywords: Insular-Amazigh; archaic-Berber; linguistic decipherment
1. Introduction
There is a carving of the Virgin of Candelaria in the Canary Islands—on the island of Tenerife
to be precise—which can be found in the municipality also known as Candelaria (Vera 2016).
However, it must be noted that such carving is not the original and first one, since the original was
lost during a heavy storm on the island in 1826 (Vera 2016, pp. 147–62).
One of the most striking features of that first image is that it had a set of nearly two hundred
letters on it—181 to be exact—, Latin capital letters which had been written on different parts of the
clothing and figure (Vera 2016, pp. 13–146). Their meaning remains unknown to this day, forming
an inscription which dates back to the time the carving itself was delivered, at some point between the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as it has been estimated (Vera 2016, pp. 163–225).
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI.
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE.
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT.
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN.
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI
PIVNIAN NTRHN.
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI.
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF.
Once the original letters on the first image were discovered—by means of analysing both textual
and artistic documentation and sources—and having reached the conclusion that the letters gathered
by fray Alonso de Espinosa, O.P. (1543–ca. 1600) in his work On the origin and miracles of the Sacred
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Image of Our Lady of Candelaria, which was found on the island of Tenerife, along with the description of
this Island (1594) (Del origen y milagros de la Santa Imagen de nuestra Señora de Candelaria, que apareció
en la Isla de Tenerife, con la descripción de esta Isla) (de Espinosa [1594] 1980; Vera 2016, pp. 139–46))
are the main and most reliable reference for the inscription, we must place the image in its context,
as well as its connection with the conquest (accomplished at the end of the sixteenth century) and the
evangelisation of the Canary Islands, its connection with the hermit Franciscan friars—especially the
ones who evangelised that region—, the attempts at inculturating the canarian native deities, which
had a continental Libyco-Berber origin, into the Christian worldview, in order to comprehend the
potential significance of the image (Figure 1), its Mariological sense and the semantics of the inscription
on it (Vera 2016, pp. 163–226, 799–994).
At first, we tried to categorise the words on the image under some existing language, taking into
account every possible variation: Indo-European, Uralic, Altaic, Caucasian, Afroasiatic, Nilo-Saharan,
Niger-Congo, Khoisan and Austronesian, together with unclassified languages (Basque and Etruscan),
a total of 101 languages with 261 texts, as related to the period being studied as possible in terms of its
making, the fourteenth and fifteenth century. Unfortunately, the fact that they did not belong to any
language was confirmed (Vera 2016, pp. 227–576).
After examining the linguistic text, a detailed and thorough cryptological study was conducted,
assuming an encrypted text, and taking into account the possible cryptological systems that had been
employed in order to generate the text of the inscription. Once the study was completed, it could be
verified that the set is neither the result of an encryption process nor that of a concealing one (Vera 2016,
pp. 577–787).
The only possibility left was that the text consisted of a pseudo-random and meaningless
generation of letters and, therefore, it lacked any kind of semantics, but analyses proved the contrary:
the text has its own linguistic structure (Vera 2016, pp. 788–98).
At this point, and having thoroughly analysed every possibility and hypothesis, each one of
them having been refuted, and reconsidering the body of speculations and assumptions once again,
the Berber ethnographic and linguistic scope was evaluated in depth as the most plausible and probable
hypothesis, since the data provided by different disciplines (genetic, historical, archaeological, artistic,
linguistic . . . ) suggest an arrival of settlers, perhaps in several stages, to the Canary Islands, at some
point between the first century BC and the first century AD. Nevertheless, prior contact with the coastal
areas of the islands which were further to the east had already occurred (Vera 2016, pp. 799–819).
Finally, we conclude that the text of the original image of Candelaria is the product of putting the
sounds heard by evangelist friars into writing by means of either Roman or Latin graphemes; these
sounds belonged to the archaic-Berber language used by the islanders, which no longer exists in the
present day. Indeed, we could not detect it during the linguistic analysis, and despite of the fact that
we even compared it with the current Berber linguistic Family, from which we studied 18 languages
(Awdjila, Sokna, Siwa, Kabyle, Tashelhiyt, Djerba, Djebel Nefusa, Ghomara, Ghadames, Teggargrent,
Figuig, Tarifiyt, Chaouia, Adagh Tuareg, Taneslemt Tuareg, Ayer Tuareg, Zenaga and even Guanche),
since due to evolution and contamination (mostly from the Arabic language), we were unable to
observe its belonging to such Group (Vera 2016, pp. 819–965).
Having discussed lexical, morphological, syntactic and phonetic aspects of this archaic language,
as well as conducted a semantic analysis of the carving both from the native aboriginal perspective and
the Christian one, we will now expound the meaning of the letters engraved on the Marian carving of
Candelaria from its lexical voices and roots of their Berber and Insular-Amazigh languages (Vera 2016,
pp. 967–94).
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Figure 1. Virgin of Candelaria. ¿Nicolás de Medina Villavicencio? 1730–1750. Private collection 
(Tenerife) (Morales 2009). 
2. Previous Proposed Solutions 
We will now briefly compile the proposed ways to understand the inscription at different points 
in history, which were generally barely applicable because of their vagueness, in spite of being the 
result of the efforts of many illustrious and conscious scholars over the course of the years. 
Notwithstanding that, we will close our dissertation with a highly competitive proposal, which we 
consider to be in line with the Amazigh or Berber context, and which has been a major milestone in 
the decipherment of the Marian inscription of Candelaria.  
1. The first known solution belongs to Gonzalo Argote de Molina (1548–1596) and were gathered 
by Juan de Abreu Galindo, O.F.M. (ca. 1535–?) in History of the conquest of the seven Canary Islands 
(1676) (Historia de la conquista de las siete Islas de Canaria), a sort of Latin acronyms of devotional 
fervour which are applied to four incomplete fragments (Abreu Galindo [1676] 1977). 
Thus, for example, was proposed as the solution to the text on the neckline, TIEPFSEPMERI: 
Illustrata Es Patri Filio Spíritu-santo Et Pia Mater Eiusdem Redemptoris Iesu. Or for the lettering on 
1. Virgin of Candelaria. ¿Nicolás de Medina Villavicencio? 1730–1750. Private collection (Tenerife)
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2. Previous Proposed Solutions
e ill no briefly compile the proposed ways to understand the inscription at different points in
history, which were generally barely applicable because of their vagueness, in spite of being the result
of the efforts of many illustrious and conscious scholars over the course of the years. Notwithstanding
that, we will close our dissertation with a highly competitive proposal, which we consider to be in line
with the Amazigh or Berber context, and which has been a major milestone in the decipherment of the
Marian inscription of Candelaria.
1. The first known solution belongs to Gonzalo Argote de Molina (1548–1596) and were gathered by
Juan de Abreu Galindo, O.F.M. (ca. 1535–?) in History of the conquest of the seven Canary Islands
(1676) (Historia de la conquista de las siete Islas de Canaria), a sort of Latin acronyms of devotional
fervour which are applied to four incomplete fragments (Abreu Galindo [1676] 1977).
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Thus, for example, was proposed as the solution to the text on the neckline, TIEPFSEPMERI:
Illustrata Es Patri Filio Spíritu-santo Et Pia Mater Eiusdem Redemptoris Iesu. Or for the lettering
on the girdle, NARMPRLMOTARE: Nostrum Altíssimum Regem Maria Peperit Reddidit Libertatem
Maria Omnibus Tortis A Rege Erebia. We will leave it here, as we consider this is a sufficiently good
illustration of the way to solve the textual group, and which has been broadly discussed already
(Vera 2016, pp. 42–46, 73–74).
2. The proposal by Athanasius Kircher, S.I. (1602–1680), gathered by Jesús Alonso de Andrade, S.I.
(1590–1672) in Universal Patronage of the Holy Virgin Mary, Mother of God and our Lady (1664)
(Patrocinio universal de la santissima Virgen Maria, Madre de Dios, y Señora Nuestra), and Juan
Núñez de la Peña (1641–1721) in Conquest and antiquities of the island of Gran Canaria and
its description, along with many warnings about its privileges, conquerors, settlers and other
special features in the highly powerful island of Tenerife, addressed to the miraculous image
of Our Lady of Candelaria (1676) (Conquista y antigüedades de la isla de la Gran Canaria y su
descripción, con muchas advertencias de sus privilegios, conquistadores, pobladores y otras
particularidades en la muy poderosa isla de Tenerife, dirigido a la milagrosa imagen de Nuestra
Señora de Candelaria), assuming an Arabian linguistic origin for pious purposes only, without
any scientific contribution whatsoever (de Andrade 1664; de Béthencourt Massieu 2004; Núñez
de la Peña 1676; Vera 2016, pp. 51–55, 74–75).
Thus, we give the examples of the neckline and the girdle again: TIEPESEPMERI:
Insignes Matris/Tipus Matris. In the case of the girdle, with the letters NARMPRLOTARE:
Pro nobis ora, vel advocatio/Pro novis ora, vel advocate.
3. Other proposals are the Latin acronyms and pseudo-acronyms by Bartolomé García Ximénez
(1622–1690), who never intended to solve the conundrum of the lettering but to offer a compilation
of pious and devotional lists to the people that, astonished, went to visit the Marian carving
(Moure 1991, pp. 49–54; Vera 2016, pp. 55, 60, 75–76).
Again, we compile those corresponding to the neckline and to the girdle of the statue,
in the form of example of how he proceeded: ETIEPESEPMERI: Eccleciae Triumfantis
In Excelsis {Preposita/Praeposita} Electa Sanctorum Et Patrona Militantis Ecclesiae Romanae
{Infalibilis/Indefectibilis}. NARMPRLMOTARE: Non Ambio Regnorum Magna Palatia Requiro Litora
Maris Oceani {Thenerifensis/Thenerifensia} Ad Rusticos Edocendos.
4. John Campbell (1840–1904) made a striking contribution, in Archaic-Basque language and with
Etruscan and Iberian influences. Utterly surprising in its conclusion, we give the plain example
of the fragments on the neckline and the girdle: (Campbell 1901; Vera 2016, pp. 77–78):
TIEPFSEPMERI on the neckline, conveying the words: ko i en tu po no en tu me ne ra au: Koi entu
pono entu Menera au (Desire hear grief hear Menera this): Let this (goddess) Menera hear the prayer, hear
the sorrow (Campbell 1901, p. 60; Vera 2016, p. 77).
Or, on the girdle: (M/N) ARMPRLMOTARE, mi ra er mi to ri se me ma gu re er en: mira erimi etorri
seme etna gure erren (spectacle cause place come son give our compassion): Coming to cause to set up
a spectacle, to give the son our compassion (Campbell 1901, p. 61; Vera 2016, pp. 77–78).
5. An additional proposed solution was given by Antonio María Manrique (1837–1907), who assumes it
is in the Semitic Language, by gathering biblical passages or devotional Christian ones, which applies
to two fragments on the garment. To be precise, the lettering on the neckline supposedly must
convey the name of the represented figure, and so we might expect to find something like Mary, full
of grace, whereas, on the girdle, we could expect it to mean One God and Father of all, without further
contributions or base for his hypotheses (Manrique 1898; Vera 2016, p. 79).
6. Another suggestion, including a syncretic combination of Spanish, Portuguese and Italian, is the
one proposed by Alonso Ascanio y Negrín (1855–1936), who provides the meaning ME SOBRA
O GAJE for the neckline, EVIIOJ DE NOVIA for the girdle, or even the author and date LA FIXE
SINESIVJ ZEA MCCXLIX for the back of the cape (Negrín 1899; Vera 2016, p. 80).
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7. Yet another proposal comes from Fidel Fita Colomé, S.I. (1845–1918) (Moure 1991, pp. 65–67;
Vera 2016, pp. 80–81), a transposition of the Latin language highly modified into a biblical sense,
even though he worked on one fragment of the inscriptions only, the one on the neckline to be
exact, ETIEPESEPMERI, which offers the redistribution of the text Sepi et eripe me (protect and
rescue me), referring to the invoking of the litany Turris ebúrnea (ivory tower) according to the
Song of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2,
which reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard)
[...] and built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835).
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand,
the sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por
siempre María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI,
that is, You are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same
semantic line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81).
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, but
they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and examples of
how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. Next, we will
move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we have discussed
up to this point.
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007
(García 2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the
text on the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place,
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence.
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f saˇb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15).
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Nar
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
read  Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and g hered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acro yms from Latin and Spanish c rrying religi us meani g about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughl  examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) an  as we progr ssed ith our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic an lysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth urther dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course f history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
m
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8. Las ly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and S anish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of exampl , we provide for 
the lettering on the neckli e only, where two int rpretations are possible: on th  one hand, the 
sub-division TI- -PE-SEP-MERI, result g in t e phrase Fo ever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variati n, or els , the more unn tural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú res esp jo de madre), which is int nded to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examin d (V r  2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic ana ysis, all of them became disregarded. N n  of them i  worth fu th r dedic tion, 
but they rem in as a collecti n of possible solutions roposed over the course of history, and 
examples f how to solve a problem that,  has been c early demonstrated, is xtremely complex. 
Next, e will m ve n to a roposal f r solution which differs widely from every other roposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following roposal was made by the philologist and histo iographer Ignacio Reyes G rcía 
(1962–), today’s main xper  in the Amazigh lan uage, and was expounded in the year 2007 (G rcía 
2010). This soluti n follows the sam  line as the conclu ions we expou  and sh re about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh lan uage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh lan uage.  
We will reproduce his roposal by explaining every fragme t on the garmen  in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the s quence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. < i yebb f sǎb eri>. [T·Y]-[B· ]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protecti n of the Virgin Mary) (G rcía 2011, . 15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <  ǝb γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (G rcía 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (G rcía 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]- M  N [R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M  R]-[F·W  G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B -[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Ya weh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our ons ience 
is like a stack ove  our shoulders. C ntrol such burden) (G rcía 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIV IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y N]-[R·N] [B Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W· ] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. T e Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm f r those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (G rcía 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm nt dge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝm  arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increas s the protection against superstition!) (G rcía 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANN IPERFMI IFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]-[W· - Y  D N Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give r fuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive th  offens  wh never it is caused by the fear f God) (G rcía 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay a te ti n to the subst ntial distance b tween all the solutions roposed up to this point 
and this on , we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic appro ch and the outstanding 
lexical grounds support ng it, it so etimes la ks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
re ults, and w  are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerfu  or liturgical 
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L6r), o  rather, Cant , 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5 2, which 
reads E sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (a d gathered out the stones thereof (the viney rd) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; oure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acron s from Latin and Spanish car y ng religious me ning about 
three fragments, by José Her ández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
h  l ttering on the neckline only, where wo inte pret tions are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI- - E-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phras  Foreve  you are Mary (Tú eres po  siempre 
M ría), from Kircher’s v r ation, or else, the more unnatural form TI- RES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mothe ’s mi ro  (Tú er  espejo de madre), w ich is inten d to be show in the sam  semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of  Mother) by th  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
On e th roughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with o r lingu stic and 
crypt n lyitic nalysis, all f them became dis egar e . Non of them is worth further edication, 
but they remain as a collection of po sible soluti  pr posed ov r the urse f history, and 
examples of how t  solve a problem that, as has been clearly demons rated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pr po al for solution w ich differs widely from very othe  pr posal we 
have disc ssed up o this point. 
3. The Insul r-Amazigh Pr posal 
The f llowing pr po al was made by the philologist and hist riographer Ignacio R yes García 
(1962–), tod y’s main expert in the Am zi h language, nd was expou ed in the year 2007 (García 
2 10). This soluti n f llows the same lin as the conclusions we expound nd share about h  text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candel ria being writte  in the Amazi h language from the C nary 
Islands, the Insul r-Am zi h language.  
We will reproduce his pr posal by explaining very fragment on the garment in the first place, 
f llowed by its graphemes, th  sequence of l xemes and th  semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yeb  f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B· ]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Fath under the 
pro ec i n of the V rgin M ry) (G rcía 2011, pp. 14–15). 
(Girdle) NAR PRLMOTARE. <Nar m bǝr γǝr muttar>. R M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 13). 
(Cuff on the can l ’s side) LPVRINE I EP EIFANT. <Lwu rin i ǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. L W] [R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right sid of the cape) OLM IN ANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAP ML F NVIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr nfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi -m ǎr fwen. Nw -ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. N  bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R - F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B  N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the m st import nt treasure, C ild Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden pon our conscience 
 like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(L ft sid  of the cape) FVPMIR A ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VR VINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝ  ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. F·W]-[B -[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]- T·Y] [W·N]-[M]- B·R] R W·Y]-[ ]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B B]-[W·N]-[Y·W N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawnin , great power. The Chi d just like the Father and the way of 
p rfect on avoid illness, and are  balm for tho e who suffer. Your only burden must be a shi ing candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE NI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M  R·N] [F]-
M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases he pro ect on against superstition!) (García 201 , pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPER M VI VF. <Nǝbbi  ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M W·F]-[F]. (We giv refuge o that who ignores. We will 
forgive th  offens  whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 13–14). 
If we p y attention o the substan ial distanc  between all the soluti ns pr posed up o this point 
and this on , w  tend o think that, de pit  its well-conceived lingu stic approac  and the outstanding 
lexical gro nds support ng , i  sometimes lacks coherence wi  th  semantic religious-eva elising 
results, and we are p ticu arly spe king bout a  absen e of a clearer b blical, prayerful or liturgical 
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f Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6 ), o  rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
r ad  Et sepivi eam, [...] et aed ficavit turr m (and gathered ou  he ston s thereof (th  vi eyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvve dale 200 , p. 835). 
8. Las y, th  multi-pseudo-acrony s from Lati  a d Spa ish carry ng r lig ous me ning about 
th ee fragments, by José Hern dez Morán (1922–) hich, by way of exampl , we pr vide for 
the le teri g on the eck i  only, wh e two nt rp t tions are possible:  th one and, the 
sub-division TI- -PE-SEP-MERI, resulti g in t e ph as  Forever you are Mary (Tú eres po  siempre 
María), f om Ki cher’s variation, or ls , the more unn tural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a m ther’s mirror (Tú res esp jo de madre), which is int nd d t  be shown in the same semantic 
line s Tipu Matris (Image of t  Moth r) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 20 6, p 81). 
O ce thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) nd as we prog essed with o r linguistic and 
cryp an lyiti  an ysis, all of the  b came is egarded. N n  of them is worth fu th r dedication, 
but th y rem in s a collection f po sibl  s luti ns proposed ver the c urse f history, and 
examples f how to solve a problem that, h s been clearly demonstrated, is xtremely complex. 
Next, w will m ve n to a propo a  for solut on which diffe s widely from ev ry ther proposal we 
have di c ssed up to this point. 
3. The Insul r-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propos l was mad  by t e philologist and histo iographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), tod y’s main expert in t e Am zigh langu ge, and was expou d d in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This s luti n follows the sam line as the conclu ions we expou and share about he text on 
the carving of Our La y of Candelaria be ng writ en in the Am zi h language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insul r-Am zigh language.  
W  will reproduce his proposal by explainin  every fragme t on th  garmen  in th  first place, 
followed by its graph mes, the s qu nce of lexemes and the s ma tic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[ ·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ect on of the Virgin M y) (García 201 , pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NAR PRLMOTARE. <Narǝm b γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an bliga ion towards the poor) (García 20 1, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the can le’s side) LPVRINE IP P EIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L W]-[R·N]-
[B·B N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be m rc ful n the victory Lo d of he eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Rig t sid of the cape) OLM IN A FR IAEBNPFM RFVE  VINAP MLIF VIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr fǝr Iaeb ǝnubi -m ǎr f en. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n w bbib. Ni bi-an>. [L - M] N]-[R]-
[N·F·R  N·B·(W)]-[F -[M] [R F·W  G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B M]-[L·F N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B -[N]. (Your heart 
h us s the m s  impo ant treasure, C ild Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our o science 
i  like a stack ver our shoulders. C ntrol such burden) (García 20 1, p. 319). 
(L ft sid of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVINRN A IMFRI P V IAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i m fri. Bib-wǝ yyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]- B]- R· ] N·B·(W) M]-[T·Y] W·N M]-[B· ] R W·Y R·N  [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B W·N]-[Y·W· ] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is d wning, gr at power. T e Child jus  like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoi illness, nd are a balm f r those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shi ing candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm nt edge) EAFM IR NINI FM AREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝm arey>. [E]-[F - M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, f ding you inc as s the protect on aga nst superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) B MEI ANNE PER MIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝ yi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]-[W· ]-[ ]-[Y  D N]-[Y]-[B·R M]-[ ·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive t offens  wh nev r it is caused by the fear of God) (García 201 , pp. 313–14). 
If we pay a te ion o the subst n al dista c  between al  the s lutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, d pite its w ll-conceived l nguistic appro c and the outstanding 
lexical gro nds supporting t, i  so times lacks coherence with the semant c reli ious-eva elising 
results, and we are p rticularly speaki g about an bs n of  clearer biblica , p ayerful or liturgical 
ttar>. [R·M B· ]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the
f od] is an bligation tow rds the po r) ( r í , . 3 3).
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LP I E IPEPNEIFANT. [L·W]-[R·N]-[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[ ·T].
(Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289).
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI
NIPIAN. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B]
[N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure.
A burden upon our conscience is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319).
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i m
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms fro  Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line s Ti us Ma ri  (Image of the Mothe ) by t  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Ve a 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we pr gress d with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them beca e disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the irgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
fri. Bib-w
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isa a 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit am, [...] et aedific vit turrim (and gathered out the ston s th reof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Las ly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from L tin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of xample, we provide for 
the lettering o  the neckline only, where two i terpretations are possibl : on the one hand, the 
sub division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in th  phrase Foreve  you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
Ma ía), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI- ES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus M ris (Im g  of t  Mot er) by th  J uit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and a  we progressed with our linguistic and 
crypt nalyitic analysis, all of them becam  disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collect on of possible s lutions proposed over the cou se of history, and 
examples f how t  solve a problem that, as has be n clearly demons ated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pr posal for solut on which dif ers wid l from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f ll wing proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main xpert in the Am zigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same li e a  the conclusions we expound and s are ab ut the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Ca dela a being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Am zigh language.  
We will reproduce his pro osal by explaining every fragment o  the garment in the first place, 
followed by it  graphem s, the s quence of lexem s a d the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protectio  of the Virgin Mary) (García 20 1, pp. 414–15). 
(G dle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝ  γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B· ]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation t wards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of t e eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right sid  of the cape) OLM INRAN R IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVI APIML F NVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W) ]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[ · ] ·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahwe  over you, shining treasure. A burden upo  our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA NVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVI NRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi  ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N  [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only urden must be a shining andle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-  irenni f-ǝme arey>. E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(B ck of the cape) NBIM I ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y Y  D]-[N]-[Y B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
orgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 20 1, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions r posed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its wel -conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical gr unds supp rting it, it sometim s la ks co erenc  with th  semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we re particularly speaking about an absence of a learer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5 ) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] t aedificavit turrim (and gath red out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 991, pp. 5–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acrony s from Lati  and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
thre  frag nts, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on th  neckline nly, wh re two int rpretations are p ssible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI- P -SEP-MERI, resulting in the phr s  Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variati n, or else, the m e unnatural form TI- R S EP-MERI, hat is, You 
re a mother’s mirr r (Tú eres espejo de madre), w ch is i tended o be shown in the same semantic 
lin  as Tipus Matri  (Ima e of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as e p ogr ssed w th our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, ll of them became disregard d. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain s a collecti n of po sible soluti ns roposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how t  solve a problem h t, s has bee  clearly demonstrated, is extr mely complex. 
Next, e will move on to a roposal f r solution w ich differs widely f om every other roposal we 
have di cussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The follo ing roposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main xpert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in th  year 2007 (García 
2010). This olution follows the same ine as the oncl sions we expound and sh re about the text on 
the carving of Our L dy of Candelaria being writte  in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Isl nds, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
W  w ll epr duce his roposal by expl ining eve y fragment o  t  garme t in the first place, 
follow d by its graphem s, the sequ nce of lex es and the semantic meaning of each sequ nce. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. T·Y]-[B·B F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 4 4–15). 
(Gi dle) N MPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]- T·R]. (Sharing [the 
fo d] is an obligati n towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI ENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu r nni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N F]-[N·T]. (B  merciful in the victory L rd of th  eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANF  IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIP  NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝ ubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi- a b  am ǝl ffi n w bib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W) F]- M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M -[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Ya weh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our consci nce 
is like  stack over ur sho lders. Co trol su h burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) F IRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR RVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti en am bi  ur wiwi-  rn, abu i mǝfr . Bib-w n ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W· ]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N Y W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just lik the Father and the way of 
perfectio  avoid illness, and re a balm o  th se who suffer. Y ur only burde  must b  a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM I ENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E F]-[M] [R·N  [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi ding you in reases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 1 3–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANN IPERFMI I VF. <Nǝbbi y mǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W· -[F]. (We give refu e to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv th  off nse whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 3 3–14). 
If we pay at en ion to the ubs antial distance betwee  all the solutions roposed up to this point 
and this one, we ten  to think hat, despite its well- on ived linguistic approach and the outsta ding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coher nce with the semantic r ligious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly spe king ab ut n bs nce of a cl rer bib ical, prayerful or liturgical 
yyan nu
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isa a 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit m, [...] et aedific vi  turrim (and ga red out the ston s th reof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 6 –67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastl , the multi-pseudo-acro yms from L tin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
thre  fragm nts, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of xample, we provide for 
the lettering o  the eckline nly, wh re two i t rpr tations are p ssibl : on the one hand, the 
sub divi ion TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phr s  Foreve  you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
Ma ía), from Kircher’s vari ion, or else, the m e unnatural form TI- ES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirr r (Tú eres espejo e madre), hich is intended o be shown in the same semantic 
li e s Ti us Mat is (Image of the Moth r) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examine (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and a  e progressed w th our linguistic and 
crypt nalyitic analysis, ll of them became d regard d. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they rema n as a collect on of po sible s luti n  propo ed over the course of history, and 
examp s f how t  solve a prob em that, s has be  clearly demons ated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pr posal for solut on which dif ers wid l f om every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f ll ing prop sal was made by the ilologist and historiogr pher Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s mai  xpert i  the Am zigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This olution follows the sam  i e a  the concl sions we expound and s are ab ut the text on 
the carving of Our L dy of Candela ia being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Isl nds, the Insular-Am zigh language.  
We w ll repr duce his ro osal by expl ining every fragmen  o  e garment in the first place, 
follow d by it  graph m s, the s quence of lex s and the ma tic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the irgin Mary) (García 20 1, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) N MPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝ  γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B· ]-[Γ·R]- T·R]. (Sharing [the 
fo d] is an obligati n t wards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of t e eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right sid  of the cape) OLM INRA  I BNP M RFVE  NVI APIML F NVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝ ubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi- na b  am ǝl ffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
N·F·R] [N·B·(W) - M] [R F W] [G N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M -[L·F]-[N]-[ · ] ·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
ho ses the most important treasure, Child Yahwe  ove  you, shining trea ure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over ur sho lde s. Co trol su h burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) F I NA NVPMTI EPN PI  VRV RN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b- irna. Nubi a ti e en a  bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W· ]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B -[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N Y W·N [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is da ning, great power. The C ild just like the Father and the way of 
perfectio  avoid illness, and are a balm o  th se who suffer. Your only urde  must b  a shining andle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-  irenni f-ǝme arey>. E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, findi g you in rease  the protection gainst superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(B ck of the cape) NBIM I ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy berref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]-[W·Y Y]-[ ] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refu e to that who ignores. We will 
orgive th offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 20 1, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atten ion to th  substan ial distance betwee  all the solutions r posed up to this point 
and this one, we ten  to think that, desp te its well-con eived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical gr unds supporting it, it sometim  la ks co er nc  with th  semantic r ligious-evangelising 
results, and we e p rticularly speaking ab ut an bsence of a le rer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
rγ
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [ ·B·(W)]-[ ]-[T·Y] [ · ]-[ ]-[B·R] [W·R]-[ ·Y]-[ ]-[R· ] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y]
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [ · ]-[ ·Γ]. (It is daw in , reat o er. The Child just like the Father and the a
of perfe avoid illnes , a balm f r thos who suff . r only urd must be a shini g andle)
(García 201 , p. 207).
(Garment dg ) EAF I I I FM AREI. f- ire ni f-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Herná ez Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lett ring n t e eckline only, w e  two interpretations are possible: on e on  hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase F rev r you are Mary (Tú e es p r siempre 
María), f o  Kirche ’s v ria , r e se, the m re unnatura  f rm TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
re a mother’s irror (Tú eres espejo d m dre), whic  is int nd d to be shown in the sa e s mantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of he Mother) by the Jesuit (M rán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a pr blem that, as has been clearly dem nstrate , is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on t  a roposal for solutio  which differs idely from every other p oposal we
have discussed up t  t p int. 
3. The In ular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and histo iographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main exp rt in the Amazigh lang age, an  was exp u d d in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This s l tio  follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
th  carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Isl nds, th  Insula -Amazigh la guage.  
e will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its raphemes, the sequ nce of lexemes and t e semantic meaning f each sequence. 
(N ckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb M ri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) ARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝb r γǝr muttar>. [ · ]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] i  n obligati n towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI ENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right sid  f the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Ia b ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-i a bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the o t important tr asure, C ild Ya weh over y u, shini  tre sure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack ov r ur should rs. Control such bu den) (Ga í  2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
me arey>. [ ]-[ ]-[M] [ ·N]
[F]-[ ·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the pr tection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84).
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(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <N
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
bi y
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 200 , p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acrony s from Latin d Sp nish ca rying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José H rnández Morán (1922–) which, by way of xample, we pr vide for 
the lettering on the neck ine only, here two interpret tions are possible:  t e one and, the 
sub-division TI- -PE-SEP-MERI, resul ing in th  ph as  F rever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), f om Kircher’s variation, or lse, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú res spejo de madre), which is intend d t  be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipu  Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 20 6, p. 81). 
Once t oroughly xamined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as w  progressed with o r l nguistic and 
cryp an lyitic an ysis, all of the  became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they rem in as a collection of possible soluti ns proposed over the course f history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem t t, as has been cl arly demonstrated, is xtremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a propo a  for solut on which differs widely from ev y other proposal we 
have discussed up t  this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was mad by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Am zigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). Th s solution follows the same line as the c clusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria be ng writ en in the Am zigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Am zigh language.  
W  will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on th  garment n he first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the s quenc  of lexemes and the se antic meaning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti ye b f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin M y) (García 201 , pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) AR PRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is n bligation towards the poor) (García 20 1, p. 313). 
(Cuff on th  can le’s side) LPVRINE IPEP EIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[ ]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful n the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RF E  NVINAPIMLIFI VIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anf r Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr f en. Nwi-ina bib am ǝl ffi n wib ib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
ouses he m st important treasure, C ild Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
i  like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 20 1, p. 319). 
(Left sid  of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFR  PIVNIAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am b r ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝ  ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]- R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] W·N]-[M]-[B·  [ ·R]-[W·Y]-[N]- R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It s dawning, gr at power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you incr ases the protection again  superstition!) (García 20 1, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <N bbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W· ]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv  the off se whenever it is caus d by the fear of God) (García 201 , pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atten ion to the substantial distance between al  the solutions proposed up t  this point 
and this one, we tend to think tha , despite its well-conceived l nguistic approac  and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absen e of a clearer biblical, prayerf l or liturgical 
m
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5 ) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads Et sepivi  eam, [...] t aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones ther of (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 991, pp. 5–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, th  multi-pseudo-acronyms from Lati  and Spanish carrying r ligious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) ich, by way of example, we provide for 
the le teri g on th  ecklin  only, where two interp tations are possible: on the on hand, the 
sub-division TI P -SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Fo ver you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variati n, or else, the more unnatural form TI- R S EP-MERI, hat is, You 
re a mother’s mirror (Tú eres esp jo de madre), w ich is i t nded to be shown in the same semantic 
line s Tipus Matris (Image of the Moth r) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as w  p ogr ssed with our linguistic and 
cryptanaly tic analysis, all of th m became isregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain s a collecti n of possible solutions roposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how t  so ve a problem h t, as has been clearly d monstrat d, is extr m ly complex. 
Next,  will move on to a oposal f r solution w ich differs widely fr m every ther roposal we 
have di cussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following roposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main xpert in the Amazi h language, and was expound d in th  ye  2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows th  sam  line as the onclusions we expound nd sh re about the text on 
the carving of Our La y of Candelaria b ing writte  in the Amazi h language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazi h language.  
We will eproduce his roposal by explaining eve y fragment on the garme t in th  first place, 
followed by its graph mes, the sequ nc  of lex mes and he s ma tic meaning of each sequ nce. 
(Neckline) TI PFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
prot ct on of the Virgin M ry) (García 201 , pp. 4 4–15). 
(Girdle) NA MP LMOTARE. <Nar  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an bligati n towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI NIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu r nni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N F]-[N·T]. (B  merciful in the victory L rd of th  etern l light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRA FR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIP  NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr a fǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝl ffi n w bib Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N F·R] N·B·(W) F]-[M R F·W  [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[ ]-[B· ] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, C ild Ya weh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our consci nce 
is lik   stack ver our shoulders. Cont ol such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVP TI EPNMP R RVIVI RN A VIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti wen am bi  ur wiwi-  rn, abu i m fr . Bib-w n ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F W]- B]-[R·N] N·B·(W) -[M]-[T·Y] [W N -[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y -[N R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just lik the Father and the way of 
perfection avoi  illness, and e a balm f r those who suffer. Y ur only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E F]-[M] [R·N  [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi ding you inc eases the protec ion against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 1 3–84). 
(Back of the cape) BIMEI ANN IPERFMI I VF. <N bb  y mǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N W·Y]-[ ]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[ · -[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv the off nse whenev r it is caused by the fear of God) (García 201 , pp. 3 3–14). 
If we pay attention o the ubs antial distance between all the solutions roposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think ha , despite its well- onc ived linguistic approach and the outsta ding 
lexical grounds supporting t, it sometimes lacks coher nce with he semantic religiou -evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaki g about n abs nc  of a cl rer bib ica , praye ful or liturgical 
yyi. An-năy
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r) or rath r, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
r s Et sepivit eam, [...] e  ae ificavit tu rim (and gather d ut the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseud - cronyms from Latin d Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
hree fragments, by J sé Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by ay of example, we provide for 
th  lett ring on the neckline only, where wo int r retations are possible: on one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in th  phrase Foreve you a Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirche ’s variation, or else, he more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
a e a moth ’ mi ror (Tú ere esp jo de madr ), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of  Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) an as we pr g essed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic nalysis, all of them b came disregard d. Non of t m is worth further dedication, 
but hey remain as a c llection f possible s lutions proposed over e course of history, and 
x mpl s of how to solve a pro lem that, as has been cle rly dem nstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move n t a proposal for solution which differs widely fr m every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f llowing proposal was made by the p lologist nd historiog aph r Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert i  the Amazigh language, a  was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as th  conclusions we expound a d share about the text on 
the carving of Our L dy of Ca d laria being written in the Amazigh language f om the Canary 
Isl nds, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We wi l reproduc  his ropos l b  expl inin  every fragment on the ga ment in the first place, 
followed by i  graphe es, th  sequence of l xe es and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckl ne) TIEPFSEPMERI. <T  yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y -[B·B]-[ ]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Vi gin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) N RMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINE IPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B· ]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in t  victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRAN  A BNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr an ǝ Iaeb ǝnub  f- ǎr wen. Nwi-ina bi  m ǝl ffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F M  R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B· ]-[M]-[L·F]-[N B·B] [N· ]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
h u es th  most important tr as r , Child Yahweh ove  yo , shining t easure. A burde  upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our houlde s. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVP IRNA EN PMT  EPNMPIR R IV NRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
TRH <Ffu b- irna. Nubi am ti e en am bir ur wiw -n rn, abu i m fri. Bib-w n ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N B·(W) T Y] N]-[M]-[B·R] [W· ]- W·Y N R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is da ning, great power. The Child just like the F ther and the way of 
perf ctio  avoid illness, and a a balm or those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) AF  IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. E [M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you i creases the protection against su erstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBI EI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyy . An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]- W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R· -[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv  the offen e wh nev r it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay tten io  to the su stantial dis ance between all the soluti ns proposed up to this point 
and this on , we tend to think that, despite i s well-conceived ling i ic approach and the outstanding 
lex cal ground suppor ng it, it some imes lacks co re ce w th the s m tic r li ous-evangelising 
resu s, and we are p rticularly speaking bout an absence of  clea er bib ca , p yerful or liturgical 
e ref mi
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaia 5, 2, which 
r ads Et sepivit am, [...] t a ific vit turrim (and g ther d out th  ston s thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
b ilt a t wer) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, p 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the mul - seudo-acronyms from L tin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
th ee fragme ts, by José Herná d z M rán (1922–) which, by way of xample, we provide for 
the le t ring o  the necklin only, wh re wo i terpreta ions re possible: on the one hand, the 
sub division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, esulting in the hras Forever ou are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), fr m K rch r’s variation, or else, the more unnatur l form TI- ES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
ar  a m ther’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), whic is intend d to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image f the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Onc  thoroughly examined (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and a  we progressed with our linguistic and 
crypt nalyitic analy is, all f t  bec  dis ega ded. None of them is worth fur her dedication, 
but they rema n as a collection of possible s luti ns pr pos d over the course of history, and 
examples f ow to solve a p blem that,  has b en clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move to a pr posal for soluti n which diff s wid l from every other proposal we 
have discussed up o this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f llowin  pr posal was made by the philolo t and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s mai  xpert in the Amazig  languag , and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This s lution foll s the ame li e as the conclusi ns we expou d and share ab ut the text on 
the c rving of Our Lady of Cand laria being written in t e Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will r produc  his p o osal by xplaini g ev y fragment on h  garment in the first place, 
follow d by it graphem s, quence of lexem  and th  semanti  meaning of each sequence. 
(Necklin ) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb M ri>. T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Fat r under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 20 1, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝ  γǝr muttar>. [R·M B -[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation t wards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) VRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful i  t e vic o y Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Rig t side of the cape) OLM I RA FR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVI APIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr fǝr Iae  ǝnu i f-m ǎr fwen. Nw -ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N· ·(W)]-[F]-[M  R F W  [G N·Γ]-[B B M]-[L·F -[N]-[B·B] [ ·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most importa t treasure, Child Y hw  over you, shi i g treasur . A burden upon our conscience 
is like a s ack over o  shoulders Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMI NA P TI E N PIR VRVI RN AP IMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b- irna. Nub  am ti ewen am bi ur wi -n r , abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F· ]-[B]-[R· ] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W· -[N]-[R·N] [B -[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N  [N·T]-[R·Γ] (It is awning, gr t pow r. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who uffer. Your only burden must be a shining andle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-  irenni f-ǝme arey>. E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, f nd ng you increas s the protection against su erstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) BIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy berref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y Y]-[Y] [D]-[N Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv the of ns whenever it is c used by the fear of God) (García 20 1, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay at ntion to he substa tial dista ce betwe n all t e solutio s r posed up to this point 
a d this on , w tend  thi k that, despite ts well-co ceiv d linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds upp rting it, it o etim s la ks co erence with the semantic reli ious-evangelising 
result , a d we  particularly speaking about an absenc of a cleare  biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
wif Uf>.
[N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give efug t that w o ignores. We will forgive
the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14).
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical
structure. Nevertheless, it must be noted that, in many of its results, references to the Virgin, the Father
(God), Yahweh, the Child, the light, the dawn, the candle, the mercy, the heart, the forgiveness,
the offense or the illness—unmistakably Christian religious terms—are used explicitly. Also, without
the intention of provoking a debate in further detail with its author, we underline just one philological
element: the striking presence of the noun “YHWH”, “
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structure. Nev rthele s, it m st be noted t at, in many of it  r sults, refe ences to the Virgin, the 
Father (God), Yahweh, the Ch ld, th  light, th  dawn, the candle, the m r y, the heart, the forgiveness, 
the offense or the illness—unmist ka ly Christian religious te ms—a e used explicitly. Also, thout
the i tentio  of provoking a debate in further detail wit  its author, we underline just one philological 
elem n : the striking presence of the noun “YHWH”, הוהי”, (Yah eh), an odd ord within the regular 
theological-medieval use, which—in spite of having Semitic roots—was unpronounceable with such 
vowels. That is why the Hebrew people simplified it with the consonants “YHWH”, hence our 
disregarding this theonym in the Insular-Berber language and, therefore, present in the expression 
underlying in the fragment IAEB, which corresponds to the right side of the cape. 
4. Our Proposal for a Solution 
4.1. Philological Explanation of the Different Fragments of the Inscription 
We will follow, as a general rule, the wide lexical compilation by Ignacio Reyes (García 2011), 
supported by other amazigh dictionaries (Basset 1890, 1893; de Calasanti-Motylinski 1898; Dallet 
1982; Delheure 1984, 1987; Faidherbe 1877; de Foucauld 1951–1952; Heath 2006; Naït-Zerrad 1998–
1999, 2002; Prasse et al. 2003; Ritter and Prasse 2009; Robledo 1944, 1949; Taifi 1991; Taine-Cheikh 
2008; van Putten 2014). 
4.1.1. TIEPFSEPMERI 
The root [T·Y] (García 2011, p. 604) in a Berber language like Ayer Tuareg transliteratedly takes 
a graphemic form <ti>, phonetically /ti/, masculine singular noun meaning father. 
The consonantal lexeme [F·G] (García 2011, p. 483) in Tamazight from Central Morocco takes the 
form <effeg>, which can be articulated after an abbreviation process of /ff/ as /f/ and, as is common 
practice in proto-Berber (Kossmann 2013, p. 56; Takács 2005), the replacement of /f/ with /p/, justified 
by a lip obstruction phase, aside from devoiding of velarity the sound /g/ and placing it on a 
labiodental phoneme /f/. Thus, the product of the process is /effeg/ > /efeg/ > /epeg/ > /epef/. 
Morphologically, it corresponds to a verb meaning to reveal/show/discover. 
The lexeme [S·B] (García 2011, p. 586) in Tuareg languages such as Ayer or Tawellemmet is 
represented as <ăsab>, where the consonant /b/ becomes unvoiced and might sound like /p/. The 
meaning of this expression, a noun, is adolescent/virgin. 
The next segment, MERI, can be assumed to be a phonetic expression of the proper noun Mary, 
/maria/, in which the unclean pronunciation of the Canarian people as well as their three-vowel 
system {a, i, u} compared to the five-vowel system of the Latin people {a, e, i, o, u}, could lead to the 
interpretation of a value close to /e/ owing to a vocalic closure when listening to the vowel sound /a/ 
in the first syllable, while /ia/ merge in the second syllable of /maria/, and although the diphthong is 
broken, it would lead us to think about two separate vowels with a sound produced by the same 
vocalic closure and closer to /i/ than to /a/ or /ia/. We must note that if we examine (Vera 2016, pp. 
324–44) the Marian Evangelical biblical texts by Saint Luke, where we can find the different linguistic 
forms of Mary’s name, we learn that it is written as /meri/ in the Kabyle language, <meryem> (SBI 
1995), even when the common rule for Berber languages specifies that the form /mari/ should be used, 
generally /mariam/. Another option is to guess the lexeme [M·R] < [m-R] (García 2011, p. 556), with 
transliterated graphemes <amǝr>, a verbal singular noun meaning grace/joy/cheerfulness/complacency. 
In such case, the vowel /a/ would be lost by apheresis, at the same time as a shift from /ǝ/ to /e/ by 
frontality occurs, resulting in /mer/. 
If we combined each one of the previous elements, we would obtain /ti-epef-ăsap-{meri/mer}/. 
The vowel between /p/ and /f/ may be understood as a pronunciation aid, whereas the short vowel 
/ă/ may disappear between the preceding and following consonants, thus provoking a new vocalic 
closure phenomenon during the shift from /a/ to /e/ in the fragment /sap/ > /sep/. For the rest of this 
set, in the first case we might leave it unchanged, /tie-pf-sep-meri/ but, in the second option, we 
would get the form /tie-pf-sep-mer/. The meaning of the first variation would be, in the SVO syntactic 
( ah eh), an od ord wit in the regular
theological-medi val use, wh ch—in spit of having Se i ic ro ts—w s unp on unc able w th uc
vowels. That is why the Hebrew people simplified it with the consonants “YHWH”, hence our
disregarding this theony in the Insular-Berber language and, therefore, present i th expr ssion
underlying in the fragment IAEB, which corresponds to the right side of the cape.
4. Our Proposal for a Solution
4.1. Philological Explanation of the Differe t Fragments of the Inscriptio
We will follow, as a general rule, the wide l xical compilation by Ignacio Reyes (García 2011),
supported by ot er amazigh dictionaries (Basset 1890, 1893; de Calasanti-Motylinski 1898; Dallet 1982;
Delheure 1984, 1987; Faidherbe 1877; de Foucauld 1951–1952; Heath 2006; Naït-Zerrad 1998–1999, 2002,
1998–1999, 2002; Prasse et al. 2003; Ritter and Gottfri 2009; Robledo 1944, 1949; Taifi 1991; Taine-Cheikh
2008; van Putten 2014).
4.1.1. TIEPFSEPMERI
The root [T·Y] (García 2011, p. 604) in a Berber language like Ayer Tuareg transliteratedly takes a
graphemic form <ti>, phonetically /ti/, masculine singular noun meaning father.
The conso antal lexeme [F·G] (García 2011, p. 483) in Tamazight from Central Morocco takes
the form <effeg>, which can be articulated after an abbreviation process of /ff/ as /f/ and, as is
common practice in proto-Berber (Kossmann 2013, p. 56; Takács 2005), the replacement of /f/ with
/p/, justified by a lip obstruction phase, aside from devoiding of velarity the sound /g/ and placing it
on a labiodental phoneme /f/. Thus, the product of the process is /effeg/ > /efeg/ > /epeg/ > /epef/.
Morphologically, it corresponds to a verb meaning to reveal/show/discover.
The lexeme [S·B] (García 2011, p. 586) in Tuareg la guages such as Aye or Tawellemmet is
represented as <ăsab>, where the consonant /b/ becomes unvoiced and might sound like /p/.
The meaning of this expression, a noun, is adolescent/virgin.
The next segment, MERI, can be assumed to be a phonetic expression of the proper noun Mary,
/maria/, in which the unclean pronunciation of the Canarian people as well as their three-vowel
system {a, i, u} compared to the five-vowel system of the Latin people {a, e, i, o, u}, could lead to
the interpretation of value close to /e/ owing to a vocalic closure when listening to the vowel
sound /a/ in the first syllable, while /ia/ merge i the s cond syllable of /maria/, and although the
diphthong is broken, it would lead us to think about two separate vowels with a sound produced
by the same vocalic closure and closer to /i/ than to /a/ or /ia/. We must note that if we examine
(Vera 2016, pp. 324–44) the Marian Evangelical biblical texts by Saint Luke, where we can find the
different linguistic forms of Mary’s name, we learn that it is written as /meri/ in the Kabyle language,
<meryem> (SBI 1995), even when the common rule for Berber languages specifies that the form
/mari/ s ould be used, generally /mariam/. Another option is guess t e lexeme [M·R] < [m-R]
(García 2011, p. 556), with translit rated graphemes <am
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José H ná dez Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-divi ion TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, he more natur l form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
ar a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is int nded to be shown in the same semantic 
line a  Tipu  Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to th s point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protectio  of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(G rdl ) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
r>, a verbal singular noun meaning
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grace/joy/cheerfulness/complacency. In such case, the vowel /a/ would be lost by apheresis, at the
same time as a shift from /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Vi gin Mary) (García 2011, p . 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ to /e/ by frontality occurs, resulting in /mer/.
If we combined each one of the previous elements, we would obtain /ti-epef-ăsap-{meri/mer}/.
The vowel between /p/ and /f/ may be understood as a pronunciation aid, whereas the short vowel
/ă/ may disappear between the preceding and following consonants, thus provoking a new vocalic
closure phenomenon during the shift from /a/ to /e/ in the fragment /sap/ > /sep/. For the rest of this
set, in the first case we might leave it unchanged, /tie-pf-sep-meri/ but, in the second option, we would
get the form /tie-pf-sep-mer/. The meaning of the first variation would be, in the SVO syntactic form,
The Father (God) reveals/shows the Virgin Mary, main theological expression demonstrating God’s role
as origin and cause of Mary, given to mankind from Him. In the second case, we might detect some
meaning, also in the SVO syntactic form, The Father (God) finds grace in the Virgin, a phrase that makes it
compulsory to add one more lexeme at the end, the lexeme [Y] (García 2011, p. 614), which, in a wide
variety of Berber languages such as Hoggar Tuareg, Ayer Tuareg or t e T wellemmet, as well as in
Tegg rgrent, Kabyle, Tunzabt or the Tamazight Berber from Moro co, is written in its graphemic form
<i>, phonetically /i/, as a morphological element of possessive suffix pronoun in the first person
singular me/to me of indistinct gender. This gives shape to the construction Father God has found in
me, the Virgin, grace, an expression that resembles the one in Saint Luke’s Gospel, chapter 1, verse 30,
in the fragment describing the Annunciation by Gabriel the Angel: Feare not, Marie, for thou hast found
fauour with God (Bible 1611, p. F2r) (Ne timeas, Maria: invenisti enim gratiam apud Deum (Tvveedale 2005,
p. 1308), the latin Vulgata reads). This way, we would obtain the whole expression /tie-pf-sep-mer-i/.
Both options fully agree with the importance of the area where it has been engraved TIEPFSEPMERI,
the collar or neckline of the image, even though we opt for the latter one because of the sequence
of fitting elements with such biblical-theological significance, while also liturgical and devotional,
and essential core expression of Mariology.
We would like to point out that the lexemes [F·G] and [S·B] could be replaced with other three
different ones: the root [Y·D. ] (García 2011, p. 614), a verb in the form <yy
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6 ), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a ower) ( ible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the ulti-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Span sh ca rying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by ay of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E- E-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
li e as Tipus Matris (Image f the M ther) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
d. >, as a Berber lexeme,
meaning feeling full enough. Its phonetics may undergo a transformation f om /ii
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out th  stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bibl  1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, p . 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, th  multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish c rrying religious meaning about 
three fra ments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of exampl , w  provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), f om Kircher’s variation, or else, the more u natural f rm TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo d  madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examin d (Ver  2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with ou  linguis ic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them becam  disregarded. N n  of them is worth further dedic tion, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the cours  of history, and 
amples of h w to s lve a roblem that, as has been cl arly emonstrated, is extremely complex. 
N xt, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in th  Amazig  language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). T is sol tion follow  the same l n  as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our L dy of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the In ular-Amaz h langu g .  
We will reproduc  his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garm nt in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of e c  sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candl ’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRA FR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVI APIMLIFINVIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
house  the most important t easure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is da ning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (G rcía 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If w  pay atten ion to the substan ial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this o e, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived lingui tic pproach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic eligious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
d/ to the abbreviation
of /ii/ into /i/, the vocalic progress from /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Mo re 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying r ligious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of exampl , we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the on  hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siemp e 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural fo m TI-ERES-EP-MERI, t at is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the sam  semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once th roughly xamined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic a d 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became dis garded. None of he  is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possibl  s lutions proposed over the cour e of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem tha , as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differ  widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propos l was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes Garcí  
(1962–), today’s main expert in th  Amazigh language, and was xpounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same l n  as the con lusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Cand lari  being written i  the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the In ul r-Am zigh language. 
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first plac , 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of l xemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgi  Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM I RANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N· ]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining t easure. A burden upo  our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIR A ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W· ]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê a -m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R· ] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give ref g  to that who ign res. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solu ions roposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived li uistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks cohe nce with the emantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ to /e/, and the shift f om the coronal /d/ to the labial
/p/, resulting in the final phonetics /iep/. It would be followed by the root [F] < [Γ·F] = [X·F]
(García 2011, p. 481), which corresponds to the preposition over/on, in the form <f>, /f/, in languages
like Kabyle, Siwa or Tunzabt. Another possibility is the root [F] (García 2011, p. 481) meaning to
find/discover in the form <af> in Berber languages like Figuig, Kabyle, Chaouia, Tunzabt, Teggargrent
or Djebel Nefusa, among others, or else <uf> in Awdjila or <if> in Siwa, which allows the considering
of a voiced form /V-f/, where the vowel might be dropped by apheresis. The final lexeme would
be [S·B·(T)] (García 2011, p. 586), which, in the Ayer Tuareg language becomes <ese
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Mour  1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-ps udo-acronyms from Lati  nd Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on th  neckline only, w ere two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the mor  unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the M ther) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly ex mined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
bi>, a verb
meaning to purify, among others. The phonetic form might lose the fi st vowel by apheresis once again
as a mere aid for the pronunciation of the consonants, just as seen in the set /e
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of Songs 8, 4 (B ble 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit ea , ...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bibl  1611, p. 3M2v; Mour 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-a r nyms f om Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
thr e fragments, by José Hernández orán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mir r (Tú eres esp jo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same sem ntic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
O  thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S· ]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virg n Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
( ight side of the cape) OL  IN ANFR IAEB PFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FME REI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/, by abbreviating the
two occlusive bilabial consonants and the turn ng them into t e unvoiced s und /p/, s that, at the
end of the process, the final vowel becomes softer in /sep/. This wo ld imply t at th w ole phonetics
of th sequence would be /ti-iep-f-sep/, meaning Th Father (Go ) is brimming with purification on Mary,
or else, The Father (God) fill Mary with purification, or also with the other meaning for MERI, The Father
(God) is bri ming with purity and grace. All of those semantics are concordant with the words included
in the verses of the Annunciation by the Angel Gabriel to Mary (Luk 1, 26–38) (Bible 1611, p. F2r),
although, in light of the liturgical and biblical argumentation, we prefer God the Father has found in me,
the Virgin, grace.
4.1.2. NARMPRLMOTARE
The root [M] (García 2011, p. 551) in Kabyle or in Algerian Tunzabt, Berbe categorised in the
Subgroup Mzab-Ouargla, adopts the form f the grapheme <m> fro the singular feminine belonging
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particle the woman who has/who owns/the owner. Because of the transformation /m/ > /n/ between
coronal and labial nasals, we may consider the form /n/.
The consonantal root [R] (García 2011, p. 574) in the Ahaggar Berber language adopts the verbal
pronominal meaning of fortunate is the one who with a transliterated graphemic form <ere>, even when
in languages like Ayer Tuareg the final vowel is dropped and the sound becomes /er/. Besides, its
vocalic aperture may lead us to think of the phonetics /ar/.
The lexeme [M] (García 2011, p. 551) conveys as <-m> the possessive pronoun in the suffixed
form of the second person feminine singular you/to you, which is phonetically written as /m/.
The root [F·R] (García 2011, p. 487) adopts the graphemic form <ffer> in languages like Figuig,
Siwa or either Algerian or Moroccan Berber languages, corresponding to the verb form meaning to
collect/treasure. Phonetics by abbreviation allows us to shift from /ffer/ to /fer/, using the vowel /e/ as
a consonantal aid for /fr/, and which, by labial occlusion, can be retreated to its proto-Berber form /pr/.
The graphemic form of the root [L] (García 2011, p. 546) in Kabyle or in Hoggar Tuareg corresponds
to <el>, which, in turn, can be considered as /l/ in our inscription, where the vowel would act as
a support for the pronunciation, therefore providing the verbal morphology with the meaning to be
related/relatives.
The root [M·T. ] (Delheure 1987, p. 202) in the Berber language gives us the noun referring to woman,
but if the prefix <t> is added, in forms like <tam
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
t.t.ut> in the very Teggargrent singular or <tim
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
r a s E sepivit eam, [...] et aedif cavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the mult -pseudo-acronyms from La in and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the le tering on the neckli e only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, result ng in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo d madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
c yptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection f possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a probl  that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a p oposal fo  solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was mad  by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), tod y’s mai  expert in th  Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This soluti n follows t e same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
th  carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will repr duc his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graph mes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
p otection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRA FR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. wi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F - M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the mos  important treasure, Child Yahweh ov r you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu -mirna. Nubi am ti ewe am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·  [W·N -[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garme t edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
f rgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atten  to the substantial d tance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it s metimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and w   particu arly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
t..at>
in Tunzabt in plural, women. We obse ve the dropping of the prefix <t> in transliterated graphemic
forms like <m
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as w  progressed with our linguistic nd 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them beca e disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B· ]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EP MPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[ ]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
t.t.uti>, Teggargrent again, meaning in a female manner/related to women. We may think of
the latter one, which keeps the lexeme [M·T. ], shifting from the middle semi-open vowel /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-divisi n TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discusse  up t  this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Vi gin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[ ·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive t e offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ to the
back semi-open vowel /o/ and where, due to the marked stress on, /tt/ part of the fin l vowel /i/ is
lost, and after that consider the abbreviation of the sounds /tt/ into /t/, achieving the sound form
/motut/, where the consonant /t/, as is typical with languages like Chaouia, undergoes a series of
successive transformations /t/>/θ/>/h/>∅. It is for certain that all of the changes hereby discussed
are numerous, even though the lexeme is clearly the main element indicating the contents of the
inscription on the girdle of the statue.
The lexeme [R] (García 2011, p. 573), being its graphemic form <ar>, which can be pronounced as
/er/ by means of vocalic closure without any difficulty, corresponds to the adverb except/u less/if not in
a diversity of Tuareg anguages such as Hoggar, Ayer o Tawel emmet.
If we brin ll the expressions above together, we would have /n-ar-m-pr-l-mota-er/,
in accordance with the gro p of consonantal lexe es or roots of NARMPRL OTARE,
[M]-[R]-[M]-[F·R]-[L]-[M·T. ]-[R], where the diphthong /ae/ m ght, due to rese blance, sound like
the form /a/ and, at the same time, the end of the phrase might need a vowel, perhaps /e/, as is
the case with the preposition until, composed by the gr ph mes <ar> in Tawellemmet Tuareg or in
Ayer Tuareg or in Central Moroccan Berber, and <are> in Tashelhiyt. This would convert the phrase
into <narmprlmotare>. The meaning of the expression, especially important—just like the previous
one—because of the particular spot where it is placed on the girdle of the Marian image, since both the
neckline and the waist are seen as privileged areas compared to the rest, the cape and robe, gathers the
following elements: this woman is holder-fortunate (blessed/sacred)-you-possess/treasure-kinship-related to
women-except, again a syntactic SVO form, which makes us think about the main biblical and prayerful
phrase at the beginning of the Hail Mary (I salute you, Mary), a text by Luke found on verse 28, chapter
1 (Bible 1611, p. F2r), Haile thou that art highly fauoured, the Lord is with thee: Blessed art thou among
women (Ave gratia plena: Dominus tecum: benedicta tu in mulieribus) (Tvveedale 2005, p. 1308), first
part of the Hail Mary prayer as we know it today, along with the part about the encounter of Mary
and Isabel, which includes the salutation Blessed art thou among women, and blessed is the fruite of thy
wombe (Benedicta tu inter mulieres, et benedictus fructus ventris tui) (Tvveedale 2005, p. 1309), of Luk 1, 42
(Bible 1611, p. F2r), of which Hail Mary entirely consisted until the turn of the fifteenth century in the
absence of the second part Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death
until that time (Graef 1968, pp. 226–29; Leclercq 1913; Miller 2004, p. 54). Thus, the meaning of our
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sequence on the neckline of the Marian image is clear: You have been blessed with uniqueness among the
whole kinship of women, in other words, Blessed are you among women.
4.1.3. LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT
The lexeme [L·F] (García 2011, p. 547) in Ayer Tuareg is written as <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
lfu>, a verbal form meaning to
accumulate/amass/stock up on. We may transcribe it phonetically as /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or ra he , Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) o  Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit am, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanis  arrying religious meaning about 
three fragm nts, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we pr vide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in t  ph ase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), fro  Ki cher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, th t is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), whic  is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) n  as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of th m became di regarded. None f them is worth further dedica ion, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem th t, as has been clearly d monstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pro sal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was mad  by the p ilologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’  main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the ye r 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same lin  s the conclusions we expound and share bout the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insula -Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining very fragm nt on the garme t in the fir t place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of l xeme  and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEP ERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgi  Mary) (G cía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation tow rds the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh ove  you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [ ·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father a d the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPER MIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense when ver it is caused by he fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to he subs an ial distance betwee  all the solutions prop sed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, de pite its well- onceiv d linguis ic approach and the tstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the s mantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
lfu/, even though the proto Berber
archaism allows us to transform /f/ int /p/.
The root [R] (García 2011, p. 574) presents the transliterated graphic form <ăr> in Tawellemmet
Tuareg as a masculine singular noun accompanying the verb in the same language <ăru>, meaning to
love for the verb and (thing or person) loved/beloved for the noun.
The root [N] (García 2011, p. 561) in its form <in>, which we find in Tawellemmet Tuareg and the
Ayer Tuareg, is a particle placed right beside the verb that indicates a faraway place and means over
there/there. It can be expressed by means of the phoneme /in/.
The lexeme [N·F·(Y)] (García 2011, p. 563) is found in Amazigh from Central Morocco in the
form <inifif> as a masculine singular noun meaning gap at the bottom of a ravine where water is stored and
preserved. If we archaise /f/ as /p/ again, we would get /inipip/, here the first and third vowel /i/
might have acquired a more op n sonority like /e/ for an alien c mpiler, r throug local volu ion
within the Canary Islands, having /enip p/ as result.
The root [N] (García 2011, p. 561) is found in languages like Tawellemmet Tuareg in th form
<aˇn>, or even as <(
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and wa  expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we exp nd an  share about the text o  
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh l nguage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each seque ce. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
)n>, and it is a suffix for deictic singular nouns or verbs meani g this over here/there.
The lexeme [Y] (García 2011, p. 614) in Ayer, Tawellemmet and Hoggar Tuareg languages presents
the transcribed graphemic form <aˇy> as a suffix for the possessive personal pronoun in the first person
singular me/to me. Phonetically speaking, we may apply vocalic closure to /a/ in order for it to be
expressed as /ei/, a feature that has even been contemplated by the aforementioned Tuareg languages.
The lexeme [F] (García 2011, p. 481), meaning to find/discover and with the form <af> is found in
Berber languages such as Figuig, Kabyle, Chaouia, Tunzabt, Teggargrent or Djebel Nefusa, among
others, or also as <uf> in Awdjila or <if> in Siwa.
The consonantal group [N·T] (García 2011, pp. 569–70) in Hoggar Tuareg is expressed as <ent>,
/ent/, a verbal form meaning to be firmly settled on the ground/firmly established or to have deep roots.
If we gather all the elements in the sequence, we obtain the complete phonetics
/
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meani g about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) whi h, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variatio , or else, the more unnatural form TI-E ES-EP-MERI, th t is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres e pejo de madre), w ich is intended to be shown in the same s man ic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the M ther) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our li guistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in th  year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share bou  the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh langu ge from the Ca ary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. < arǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. wi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
lpu-ăr-in-enipep-(
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (a d gath red out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the ulti-pseudo-ac nyms from L ti  and Spanish c rrying r ligious me ning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the etteri g on the neckl e only, where two interpretations ar  possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, r sulting in the phr se Forev r y u are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s v riatio , or els , the m re un atural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de ma re), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the J suit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Onc  thoroughly exa ined (Ver 2016, p. 73–84) and s we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disr garded. None of them s w rth further dedication, 
but th y remain a  a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples f how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move n to a proposal or olution which differs widely fr m ev ry other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Igna io Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s in expert in the Amazigh languag , a d a  expounded in t e year 2007 (García 
2010). T is solutio  follows the same line as the conclusions we expou d and share bout the t xt on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being writte  n the A azigh l guage from the Can ry 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaini g very fragment on he g rment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes d the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [ ·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]- Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor  (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be me ciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light  (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM IN ANFR IAEBNPF  R VEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr an ǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. N i-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[ ·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most mportant treasure, Child Yahw h ov r you, shi ing treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a tack over o r shoul ers. Control such burden  (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR V VIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewe  am bir ur wiw -n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F· B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N -[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illnes , and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) FM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection ag inst superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense wheneve it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay ttention to the substa tial distance between all the solu ions proposed up to this point 
and this one, w  tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lex cal grounds supporting it, it sometimes lack  coherenc  w th th  semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are p rticularly peaking about an a sence of a cleare biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
)n ei-if-ent/. he vowel /
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of S ngs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L r) or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
ads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gath red out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tow r) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseud -acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
thr e fragme ts, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lett ring n the neckline only, where two int rpr tations ar  possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-div sion TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Foreve  you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), fro  Kircher’s vari ion o  else, the more unnatur l form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a other’s mirr r (Tú eres pejo adre), which is intended o be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Moth r) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoro hly xamined (Ve a 2016, pp. 73–84) a d as we progressed with our linguistic  
cryptan lyitic analysis, all of them b came disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collecti n of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
xa ples of how to solve problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move n to a pr posal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following pr posal was made by t  philologist and isto i grapher Ign cio R yes García 
(1962–), today’s main exp rt in th  Amazigh lang ag , and w s exp und d in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This olutio  follows th same lin as he conclus ons we expound a d share about he text on 
he c ving of Ou  L dy of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the C ry 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh lang age.  
We will reprod c  his pro osal by ex ining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, th  sequ nc  of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
p otection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(G rdle) NARMPRLMOTA E. <N rǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
f d] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (B  m cifu  in he victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM I RA FR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-  yǝ  ǎr anfǝr Iae  ǝnubi -m ǎr fwen wi ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F· ] [N·B·( )]-[F]-[  R]-[F·W] [G -[ ·Γ]-[B·B]-[M -[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treas re, Child Yahw h over y u, shining tr asure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) F PMI NA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu -mi na. Nubi am ti ewe  am bir ur wiwi-n r , abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W -[B]-[R·N] ·B·(W) -[M T·Y] W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W· ]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, gre  power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfectio  avoid illness, and re a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the of nse whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial dista ce b tween all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this o e, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived lingu stic approach and the outstanding 
l xical grounds suppor g it, it someti es la ks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we a e particula l  speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ is not considered as so by some scholars but
m re intercon on nt l lement acting as voi ing support (Kossmann 1999, pp. 39–40; Kossmann
and Stroomer 1997, pp. 463–64). We may consider the two pseudo-vowels /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of the  became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the phil logist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This soluti n f llows th  ame line as the conclusions we exp nd and share about the text on 
th  c ving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh lang a e from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Vir in Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be erciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side f the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEB PFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a sta k over r shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA E VPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FME REI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ as an aid for the
pronunciation of the consonants /l/ and /n/. The sh rt vowel /ă/ may serve the same supporting
purpose for the /r/ following it, and by abbreviating the group /eii/ into /ei/ and shifting the
sound /ent/ to /ant/, with greater vocalic aperture, we would have the final form. After the usual
modifications in graphic form of letters such as <u> and <v> in those centuries, we would obtain
<lpvrinenipepneifant>. The meaning would imply a semantics similar to Accumulating things related to
love in the deepest place where what one loves most is kept (a figuration of the heart for occidental people)
this one over there is rooted in me, or else, Those who fill their heart and life with love, they are in Me, with
a more complex (S)VO syntactic form than other shorter fragments we will see, owing to the use of
suffixes in adverbial forms of place and pronoun. The meaning is found in passages referring to the
call to th a cumulati of treasuries in H aven nd not on Earth, since where your treasure is, there will
your heart be also (Mt 6, 19–21) (Bible 1611, p. A4v), as well as to the Command of Love (Mt 22, 37–40)
(Bible 1611, p. C3r) and b cause th y are in Ch ist for that reason, as stat d in numerous passages of
the Pauline letters (Rm 6, 15–23) (Bible 16 1, p. P3r), rooted and built vp in him [Christ], and stablished in
the faith, [...] abounding therein with thankesgiuing (Col 2, 7) (Bible 1611, p. T4v) or the Gospel according
to Saint John (Jn 15) (Bible 1611, pp. L1r–L1v), among other passages.
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4.1.4. OLM
The consonantal lexeme or root [L] < [H·L·H/L] (García 2011, p. 546) corresponds to the verbal
form meaning to beg in Tamazight from Central Morocco, with the transliterated graphemic expression
<all> and a phonetics we may assume to be /al/. The text on the carving has only two <o> vowels, one
of them hereby considered as a sound /o/, a rare one in percentage terms, a sign of how uncommon
it is linguistically speaking. The sound /o/ does not really belong in the proto-Berber language
(Heath 2005; Kossmann 2013, pp. 170–71; Kossmann and Stroomer 1997, p. 472; Prasse 1984, 1990),
and so it may come from the assimilation of /au/ or from the sound /ă
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4.1.4. OLM 
The consonantal lexeme or root [L] < [H·L·H/L] (García 2011, p. 546) corresponds to the verbal 
form meaning to beg in Tamazight from Central Morocco, with the transliterated graphemic 
expression <all> and a phonetics we may assume to be /al/. The text on the carving has only two <o> 
vowels, one of them hereby considered as a sound /o/, a rare one in percentage terms, a sign of how 
u common it is linguistically speaking. The sound /o/ does not really belong in the proto-Berber 
language (Heath 2005; Kossmann 2 13, pp. 170–71; Kossmann and Stroomer 1997, p. 472; Prasse 1984, 
1990), and so it may come from the assimilation of /au/ or from the sound / Ɂ/, with the purpose of 
achieving a greater vowel harmony. As a consequence, it does not seem very unlikely for a third 
listener to be able to capture sound /ol/. 
The lexeme [M] (García 2011, p. 551) expresses as <-m> the possessive pronoun in the suffixed 
form, second person, feminine singular you/to you, phonetically transcribed as /m/. 
This way, we have /ol-m/, <olm>, meaning We ask you for/we beg you (addressed to the feminine 
subject that is the Virgin Mary), with a (S)VO syntactic form, an expression that is typical of prayer 
repertories, and that we can find, for instance, in the Salve Regina (Hail, Holy Queen) prayer: Ad te 
clamamus (To thee do we cry, which, in Latin, acquires the sense that we are begging while screaming 
and wailing) (Hexter and Townsend 2012). 
4.1.5. INRANFR 
The lexeme [M·R] (García 2011, p. 556) in the Berber language from Central Morocco becomes 
<imran>, a plural noun meaning stones embedded into the ground that, like milestones do, demarcate a 
territory or property, as a form of fencing or boundary wall. It is clear that its phonetic transcription is 
/imran/, which is phonetically close to /inran/ provided that bilabiality is reduced. With the same 
consonantal root, we have [M·R] (García 2011, p. 556) also with a similar meaning, as it has the sense 
of territory/area/region/country. 
The root [F·R] (García 2011, p. 487) adopts the graphemic form <ffer> in languages like Figuig and 
Siwa or in Argelian or Moroccan Berber languages, corresponding to the verb form which means to 
protect/keep warm/take shelter, as was the case with the aforementioned to collect/treasure. Phonetics by 
abbreviation allows us to shift from /ffer/ to /fer/, the vowel /e/ serving as consonantal support to /fr/. 
By bringing the elements above together, we would obtain the phonetic expression /inran-fer/ 
or /inranfr/, and it would be our choice to drop or not the supporting vowel for the pronunciation of 
the final /r/. The sense of the phrase, Protective wall or Wall that gives us shelter, might slightly evoke 
the Christian phrase applied to the Virgin Mary as Hortus conclusus (Cant 4, 12), A garden inclosed is 
my sister, my spouse; a spring shut up, a fountain sealed (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r). In Gregorius Nyssenus (ca. 
335–ca. 394), we also find the use of wall/panel to make reference to Mary (Peltomaa 2001), in the sense 
of her being a protector, especially with a theological meaning related to virginity. A different sense 
of the expression /inranfr/ might be, as it is placed between the previous espression OLM, and the 
following one IAEBNPFM—which makes it all the more appropriate—, Protect the territory, the area, 
in the (S)VO syntactic form, in a begging or pleading-like tone rather than a praising one, as in the 
previous example. 
4.1.6. IAEBNPFM 
The lexeme [Y] (García 2011, p. 613) in its transcribed graphemic form <i>, and phonetics /i/, is 
found in Kabyle introducing a clause, meaning the relative pronoun who/which. 
The consonantal root [B·B] (García 2011, p. 452) presents the verbal semantics of 
owner/proprietor/author/master, follows a pronoun and is represented as <bab> and, consequently, we 
can make it sound as /bab/. This root is rather close to [B·B] (García 2011, p. 452), with <ebb> form in 
Ghadames, or <babb>, quite similar to the previous one in several languages from Central Morocco, 
meaning to carry/hold/provide/support/take responsibility, that is, who has the authority and is in charge 
and is the owner, so we are including both expressions in this case in order to convey the sense of 
this fragment better. This would lead us to the phonetics /bab/ or /eb/.  
, with the purpose of
achieving a reat r vowel harmony. As a conseq , it oes not s em very unlikely for a third
listener to be able to capture sound /ol/.
The lexeme [M] (García 2011, p. 551) expresses as <-m> the possessive pronoun in the suffixed
form, second person, feminine singular you/to you, phonetically transcribed as /m/.
This way, we have /ol-m/, <olm>, meaning We ask you for/we beg you (addressed to the feminine
subject that is the Virgin Mary), with a (S)VO syntactic form, an expression that is typical of prayer
repertories, and that we can find, for instance, in the Salve Regina (Hail, Holy Queen) prayer: Ad te
clamamus (To thee do we cry, which, in Latin, acquires the sense that we are begging while screaming
and wailing) (Hexter and Townsend 2012).
4.1.5. INRANFR
The lexeme [M·R] (Garcí 2011, p. 556) in the Berber language from Central M rocco becomes
<imran>, a plu al noun meaning stones em edded into the ground that, like milestones do, demarcate
a terr to y or property, as a form of fencing or boundary wall. It is c ear that its phonetic transcription is
/imran/, which is phonetically close to /inran/ provided that bilabi lity is reduced. Wit the same
consonantal root, we have [M·R] (García 2011, p. 556) also with a similar meaning, as it has the sense
of territory/area/region/country.
The root [F·R] (García 2011, p. 487) adopts the graphemic form <ffer> in languages like Figuig
and Siwa or in Argelian or Moroccan Berber languages, corresponding to the verb form which means
to protect/keep warm/take shelter, as was the case with the aforementioned to collect/treasure. Phonetics by
abbreviation allows us to shift from /ffer/ to /fer/, the vowel /e/ serving as consonantal support to /fr/.
By bringing the elements above together, we would obtain the phonetic expression /inran-fer/ or
/inranfr/, and it would be our choice to drop or not the supporting vowel for the pronunciation of
the final /r/. The sense of the phrase, Protective wall or Wall that gives us shelter, might slightly evoke
the Christian phrase applied to the Virgin Mary as Hortus conclusus (Cant 4, 12), A garden inclo d is
my sister, my spouse; a spring shut up, a fountain sealed (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r). In Gregorius Nyssenus
(ca. 335–ca. 394), we also find the use of wall/panel to make reference t Mary (Peltomaa 2001), in the
sense of her being a protector, especially with a theological meaning related to virginity. A different
sense of the expression /inranfr/ might be, as it is placed between the previous expression OLM,
and the following one IAEBNPFM—which makes it all the more appropriate—, Protect the territory,
the area, in the (S)VO syntactic form, in a begging or pleading-like tone rather than a praising one, as in
the previous example.
4.1.6. IAEBNPFM
The lexeme [Y] (García 2011, p. 613) in its transcribed graphemic form <i>, and phonetics /i/,
is found in Kabyle introducing a clause, meaning the relative pronoun who/which.
The consonantal root [B·B] (García 2011, p. 452) presents the verbal semantics of
owner/propriet r/author/master, follows pron un and is represented as <bab> and, co sequently,
we c make it sound as /bab/. This root is rather close to [B·B] (García 2011, p. 452), wit < bb> form
in Ghadames, or <babb>, quite similar to the previous one in several languages from Central Morocco,
meaning to carry/hold/provide/support/take responsibility, that is, who has the authority and is in charge
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and is the owner, so we are including both expressions in this case in order to convey the sense of this
fragment better. This would lead us to the phonetics /bab/ or /eb/.
The lexeme [N·B·Γ] (García 2011, p. 562) in Ayer Tuareg takes the form <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
nb
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f Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6 ), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
read  Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedif cavit turrim (and gathered out the ston s thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Las ly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of exampl , we provide for 
the lettering on the neckli e only, where two int rpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI- -PE-SEP-MERI, result g in t e phrase Fo ever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variati n, or els , the more unn tural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú res esp jo de madre), which is int nded to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth fu th r dedication, 
but they rem in as a collecti n of possible solutions roposed over the course of history, and 
examples f how to solve a problem that,  has been c early demonstrated, is xtremely complex. 
Next, e will m ve n to a roposal f r solution which differs widely from every other roposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following roposal was made by the philologist and histo iographer Ignacio Reyes G rcía 
(1962–), today’s main xper  in the Amazigh lan uage, and was expounded in the year 2007 (G rcía 
2010). This soluti n follows the same line as the onclu ions we expound and sh re about he text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh lan uage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh lan uage.  
We will reproduce his roposal by explaining every fragme t on the garmen  in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the s quence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (G rcía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Nar m ǝb  γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligati n towards the poor) (G rcía 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merc ful in the victory L rd of the eternal light) (G rcía 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M  N [R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M  R]-[F·W] G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B -[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Ya weh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our ons ience 
is like a stack ove our shoulders. C ntrol such burden) (G rcía 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIV IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y N]-[R·N] [B Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W· ] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. T e Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm f r those who suffer. Y ur only burden must be a shining candle) (G rcía 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm nt dge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝm  arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (G rcía 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANN IPERFMI IFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]-[W· - Y  D - N Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W· ]-[F]. (We give r fuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive th  offense wh never it is caused by the fear f God) (G rcía 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay a te ti n to the ubst ntial distance b tween all the solutions roposed up to this point 
and this on , we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic appro ch and the outstanding 
lexical grounds support ng it, it so etimes la ks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
re ults, and w  are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerfu  or liturgical 
>, a verb meaning
to make something grow/sprout/blossom, an s unding /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavi  tur im (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Mo re 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spa ish car ying religious meaning ab ut 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by ay f example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on t e ne hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forev r you ar  Mary (Tú eres por sie pre 
María), from Kircher’s v iation, or else, the m r  unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres esp jo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progr s ed with our li guistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them beca e disregarded. None of th m is wor h further edication, 
but they remain as a collection  possible solutions r posed over t  course of hist ry, n  
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been cle rly demonstrated, is extrem ly complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for sol tion which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was m de by the philologist and historiographer I nacio R yes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows  s me line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text o  
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh languag .  
We will reproduce his proposal  ex laining ev ry fragm t on the garme t in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb eri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) a cía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (Garcí  2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI E IPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in he vict ry Lord of the ternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [ ]-[M] [N]- R -
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important trea ure, Child Yahwe  over you, hini g treas e. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control uch burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W) - M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M B·R  [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawni g, great power. The Child ju t like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m i nni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases t e prote tion against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  r fug  to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by he fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial dis a ce between all th  solutions propos d up to this oint 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite it  well-co ceived linguisti  approach and the outs andi g 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes l cks coherenc  with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
nb
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f Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6 ), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) r Isaiah 5, 2, which 
read  Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out he ston s thereof (the in yard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Mour  1991, pp. 65–67; Tvve dale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Las ly, the multi-pseudo-acronym  from Latin a d Spanish car ying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José H nández Morán (1922–) which, by way f exampl , we pr vide for 
the lettering on the neckli e only, where two int rpretations are possible: on th  ne hand, the 
sub-division TI- -PE-SEP-MERI, result g in t e phras  Fo ever you are M ry (Tú e es por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s v ia i n, or els , the mor  unn tural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú res esp jo de madre), which is int nded to be shown in the same sem ntic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Ver  2016, pp. 73–84) and as we p og ssed with our lingui tic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. N ne of th m is wo th fu th r dedication, 
but th y rem in as a coll ction  p s ible solutions proposed over th  course of hi ry, n  
examples f how to solve a problem that, has been c e rly demonstrate , is xtremely c plex. 
Next, e will m ve n to a proposal f r solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have di cussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propos l was m de by t  philologist and isto iographer Ignacio R yes G rcía 
(1962–), today’s main exper  in the Amazigh lan uage, and w s expounded i  the year 2007 (G rcía 
2010). This soluti n follows the sam  line s the conclu ions w  expou  and sh re about t e text o  
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh lan uage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh lan uag .  
We will reproduce his propo al by ex laining ev ry fragme t on the garmen  in the first pl ce, 
followed by its graphemes, the s quence of lexemes and the semantic m aning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) rcía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Nar m ǝb γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obliga ion towards the poor) (Garcí  2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI ENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in he victory Lord of he eternal light) (G rcía 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]- M  ] R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M  R]-[F·W  G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B -[N]. (Your heart 
hous s the most important treasure, Child Ya we  over you, shining treas re. A burden upon our ons ience 
is like a stack ove  our should rs. C ntrol such burden) (G rcía 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIV IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y N]-[R·N] [B Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W· ] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is daw ing, gre t power. T e Child ju t like the Father a d the way of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm f r those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (G rcía 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm nt dge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê f-m irenni f-ǝm  arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increas s e protection against superstition!) (G rcía 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANN IPERFMI IFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]-[W· - Y  D N Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive th  offens  wh never it is c used by the fear f God) (G rcía 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay a te ti n to the subst ntial dista ce b twe n all the soluti s proposed up to this oint 
and this on , we tend to think that, des ite i s well-conceived linguisti  appro ch and  outstandi g 
lexical grounds support ng it, it so etimes l ks coherenc  with the semantic religious- vangelising 
re ults, and w  are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerfu  or liturgical 
/, w ere by means of devoicing we ca
explain the shift fr m / / to /p/ hile softening the pseudo-vowels /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Isai h 5, 2, which 
eads Et se ivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gath r  out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedal  2005, p. 835). 
8. Las ly, the multi-pseu o-acr nyms from Latin and Spanish c rrying ligious meaning about 
three fragments, by José H nánd z Morán (1922–) which, y way of ex mple, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, wher  two int rpretations are pos ible: on th  one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulti g in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, he more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
re a mother’s mirror (Tú eres esp jo d  madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once th roughly x mined (Ve a 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progr ssed with ur li guistic and 
cryptanalyiti  analysis, all of them became disregarded. None f them is wo th further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions propos d ov r the cours  of history, and 
exa pl s of how t  s lve a pr blem that, as has be n clearly dem nst at d, is extr mely complex. 
N x , we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th  following proposal w s mad  by the philologist and historiog apher Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh la guag , and wa  expounded in h  year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same li e as  conclusions we expound and s re bout the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, t e Insula -Am zigh la guage.  
W  will r prod ce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphem s, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPME I. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OL  INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVI API LIFINVIPI NIPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. i bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the m st importa  treas e, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack ov r our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cap ) FVPMIR A ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVIN N APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawni g, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE INI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m i enni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the ffense whenever i  i  caused by th  fe r of God) (García 2011, p. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solu ions pr posed up to this point 
a  this o e, we tend t  think that, de pite its ell-conc ived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexic l gro nds supporting it, it s metime  la ks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ as an aid for the pronunciation
of the consonants, thus obtaining /npγ/.
The root [G·M] (García 2011, p. 503) is expressed as <g˘
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), fro  Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, Yo  
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be sh wn in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) y the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of the  is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pr posal f r s lution which differs widely from every ther proposal we 
have discussed up to his point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal as made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <N rǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFA T. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense henever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
m> in Tegg grent or in Tunzabt,
where the consonant /g˘/ i short one, its morph logy corresponding to a verb and meaning to
sprout/develop/grow.
We have by bringing the elements above together /i-eb-npγ-g˘
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, th  multi-pse do- cronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying reli iou  meaning about 
thr e fragm nts, by Jo é Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way f exa ple, we provide for 
the lett ring on th  ckline nly, where tw  int rpretati ns ar  ss ble: on t  one hand, the 
ub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, r ultin  in the p ase For ver you are M ry (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirch r’ vari ti , or els , the more un ural for  TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a m ther’s mi ror (Tú er s espej  de madre), hich is int nd d t be sh wn in th  same semantic 
l ne a  Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of p ssible soluti ns proposed ver the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extrem ly complex. 
Next, e will mov  on to a proposal f r solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have di cussed up t  thi  point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh P o o l 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
m/, where /γg˘/ could be
abbreviated, converting the velar sound int a more archaic labiodental form /f/, while we may
assume that /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning bout 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations a  possible: on th  on  hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are M ry (Tú res por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that i , You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended t  b  shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex.
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from very other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ serves as support to convey the sound of the consonant /m/. On a different note,
the initial vowels /ie/ could, even more when we are working on the lexeme [B·B] and we mention
the vowel forms /a/ and /e/, just like /bab/ and /eb/ respectively, pho etise the remaining /iae/
sounds for a collector and transcriber who is not familiar with the languag . This way, we woul
have the form /iaebnpfm/, consi tent with the in cription <ia b pfm>. The eaning of t e phr se,
with a SV(O) syntactic form, would be Who (this is who) is the author and master that mak s (the field )
germinate and grow, an essential agricultural say for the aboriginal pe ple in the Canary Islands,
following a theological-cr ational lin in accordance with numerous biblical texts which ref r to God
as author of the land, the harvests, the growing and germinating of fields, extracted from the enesis,
the Psalms, or the evangelical parabl s, as gathered in Psalm 104, verse 14: He causeth the grass to grow
for the cattle, and herb for the servic of m n (B bl 1611, p. 3F5v).
4.1.7. RFVEN
The consonantal root [R] (García 2011, p. 574) in Ahaggar Berber adopts the pronominal verbal
sense of fortunate is the one with the transliterated graphemic form <ere>, although the final vowel is
dropped in languages like Ayer Tuareg to become /er/.
The lexeme [F] (García 2011, p. 481) meaning to find/discover and represented by the form <af>
in Berber languages such as Figuig, Kabyle, Chaouia, Tunzabt, Teggargrent or Djebel Nefusa, among
others, or also <uf> in Awdjila or <if> in Siwa, allows us to consider a voiced form /V-f/, where the
vowel could be dropped by apheresis or become more relaxed through a process of sound assimilation
by a compiler who is not familiar with his language when it merges with the previous /er/ form.
The root [W·N] (García 2011, p. 608) acts as a demonstrative pronoun, either masculine or feminine,
where the singular adopts the form <wen>, /uen/, in languages like Ayer Tuareg or Tawellemmet
Tuareg, meaning this.
By means of unifying the different segments of this part of the inscription, we get /er-V-f-uen/,
and so if we make the first vowel softer by placing the main sounding stress on /r/ and proceeding
in the same way with the next vowel, it might convey the sound which speakers with a Latin or
Romanic background would pronounce once consonant /r/ and consonant /f/ have been voiced,
seeking some support from vowels in order to express them, something that enabled them to safely
construct the expression <rfuen>, replacing the letter <u> with <v> as was common practice, <rfven>.
The semantics of the phrase, with a SVO syntax, would translate into something like Fortunate is the
one who finds this woman or Fortunate is the one who finds her, referring to the Virgin Mary, or perhaps to
the Son, in a sense that resembles the Beautitudes, typical macarisms found all throughout the Bible,
especially in the writings by Mt 5, 1–12 (Bible 1611, pp. A3v–A4r) and Luk 6, 20–23 (Bible 1611, p. F6r).
4.1.8. NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI
The root [N] > [G·N·(T)] (García 2011, p. 561) takes the graphemic form <ănnu> in the Ayer Tuareg
and Tawellemmet Tuareg languages, corresponding to the verb to call/say/name/propose. The initial
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vowel with a short sound /ă/ can be considered as an aid for pronunciation of the consonant /n/,
abbreviating the duplicated /nn/, and resulting in the phonetics /n-u/.
In Ayer and Tawellemmet Tuareg, the consonantal root [N·D. ] (García 2011, p. 563) is expressed
through the transliterated graphemic form <inad. >, /inad/, a verb meaning to decide/rule/grant authority.
The shift from the coronal consonant /d/ to the bilabial one /p/ is a transformation that can be seen
as a typical one of Berber languages, thus leaving the verb form as /inap/.
The lexeme [M·L·(L)] < [H·M·L] (García 2011, p. 555) is found in Tashelhiyt with the graphemic
form <imlil> and, therefore <imli(l)>, which implies the phonetics /imli/, deriving from the verb
to be good/good-natured, which we convert into and use as a noun, something that is not new in
the proto-Berber.
The root [F·N·W/Y] (García 2011, p. 487) in Ayer and Tawellemmet Tuareg adopts the graphemic
form <f
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant , 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Her ández Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of example, we provide for 
th  l ttering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
M ría), from Kircher’s v r ation, or lse, the more unnatural form TI- RES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mi ror (Tú eres espejo de madre), w ich is inten ed to be show in the sam  semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by th  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
crypt nalyitic nalysis, all of them became disregar ed. None of them is worth further edication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions pr posed over the course of history, and 
examples of how t  solve a problem that, as has been clearly demons rated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pr posal for solution w ich differs widely from very othe  pr posal we 
have discussed up o this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr posal 
The f llowing pr posal was made by the philologist and hist riographer Ignacio R yes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expoun ed in th  year 2007 (García 
2 10). This solution f llows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about th  text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candel ria being writte  in the Amazigh language from the C nary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his pr posal by explaining very fragment on the garment in the first place, 
f llowed by its graphemes, th  sequence of l xemes and th  semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ecti n of the V rgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 14–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm bǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 13). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENI EPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni ǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. N  bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden up n our conscience 
s like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VR VINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawnin , great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfection avoid illness, and are  balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE NI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you incr ases the pro ection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFM VI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge o that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 13–14). 
If we p y attention o the substantial distanc  between all the solutions pr posed up o this point 
and this one, w  tend o think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting , it sometimes lacks coherence wi  th  semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particu arly speaking about an absence of a clearer b blical, prayerful or liturgical 
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or ther Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim ( nd gather d ou  th  s ones t ereof (the viney rd) [...] and 
built a tow r) (Bible 1611, p. 3 2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvv edale 2005, p 835). 
8. Lastly, he m lti-pseud -acronyms from Latin and Spanish carryin  religious meaning about 
thre  fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, b w y of exam le, we provide for 
th  lettering on the neckline only, here two in erpretation  are p ssibl : on the o e hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-S P-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you e Mary (Tú e e  or siempre 
Ma ía), from Kirche ’s variation, or else, the more unnatu al form TI-ERES- P-MERI, that is, You 
ar  a mothe ’s mir or (Tú er s espejo e madre), which is intended to be shown in the sa e semantic 
l ne as Tipus M tris (Image f the Mo er) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examin d (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed w th our linguistic and 
cr ptanalyitic analysis, all of th  b came disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collecti n of possible solutions proposed ov r th course of history, and 
examples of h w to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extre ely complex. 
Next, we will m ve on to a pr p sal for solution which differs widely from every ther proposal we 
have discussed up t  this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main exp rt in the Amazigh l nguage, and was expound d in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follow  the same line as the conclusions we expound and share abou the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Cand lar a being wr ten in the Amazigh l nguage from the Canary 
I land , the Insular-Amazigh l nguage.  
We will reproduce hi  proposa  by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphem s, the sequence of l xemes and the se ant c meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TI FS PMERI. <Ti ye b f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F -[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pr tection of the Vi gin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NA MPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝ  muttar>. [R·M]-[B· ]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] s an obligation owards the poor) (García 2011, p 313). 
(Cuff o  the candle’s side) LPVRIN NIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu ri ni bǎb  ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B ]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 011, p 289). 
(Right side of th  cape) OLM I R NFR IAEBNP M RF EN NVINAPIMLIFINV I NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝ  ǎr anfǝr Iae  ǝnubi f-m ǎr f en. Nwi-in  b b am ǝliffi n wibbi . Ni bi-an>. L]-[M  [N]-[R]-
[ ·F·R] [N·B·(W) -[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M] [L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
house  the ost important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treas re. A burde up  our onscience 
is li e a stack over our houlders. Control s ch burden) (García 2011, p 319). 
(Left side of th  cape) FVPMIRNA ENV MTI E NMP R VIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y  [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[ -[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great pow r. The Ch ld jus  like the F ther and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who s ffer. Yo  only b rden must be a shining candle) (García 
11, p 207). 
(Garm nt edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m renni f-ǝme arey>. [E - F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, findi g you increases th  pr tectio  against uperstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of th  cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi  ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W· - Y Y] [D N]-[Y] [B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge o t at who ignor s. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay at ention to the substantial distanc  betwe n all he solution  pro osed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its w ll-conceived linguistic approach and he outstanding 
lexical grounds suppor ing it, t sometimes lacks oh rence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, nd we e particul rly speaking about an absenc  of a clearer biblic l, praye ful or liturgical 
t>, a qu lifying verb meaning to be excessiv ly proud, and which can be converted into
a n un through an archaising process, while its initial pronunciation in which the pseudo-vowels /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the l ttering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
ub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) IEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food  is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
d this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/
act as consonantal support may transform the first one into /i/ through v c lic closure, and make
the part /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discuss d u  t  this p int. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (Garcí  2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[ ]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or ather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim ( nd gathered ou  th  s ones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3 2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvv edale 2005, p 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseud -acronyms from Latin and Spanish carryin  religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, b  way of example, we provide for 
th  lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the o e hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-S P-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you e Mary (Tú e e  por siempre 
Ma ía), from Kirche ’s variation, or else, the more unnatu al form TI-ERES- P-MERI, that is, You 
are a mothe ’s mirror (Tú er s espejo e madre), which is intended to be shown in the sa e semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examin d (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of th m b came disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed ov r the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a prop sal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up t  thi  point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh l nguage, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follow  the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of C ndelar a being wr tten in the Amazigh l nguage from the Canary 
I lands, the Insular-Amazigh l nguage.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphem s, the sequenc  of l xemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TI FS PMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F -[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pr tection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NA MPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B· ]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRIN NIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb n  ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p 289). 
(Right side of th  cape) OLM I RANFR IAEBNP M RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVI I IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝ  ǎr anfǝr Iae  ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-in  bib am ǝliffi n wibbi . Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M] [L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the ost important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burde upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control s ch burden) (García 2011, p 319). 
(Left side of th  cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI E NMPIR RVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great pow r. The Child jus  like the F ther and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m renni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases th  pr tectio  against uperstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of th  cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge o t at who ignor s. We ill 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we end to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds suppor ing it, it sometimes lacks coh rence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we e particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblic l, praye ful or liturgical 
/ closer to /ui/ by means of the same closur process and also by abbreviating /uu/.
The consonant /t/ undergoes a shift from coronality and labiability as well as an unvoicing during the
transformation /t/-/d/-/b/-/p/, typical of the Berber languages, resulting in the form /finuip/.
The lexeme [Y] (García 2011, p. 613) corresponds to the preposition to/for, which also means
against, expressed as <i> or <iy> in several Berber languages, such as Ayer Tuareg or Tarifiyt, reason
why using the sound form /i/ is coherent.
By gathering all the elements above, we would obtain the phonetics /nu-inap-imli-finuip-i/ which,
transcribed graphemically and after the shift from <u> to <v> would be written as <nvinapimlifinvipi>.
The mea in of the sequence, with a (S)VO syntax, results in It is proposed to grant authority to the
g d-natured rather than to e excessively proud, i oth r wo ds nd turning to be excessively proud i to
a noun, It is proposed to grant authority to the good-natured rather than to the proud, n expression that is
consistent ith verse in the pray r of Magnificat (Magnify) (Luk 1, 46–55) (Bible 1611, pp. F2r–F2v) by
S int Luke the vangelist, ve s 51–52: he hath scattered the proud, in the imagination of their hearts [...] and
exalted them of low degree (Bible 1611, p. F2v) (Dispersit superbos mente cordis sui, [...] et exaltavit humiles)
(Tvveedale 2005, p. 1309).
4.1.9. NIP AN
The root [M] (García 2011, p. 552) presents the semantics who in the form of an interrogative
pronoun, which is graphemically transcribed as <mi> in Ayer Tuareg, Ahaggar Berber from the
Argelian Hoggar mountains, or in Tunzabt, subcategorised into the Mzab-Ouargla, and clearly
phonetised as /mi/.
The lexeme [F] < [H·F·H] (García 2011, p. 481) takes the form <if> in the Teggargrent language,
the Iziyan, belonging in the Zenatic Group, or in Tunzabt, as a verb form meaning to surpass/exceed,
which can be transcribed phonetically as /if/.
The root [Y·N] (García 2011, p. 615) for the singular indefinite pronoun, meaning
some/someone/other is expressed as <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragm nts, by José He nández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckl ne only, where two interpr tations re po sible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, re ulting i  he phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once th r ughly xami ed (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) a  as we progresse with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is wor h further edication, 
but they remain as a collectio  of ossible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
ex mples of h w o solve a roblem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which diffe s widely from every other prop sal w  
have discussed up to this point. 
3. T  I sul r-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the p il logist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follo s the same line as the c nclusi ns we ex und a d share about the text on 
t e carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazig  languag .  
We will reproduce his pr posal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of t  Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
yyăn> in Ayer Tuareg or Berber from Mali Tawellemmet and,
co sequently, its phon tics /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones ther of (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragmen , by José H r ández Morán (1922–) which, y w y of example, we provide fo  
the lettering on the eckline only, where two interpre ations r  p ssible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, sulting in the phras  Forever you re Mary (Tú res por siempre 
María), from Kirc r’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that i , You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we pr gressed with our ling istic 
cryptanalyi ic analy is, all of them bec me disr garded. No e of them is orth further dedication, 
but they re in as a ollecti  of os ible sol ti s proposed ov r t e c rse of history, and 
exam les of how to solve a problem that, s has been clearly d mon trated, is extr mel  complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution whic  differs widely from every other proposal we 
av  isc sed up to this i t. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposa  
The following propos l was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh la guage, and wa  expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solutio  follo s the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelari  bein  written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his roposal by explai ing every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝ  γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu inni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEB PFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is d wning, great p wer. The Child just lik  the Fath r and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m iren i f-ǝm  arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI AN EIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atte tion to the substantial distance bet een all the solutions proposed up to this poin  
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-con eived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical ground  supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
yyăn/ can u n the two first vowels into t e loss of the first one, a much
weaker one, l aving aside—since it is indistinguishable—the shortness of the vowel /a/ as /ă/,
and unifying the two sounds /yy/ through abbreviation, thus resulting in the sound segment /ian/.
The sound gathering in this fragment could be reduced to /mi-if-ian/, which by merging
/m/ with /n/, gathering through abbreviation the repetition of the sound /i/ and by proto-Berber
resemblance between /f/ and /p/, naturally by labial occlusion, results in the written form <nipian>
that, as a whole, means Who-surpasses-someone?/Who is there that exceeds her?/Who is above Him/Her?,
with SVO syntax, a form that might derive from the one alluding to God, Quis sicut Deus? or the
variant Quis sicut Maria?, Who like . . . ? semantics from Saint Michael the Archangel in the first case,
as found in Daniel the prophet (Dn 10, 21; 12, 1) (Bible 1611, pp. 4E1v, 4E2v) or the writer of Psalms in
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Psalm 113, 5, Who is like unto the LORD our God (Bible 1611, p. 3G3r), Quis sicut Dominus Deus noster
(Tvveedale 2005, p. 635).
4.1.10. FVPMIRNA
The lexeme [F] < [Γ·F] = [X·F] (García 2011, p. 481) corresponds to the preposition over in the form
<f>, /f/, in languages such as Kabyle, Siwa or Tunzabt.
The root [W·F] (García 2011, pp. 606–7), in languages like Tawellemmet or Ayer Tuareg, adopts the
transliterated graphemic form <ewef>, with the sense of the verbal noun fear/panic/terror, and coming
from a verbal form with softer vowels, <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of th  Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdl ) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
w
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] t aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 991, pp. 5–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Lati  and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on th  neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI- -P -SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI- R S-EP-MERI, hat is, You 
re a mother’s mirror (Tú eres spejo de madre), w ich is i tended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we p ogr ssed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain s a collection of possible solutions roposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how t  solve a problem h t, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extr mely complex. 
Next, e will move on to a roposal for solution w ich differs widely from every other roposal we 
have di cussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following roposal was made by the philologist and hist riographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in th  year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the ext on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being writte  in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will eproduce his roposal by explaining every fragment on the garme t in the first place, 
followed by its graph mes, the sequ nce of lex mes and the semantic meaning of each sequ nce. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protecti n of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 4 4–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI ENI EPNEIFANT. <Lwu r nni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (B  merciful in the victory Lord of th  eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIP  NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n w bib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most impor ant treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden up n our consci nce 
is like  stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR RVIVI RN APVIMFR  PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti wen am bi ur iwi-  rn, abu i mǝfr . Bib-w n ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just lik the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and re a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE INI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, f ding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 1 3–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANN IPERFMI I VF. <Nǝbbi y mǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W· ]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv the off nse whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 3 3–14). 
If we p y at ention to the subs antial distance between all the solutions roposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think hat, despi e its well-conc ived linguistic approach and the outsta ding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coher nce with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about n abs nce of a cl arer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
f>, meaning to be afraid/distressed/frightened. Provid d that
we adopt a softer sonority by turning the vowels /e/ into /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or ra her, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a t wer) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveed le 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from L tin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
thr e fragments, by José Her ández M rán (1922–) whic , by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, wh r  two interpret tions are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
Ma ía), from Kircher’s variation, or els , the mor  un atural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mo r’s mir or (Tú res espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examin  (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysi , all of them becam  disregard d. None f them is worth further dedication, 
but th y remain as a collectio  of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of h w to solve a problem that, as has been cl arly d monstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th  following proposal was ma e by the philologist a d historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s mai  xpert in the Amazigh language, and w s expo nd d i  the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same li e as the conclusions we expound d share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will r produce his proposal by xplaining ev ry fragm nt on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graph mes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic mea ing of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (Garcí  2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
foo ] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of th  cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVI APIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
ses th  most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is lik  a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[ ·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. T e Chil  just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm nt edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distan e between ll the s l tions proposed up to this point 
and this one, w  tend to thin  t at, despite its well-co ceiv d lin uistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes l cks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/, serving as support to the consonants,
we would obtain the phonetics /euef/>/
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turri  (and gathered o t the stones thereof (the ineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; oure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo- cronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious me ning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, w  rovid  f r 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpr tations are possible: on th  one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirche ’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is int nded to be hown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughl  examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them i  worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions propo ed ov r the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for soluti  which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was ade by the philologist and historio rapher Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh langu ge, and was xpounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the co clusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garm nt i  the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mar ) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Gir le) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI E IPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
( ight side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important tre sure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden u on our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control su h burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA E VPMTI EPNMPIR V VIVINR  APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRH . <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti e en am bir ur i i-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It i  d wning, great p wer. The Child just like the Father and the w y of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE I I FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝ e arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) BIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substa tial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, e tend to think that, des ite its well-conc ived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it som times lacks coh rence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
u
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant , 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (th  vineyard) [...] and 
buil  a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; oure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-ps udo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Her ánd z Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of example, we provide for 
th  l ttering on the neckline only, where two interpre ations ar  ossible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, r sulting in the phrase Forever you are M ry (Tú eres por siempre 
M ría), from Kircher’s v r ation, or lse, the more unnatural form TI- RES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mi ror (Tú eres spejo de madr ), w ich is inten ed to be show i  the sam  semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by th  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we p ogr ssed with our linguistic and 
crypt nalyitic nalysis, all of the  became disregar ed. None f hem is worth further dication, 
but they re ain s a collection of possible solutions pr posed over the course of history, and 
examples of how t  solve a probl m that, as has been clearly demons rated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pr posal for olution w ich differs widely from very othe  pr posal we 
have discussed up o this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr posal 
The f llowing pr posal was made by the p ilologist and hist riographer Ignacio R yes García 
( 962–), today’s main expert in he Amazigh language, and was expo n ed in th  year 2007 (G cí  
2010). This solution f llows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about th  text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candel ri  being writte  in the Amazigh language from the C nary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduc  his pr posal by xplaining very fragment on the gar ent in th  first place, 
f llowed by its graphemes, th  sequence of lexemes and th  semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPME I. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ecti n of the V rgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm bǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPV INENI EPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni ǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the vi tory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM RANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  VINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-  yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr f en. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L - M] [N]-[R
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, s ining treasure.  burden up n our conscience 
s like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR R IVIN N APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRH . <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti wen am bir ur wi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]- R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M - T·Y  [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfection avoid illness, and are  balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAF  IRE NI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m ir nni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi ding you incr ases the pro ection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge o hat who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by he fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we p y attention  the substantial distanc  between all the solutions pr posed up o this point 
and this one, we tend o think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approac  and the ou standing 
lexical grounds supporti g , it sometimes lack  coherence wi  th  mantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particu arly speaking about n absence of a clearer b blical, prayerful or liturgical 
f/>/∅ ∅f/. In an ancestral way, we may retreat the
s und /f/ until it achieves a /p/ value to produce /up/.
The consonantal root [R·N] (García 2011, pp. 580–81) in Ayer Tuareg language is expressed
as <m
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where tw  interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are ary (Tú e s por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or els , th  ore u natural for TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, Y u 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intend d to be shown in the s me semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as as been clearly demonstrat d, is ex r me y c mplex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solu ion which differs widely fro  every ther propos l we
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
rna>, with he morphology of a verbal nou meaning triumph/victory/superiority. The weak
vowel may be turned into a frontal one and, then, through a closure process, transformed into the /i/
phoneme or a similar one, resulting in /mirna/.
If we unify those three elements we would obtain /f-up-mirma/, and by writing the letter <u> as
<v> we would get the expression <fvpmirna>, meaning Over the terror triumph, with (S)OV syntax, or
Superiority over terror and fear, with (S)(V)O syntax, a typical meaning in the divine theophanies, as
gathered by the biblical prophecies, as i Isaiah cha ter 41 and verse 10, Fear thou not; for I am with thee
[...] I will strengthen thee; ye , I will elp t ee; yea, I will pho d thee wi h the r g t ha of my ig teousness
(Bible 1611, p. 3O5v), until the Book of Revelation, Fear not, I am the first, and t e las . I m hee th t
liueth, a d w s d ad: and behold, I m aliue for euermore, Ame , and hau th keyes of hell and of death (Rev 1,
17–18) (Bible 1611, pp. Z4 –Z4v).
4 1.11. ENVPMTI
The consonantal root [N·B·(W)] (García 2011, p. 562) in Ayer Tuareg takes the transliterated
graphemic form <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) r Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] a d 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carryi  religious eani g about 
three fragments, by José Herná dez Morán (1922–) which, by way f example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one h nd, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), hich is intended to be shown in the sa e semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examine  (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) nd as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible soluti ns proposed over the c rse of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution hich differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discuss d up to t is point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Propos l
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
nubi(
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r),  rat er, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (a d gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 200 , p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acrony s from Latin d S nish ca rying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José H rnández Morán (1922–) which, by way of exa ple, we pr vide for 
the lettering on the neck ine only, whe e two inter ret tions are possibl :  t e on  and, t e 
sub-division TI- -PE-SEP-MERI, resul ing in the ph as  Forever you are Mary (Tú eres po  siempre 
María), f om Kircher’s variation, or lse, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP- ERI that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú res spejo de madre), which is intend d t  be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipu Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 20 6, p. 81). 
Once t oroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with o r l nguistic and 
cryp an lyitic an ysis, all of the  became disregarded. Non  of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of po sible soluti ns propos d over the c urse f history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem t at, as has been cl arly demonstrated, is xtremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a propo a  for solut on which differs widely from ev y other proposal we 
have disc ssed up to this point. 
3. The Insul r-Amazigh Proposal
The following proposal was mad by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), tod y’s main expert in the Am zigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). Th s solution follows the same line as the c clusions we expound nd share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria be ng writ en in the Am zi h language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insul r-Am zigh language.  
W  will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on th  garment n he first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the s quenc  of lexemes and the se antic meaning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin M y) (García 201 , pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NAR PRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an bligation towards the poor) (García 20 1, p. 313). 
(Cuff on th  can le’s side) LPVRINE IPEP EIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful n the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right sid  of the cape) OLM IN ANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFI VIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anf r Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr f en. Nwi-ina bib am ǝl ffi n wib ib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses he m s  important treasure, C ild Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
i  like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 20 1, p. 319). 
(Left sid of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝ ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]- R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] W·N]-[M]-[B· ] [ ·R]-[W·Y]-[N]- R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It s dawning, gr at power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shi ing candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you incr ases the protection against superstition!) (García 20 1, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPER MIVIFVF. <N bbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv  th offe se whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 201 , pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atten ion to the substan ial distance between al  the solutions proposed up t  this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, de pite its well-conceived l nguistic approac  and the outstanding 
lexical gro nds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semant c religious-eva elising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absen e of a clearer biblical, prayerf l or liturgical 
)>, singular masculine noun meaning little child.
The consonantal group [N·T] (García 2011, pp. 569–70) in Tuareg from Hoggar is expressed as
<ent>, /ent/, a verbal form with the semantics to be firmly settled on the ground/firmly established or
to have deep roots, as already seen and as will also be expounded later on, but also with the sense of
beginning, hence its meaning origin when used as a noun in the form <en
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et se ivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and g thered out the stones t ereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tow r) (Bibl  1611, p. 3M2v; our  1991, pp. 65–67; Tvve dale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-ps udo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish ca rying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernánd z Morán (1922–) whic , by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline o ly, where wo interpretatio s are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub- ivi ion TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, res lting i  the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), fr m Kircher’s variation,  else, the more unn tur l form TI ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirr r (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tip s Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, ll of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a proble  that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move n to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
h v  discussed u  to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f llowi g proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Am z gh la guage, and w s expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the sam  line as the conclus o s w expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of C ndelaria being written in the A zig  la guage from the Canary 
I l ds, th In ular-Amazigh language.  
We will r produce his propo al by explaini g ev ry fragme t on the garment in the first place, 
f ll w d by its graph m s, the sequence of lexemes and the sem ntic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti ye b f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
tti(
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f Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6 ), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
read  Et sep vit am, [...] et aedific vi  tu rim (and gathered out he ston s thereof (th  vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvv dale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Las ly, the ulti-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spa is  carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by J sé Hernández Morán (1922–) whi h, by way of exampl , we provide for 
the letteri g n the neckli e only, where t o int rpret t ons are possible: on th one hand, the 
sub-divisi n TI-E-P -SEP-MERI, resulti g in t e phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Ki cher’s variati , or els , the more unn tural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a m the ’s mirro  (Tú res esp jo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) nd as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became dis egarded. N ne of them is worth fu th r dedication, 
but th y rem in as a collection f possible solutions propo ed over the course of history, and 
examples f how to solve a problem that, has been clearly demonstrated, is xtremely complex. 
Next, we will m ve n to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
h ve di c ss  p to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th  followin  pro o l was made by t e philologist and histo iographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the A azigh lan uage, and s expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This soluti n follows the sam line as t e c nclu ions e expou  and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazi h lan uage from the Canary 
Isl n , the I sular-Amazigh lan uage.  
W will repr duce his proposal by xplaining every fr gme t on the garment in the first place, 
followed by it  g aphem s, que ce of lexemes and the sem tic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckli e) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (Garcí  2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdl ) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Nar m ǝb γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obliga ion towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIP PNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of he eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAP MLIF NVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L - M] N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F -[M  [R]-[F·W  G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B M]-[L·F N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B -[N]. (Your heart 
hous s the most impor ant treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our o science 
is like a stack ver our shoulders. C ntrol such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI P V IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] [N·B·(W) M]-[T·Y] [W·N M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y N]-[R·N  [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W· ] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. T e Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm f r those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm nt edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝm  arey>. [E]-[F - M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increas s the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NB MEI ANNEIPERFMI IFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]-[W· ]-[ ]-[Y  D N]-[Y]-[B·R·F M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give r fuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offens  wh never it is caused by the fear f God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atte ion to the subst nt al distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this on , we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic appro ch and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it so times lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of  clearer biblical, p ayerful or liturgical 
)>. In this case, we would
like to add that this very same place could be occupied not by the lexeme [N·T] but by the root [M]
(García 2011, p. 551), which, in many Berber languages such as Kabyle, Tashelhiyt, Tarifiyt, Teggargrent
or Tunzabt presents the graphemic form <am> or <amm>, that may be phonetically transcribed as
/am/ and have the meaning of the adverbial comparative syntagm to be the same as/to be like/such.
The root [T·Y] (García 2011, p. 604) in a Berber language like Ayer Tuareg is transcribed into the
graphemic form <ti>, phonetically /ti/, of a singular masculine noun meaning father.
By gatheri g all the revious elements we may t ink of the ph netic form /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, th  multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious me ing about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of exampl , we provide for 
the l tterin  on the necklin  only, where tw  interpr t tions are pos ible: n the one hand, the 
ub-di ision TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, r ulting in th  phras  Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’  variati , or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
li e as Tipu  Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once th ro ghly exa i ed (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and s we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of the  b came disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they rem in as a c llection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
xamples of how to olve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution wh ch differs widely fro  every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this p int. 
3. The Insular-Amazig  Pr posal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protect on of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
nubi(
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 200 , p. 835). 
8. Lastly, th  multi-pseudo-acrony s from Latin d Sp nish ca rying religious meaning about 
three frag nts, by José H rnán ez Morán (1922–) which, by way of xample, we pr vide for 
the lett ring on the neck ine only, wher  two interpret tions are possible:  t e one and, the 
sub-division TI- -PE-SEP-MERI, resul ing in th  ph s  F rever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
M ría), f om Kircher’s variation, or lse, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI that is, You 
are a mother’s mir or Tú res spejo de madre), which is intend d t  be shown in the same semantic 
li e as Tipu Ma ris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 20 6, p. 81). 
Once t oroughly xamin d (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as w  progressed with o r l nguistic and 
cryp an lyitic an ysis, all of the  became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they rem n as a collection of possible soluti ns proposed over the c urse f history, and 
example  of how to solve  pro lem t t, as has been cl arly demonstrated, is xtremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a propo a  fo  solut on ch diff rs widely from ev y other proposal we 
hav  discuss d up t  this p int. 
3. Th  I sul r-Amazigh Pro osal 
The following proposal was mad by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Am zigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). Th s solution follows the same line as the c clusions we expound nd share about the text on 
the c rving of O r Lady of Candelaria be ng writ en in the Am zigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Am zigh language.  
W  will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on th  garment n he first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the s quenc  of lexemes and the se antic meaning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti ye b f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin M y) (García 201 , pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NAR PRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is n bligation towards the poor) (García 20 1, p. 313). 
(Cuff on th  can le’s side) LPVRINE IPEP EIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful n the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RF E  NVINAPIMLIFI VIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anf r Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr f en. Nwi-ina bib am ǝl ffi n wib ib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses he m s  important treasure, C ild Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
i  like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 20 1, p. 319). 
(Left sid  of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFR  PIVNIAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am b r ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝ  ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]- R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] W·N]-[M]-[B·  [ ·R]-[W·Y]-[N]- R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It s dawning, gr at power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shi ing candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you incr ases the protection again  superstition!) (García 20 1, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <N bbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv  th  off se whenever it is caus d by the fear of God) (García 201 , pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atten ion to the substantial distance between al  the solutions proposed up t  this point 
and this one, we tend to think tha , despite its well-conceived l nguistic approac  and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-eva gelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absen e of a clearer biblical, prayerf l or liturgical 
)-en -ti/ as
the first option, in which the first vowel /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered ou  th  stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spa ish carrying religious meani g about 
thr e fragments, by José Hernández Mo án (1922–) hich, by way of exampl , we provide for 
the le tering on the neckline only, where t o interpre ations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub- ivision TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you e Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a other’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progre sed with our linguistic an  
crypta alyitic analysis, all of them became disregar ed. Non  of them is wo th further dedication, 
but they remain as a collecti n of possible s luti s roposed over the ou se of history, a d 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly de onstrated, is extremely c plex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution w ich iffer  wid ly f om very ot er proposal w  
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The I sular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philol gist an  historiograph  Ign cio Reyes Garcí  
(1962–), today’s main xpert n the Amazigh la guage, d w s expound d in t  y r 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as t e onclusi ns we exp und nd sh e a out the text on 
th  ca ving of Our Lady of Candelaria being writt n i  t e Amazigh la guage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh langu ge.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garm t in th  first pl ce, 
followed by its gr ph mes, the seque ce of lexemes and the sema tic meaning of each sequence. 
( eckline) TIEPFSEP ERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[ ]-[S·B]. (The F ther under the 
protection of the V rgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Na ǝm ǝbǝr γǝr mutt r>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb ǝ ǎfa ǝ t>. [ ·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (B  merciful in the victory Lord f the etern l lig t) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRA FR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]- M] [ R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. ( ou  heart 
house  the most import nt tr sur , Child Yahwe  over y u, hining r asur . A burden upon  conscience 
is li e a s ack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side f the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINR  APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mir a. Nubi am ti w n am bir u  wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. ib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] W·N]- M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Chil  just like the F ther and the way f 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m iren i f-ǝme are >. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection gainst superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give r fuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance betw en all the solutions proposed up to his point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived lingui tic approach and the out tanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherenc  with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ either adopts the f rm /e/ through frontality or a similar
sound that is capable of gaining support to the next consonant. The consonant /b/ may, by unvoicing,
be transformed into /p/, both co siderably sembling each other as occlusive bilabials. The lexeme
[N·B·(W)] allows for the vowel /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, . 3L6r), or rat e , Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and g there  out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] d 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; vve dale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pse do-acronyms fro Latin and Spanish carrying re igious meaning about 
three fragme ts, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of xampl , we provide f r 
the lettering on the necklin  o ly, where two inte pret ti s are possible: on the e n , the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MER , resulting in t e phrase Forever you re M ry (Tú eres por si mpre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, o  el ,  m re unn tural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú res espejo de madre), which is i tend d to e show  in t e sam em tic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by th  Je uit (M rá  1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly exami ed (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we rogressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of the  became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as  collection of possible solutions roposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a pro lem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will ove on to a proposal for solution which diff r  wid ly fr m every other propos l we 
have discuss d up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir r wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/, that can join the following vo el /e/ from the lexeme [N·T] to
serve as consonantal aid for the r st of the expression. L stly, and after the shi t from /n/ to /m/ y
replacing coronality with labiality, and also once the two consonants /tt/ are reduced to /t/, we are
able to express the set as a whole afte changing <u> into <v> since that is how such vowel is normally
written, as in <envpmti>. As for the other option, and without repeating the previous procedure,
/
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or I aiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim ( nd gathe ed out the stones thereo  (the vineyard) [...] a d 
b ilt a tower) ( ible 1611, p. 3M2v; oure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and S anish carrying religious meaning about 
thre  fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provi e for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where tw  interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP- E I, resulting in the phrase Forev r you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre
María), from Kircher’s variatio , or el e, the more unn tural f rm TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be s own n the same s mantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; V ra 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic a d 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is w rth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a proble  that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal w  
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
nubi(
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), o  rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) o  Isai h 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 200 , p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acrony s from Latin d Sp nish ca rying religious meaning b ut 
three fragm nts, by José H rnández M rán (1922–) which, by way of example, we pr vide for 
the lettering on the neck ine only, where two interpret tions are possible:  t e one and, th  
sub-division TI- -PE-SEP-MERI, resul ing in th  ph as  For ver you are M y (Tú eres po  siempre 
María), f om Kircher’s variation, or lse, he more unnatural f rm TI-ERES-EP-MERI that is, You 
are a mo r’s mirror (Tú res spejo de madre), which is intend d t  be s own in the same se a tic 
line as Tipu Matris (Image of th  Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 20 6, p. 81). 
Once t oroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as w  progressed with o r l nguistic and 
cryp an lyitic an ysis, all of the  became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedic tion, 
but they rem in as a collection of possible soluti ns proposed over the c rse f history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem t t, as has been cl rly demons rated, is xtremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a propo a  for solut o  which differs widely from ev y other proposal we 
have discussed up t  this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was mad by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Am zigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). Th s solution follows the same line as the c clusions we expound nd share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria be ng writ en in the Am zi h language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Am zigh language.  
W  will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on th  garment n he first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the s quenc  of lexemes and the se antic meaning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin M y) (García 201 , pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NAR PRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is n bligation towards the poor) (García 20 1, p. 313). 
(Cuff on th  can le’s side) LPVRINE IPEP EIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful n the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RF E  NVINAPIMLIFI VIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anf r Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr f en. Nwi-ina bib am ǝl ffi n wib ib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses he m s  important treasure, C ild Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
i  like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 20 1, p. 319). 
(Left sid  of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFR  PIVNIAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am b r ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝ ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]- R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] W·N]-[M]-[B· ] [ ·R]-[W·Y]-[N]- R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It s dawning, gr at power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shi ing candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you incr ases the protection again  superstition!) (García 20 1, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <N bbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv  th  off se whenever it is caus d by the fear of God) (García 201 , pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atten ion to the substantial distance between al  the solutions proposed up t  this point 
and this one, we tend to think tha , despite its well-conceived l nguistic approac  and the outstanding 
lexical gro nds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semant c religious-eva elising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absen e of a clearer biblical, prayerf l or liturgical 
)-am-ti/ would be the product of merging the sounds /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611 p. 3L6 ), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads E  sep vit eam, et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Last y, the ulti-pseud -acronyms fro  Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
th lettering  th  eckline only, where w  interpretatio s are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in t  phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), fr m Kirc e ’  variati n, or else, the m re unnatur l form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú r s espejo de madre), which is intend d to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Moth r) b the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once tho oughly ex mine  (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we prog essed with our linguistic and 
cryptanaly tic analysis, all f them became disregarded. one of them is worth further dedication, 
but y remain as a ollec ion of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
exa ple  of how t  solve a pr blem that, as has been cl arly demo strated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on t  a pro os l for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discuss d up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propos l w s made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), to ay’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows e same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the c rving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his propos l by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its grapheme , the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Necklin ) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NA MPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM I RANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N· ·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses th  most imp rtant treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPM R A ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am i ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfec ion avoid illness, and re a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAF I ENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cap ) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we ay attenti n to the substa tial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to hink th t, espite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are part c la ly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
a/ into an aid vowel that does not
appe r subsequently in the inscription, perh p presenting an intermediate vowel aperture between
the two vowels, and so, with the same graphemic form <envpmti>. Its syntax, expressed in SVO,
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would mean in the first case The Child (Son) has his roots (origin) in the Father, or The Son has his origin
in the Father (God), the second possibility being The Child (Son) is the same as the Father (God). We lack
information so as to opt in favour of either one, since both are probably consistent with the biblical
and theological-christian data. What we need to do is to convey the divine significance of the Child on
the Marian carving, his link to God the Father and his superhuman origin, an aspect we have detected
in the Lucan text Luk 1, 31–33: thou shalt conceiue in thy wombe, and bring forth a sonne, [...] the sonne of
the Highest (Bible 1611, p. F2r), and conversely, in the second option, a more deeply theological aspect
emerges: the equality between God the Father and God the Son, to be found in the first verse of the
Gospel according to Saint John, In the beginning was the Word, & the Word was with God, and the Word
was God (Jn 1, 1) (Bible 1611, p. I3r), or in the expression of faith by Thomas the disciple in Jn 20, 28,
which reads My Lord, and my God (Bible 1611, p. L4v).
4.1.12. EPNMPIR
The lexeme [B·D] (García 2011, p. 453) in the form <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
d
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f Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6 ), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
read  Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out he ston s thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvve dale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Las ly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of exampl , we provide for 
the letteri g on the neckli e only, where two int rpretations are possible: on th  one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulti g in t e phrase Fo ever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Ki cher’s variation, or els , the more unn tural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú res esp jo de madre), which is int nded to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) nd as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. N ne of them is worth fu th r dedication, 
but th y rem in as a collection f possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples f how to solve a problem that, has been clearly demonstrated, is xtremely complex. 
Next, e will m ve n to a proposal f r solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have di cussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propos l was made by t e philologist and histo iographer Ignacio Reyes G rcía 
(1962–), today’s main exper  in the Amazigh lan uage, and was expounded in the year 2007 (G rcía 
2010). This soluti n follows the sam  line as the conclu ions we expou  and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh lan uage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh lan uage.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragme t on the garmen  in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the s quence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (G rcía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Nar m ǝb γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obliga ion towards the poor) (G rcía 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of he eternal light) (G rcía 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAP MLIF NVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]- M  N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M  [R]-[F·W  G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B -[N]. (Your heart 
hous s the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our onscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. C ntrol such burden) (G rcía 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI P V IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y N]-[R·N  [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W· ] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. T e Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm f r those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (G rcía 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm nt dge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝm  arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increas s the protection against superstition!) (G rcía 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NB MEI ANNEIPERFMI IFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]-[W· ]-[ ]- Y  D N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give r fuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offens  wh never it is caused by the fear f God) (G rcía 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay a te ti n to the subst ntial distance b tween all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this on , we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic appro ch and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it so etimes la ks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of  clearer biblical, prayerfu  or liturgical 
d> is found in Ayer Tuareg or in
Tawellemmet Tuareg, in which the pseudo-vowel /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L6r), or r ther, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathe d out the stones ther of (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; M ure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acron ms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragmen s, by J sé H r ánd z Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the eckline only, where two interpre ations r  p ssibl : on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, esulting in the phras  Forever you are Ma y ( ú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirc r’s variation, or else, the mor  unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that i , You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), whic  is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once tho oughly exami ed (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we pr gress d with our ling istic and 
cryptanalyi ic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth fu ther dedicati n, 
but they re ain as a collecti n f ossible solu ions propos d ov r the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, s h s been clearly demon trated, is extr el  complex. 
Next, we will move on to a prop sal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following pr pos l w s mad  by the philologist d historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh la guage, and wa  expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solutio  follows the same line as the conclusio s e expound and share about the t xt n 
the carving of Our Lady of Candel ri  bei  written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his ro osal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequenc . 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Gi dle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝ  γǝ  muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu inni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEB PFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shini g treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIR A ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ff  b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·( )]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is d wning, great p er. The Child just lik  the Fath r and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m ire i f-ǝm  ar y>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you in reases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI AN EIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atte ti  to the substantial distanc  bet een all the solutions proposed up to t is poin  
and this one, we tend t  think that, despite its well-con eived linguistic approac  and the outstanding 
lexical ground  supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the s mantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/, acting as mere phonetic aid, may lead us
to the phonetic form /ebdd/, here the c nsonants /b/ and /d/—both occlusive—are classified in
between bilabiality and coronality as a characteristic feature of the Berber languages, and the /b/ is
expressed, by unvoicing, as /p/. From a syntactic point of view, it is a verb that means to raise/lift.
The root [N·N] (García 2011, p. 567) in the same languages that were mentioned above, Ayer
and Tawellemmet Tuareg, is transcribed into the graphemic form <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
t ree fragm nts, by José Hernández Morá  (1922–) hich, by ay f example, we provide for 
the ett ring n the neckline only, wh re two int rpreta ions are possibl : on the one ha d, the 
sub-divisi n TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, r sulting i  the phrase For ver you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirche ’s varia or els , th more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
ar  a mother’s mirro (Tú e es espejo de madr ), wh ch intended to b  shown in the sam semantic 
lin  as Tipus Ma ris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of th m became disregarded. Non  of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of ossi le s lutions proposed over th  course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a roblem that, as has been clea ly em nstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for sol tion which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discusse  up to thi  point. 
3. The Insu r-Amazigh Pr posal
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin M ry) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
nnun>, a verb meaning to be
a docile person/gentle/humble person. As we have already said, the pseudo-vowel /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Is iah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
b ilt a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. L tly, the multi- seudo-ac onyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three frag e ts, by José H rnández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on th  n ckline ly, whe e tw  int pret ti ns are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-d vi i n TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, s lti g in th  phra e Forever y u are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
Ma ía), fr m Kirch r’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú es espejo d  madre), whic  is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once t or ghly examin  (V r  2016, pp. 73–84) and as e prog essed with our linguistic and 
crypt naly tic analysis, all of th m became disregar ed. No   them is worth further dedication, 
but they rem in as a collection f p ssibl  soluti ns proposed ove  th  course of history, and 
examples of how to olve a problem t at, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The In ular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propos l was made by the philologist and historiogr pher Ign cio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in  Amazigh language, and was expounded in th  year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows th  same lin  as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh langua e.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequenc  of lexemes and the semantic meaning of ac  sequence. 
(Neckline  TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Gird e) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the ca dl ’s side) PVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cap ) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Y hweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstitio !) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive he offens  whenever it is caused by he f ar of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to th  substantial distance between all the solutions propose  up to this point 
and this ne, we tend to think th t, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds sup orting it, it sometim s lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ can be dropped
and considered to be just an aid for pronunciation, while we pply the transformation from labial to
nasal coronal between /m/ and /n/, which converts /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turri  (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acrony s from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lett ring on the necklin  only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in th  phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Ve a 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) a d s we progressed with our linguis ic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None f them is worth furth r dedication, 
but they remain as a collectio  of possible solutions prop sed over t e course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to t is point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (Gar í  2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Na ǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [ ·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMF I PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
nnun/ into /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepiv t e m, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gath red out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragm nts, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way f example, we provide for 
the lettering o  the neckline nly, w re two in erpre ations are p ssible: on the one hand, the 
sub-div sion TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phr s  Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the m re unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
a e a mother’s mirror (Tú e s espejo de madre), which is intended o be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matri  (Image of the Mother) by he Jesuit (M rán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly exa ined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as e progres ed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, ll of them became disregar ed. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they r main as a collection of possible soluti ns prop sed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, s has bee  clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely f om every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The follo ing proposal was made by the phil logist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This olution fo lows the same ine as the concl sions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
W will repr duce his proposal by explaining every fragment o garment in the first place, 
follow d by its graphem s, the sequence of lexe es and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protecti n of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) N MPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]- T·R]. (Sharing [the 
fo d] is an obligati n tow rds the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu ri ni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victo y Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM I RANF  IAEB PFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝ ubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-i a bi  am ǝl ff  n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ B·B]-[M - L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the mo t important treasure, Child Ya weh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over ur sho lders. Co trol such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) F IR A ENVP TI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti e en am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N  [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for th se who suffer. Yo r only burde  ust b  a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM I NINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[ ]-[Y] [D N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refu e to that who ignores. We will 
forgive th  offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distanc betwee  all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we ten  to think that, despite its well-con eived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it ometimes lacks coher nce with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly spe king ab ut an bsence of a cle r  biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
nmum/.
The root [T·Y] (Garcí 2011, p. 604) c rresponds to a verb with the graphemic form <ttey> in
a Berber language like the Tamazight from Central Morocco, hich can be expressed phonetically s
/tei/ after abbreviating the d ub e co sonant, nd assimilating the v calic diphthong once vocalic
closure occu s in the fina expression /ti/. The transformation /t/-/d/-/b/-/p/ is not uncommon
in the Berber languages, where unvoicing is applied as well as a shifting f om coronality to labiality,
which leads us to /pi/. It means turn round/overturn.
The lexeme [ ] (García 2011, p. 574) with the graphemic form <r> in Kabyle corresponds to the
adjective evil/mean/wicked, which can be turned into a noun, a typical feature of the proto-Berber.
If we gather all the previous elements, we would obtain e phonetic form /ep-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments,  José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or lse, the more unnatural fo m TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mir or (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Je uit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of th m ecame disreg rded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a co lec ion of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve  problem that, as has ee  clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely f om every other proposal we 
have discusse  up t  t is point. 
3. The Insular- mazigh Pro osal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert n the Amazigh language, and w s expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and sh e about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being writt n in th  Amazigh la guage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh langu ge.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed y its gra h mes, the sequence of lexemes and the sema tic meaning of each sequence. 
( eckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protec ion of the Virgin M ry) (Ga cía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) ARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr mutt r>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the etern l light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[ ·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most import nt tre sure, Child Yahweh over you, hining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side f the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ew n am bir u  wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
nmu -pi-r/,
in which we may assume that the vowel /u/ serves as aid for the p onunciati n of the p eceding and
following consonantal sequence, where if we r duce the double /m/, dropping the ps udo-vowel /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP- ERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
aría), from Kircher’s variatio , or els , the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
re  mother’  mirr r (Tú eres espejo de ma re), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly exa ined (Ver  2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remai  as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This ol tio  follows the same line as the conclusions we ex ound and shar about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelari  being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insula -Amazigh la guage.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its raphemes, the s quence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti y bb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virg n Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMO ARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] i  an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff o  the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFA T. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[ ]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of t e eternal light) (Ga cía 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side f the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr nfǝr Ia b ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n ibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses e most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shini  treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (Ga cía 2011, . 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-  irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/,
we get the expr ssion <epnmpir>. The meani g of this ragm nt w ld be He r ises the humble
and overturns the wicked, once the verb to be humble has been turned into a noun, with a (S)VO
syntax, that reminds us of another central statement in the Lucan Magnificat pray r (Luk 1, 46–55)
(Bible 1611, pp. F2r–F2v), the verse 52: he hath put downe the mighty from their seates, and exalted them of
low degree (Bible 1611, p. F2v) (Deposuit potentes de sede, et exaltavit humiles) (Tvveedale 2005, p. 1309).
4.1.13. VRVIVINRN
The root [R·W] (García 2011, p. 583) in Tashelhiyt takes the form <uru>, a perfective verb,
which may be transcribed phonetically as /uru/ meaning to breed/give birth, that is, has bred in the
perfect tense.
The lexeme [Y] (García 2011, p. 613) in its transliterated graphemic form <i>, phonetically /i/, is
found in the Kabyle language with the meaning of the demonstrative pronoun who/which, intr ducing
a clause.
The lexeme [W·Y] (García 2011, p. 610) in Moroccan Tashelhiyt captures the meaning of the verb
in the aorist form transcribed graphemically as <iwi>, which can be expressed phonetically as /iui/,
meaning to guide/take to.
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The root [N] (García 2011, p. 561) in its form <n> or <nn>, found in the Kabyle language,
is a particle referring to a faraway place that is placed right beside the verb and means there. It may be
expressed through the phoneme /n/.
The lexeme [R·N] (García 2011, pp. 580–81) with the graphemic form <rnu> in the Moroccan
Izdeg language adopts the verbal morphology of to triumph/win, even though it also appears in the
form of a noun in languages such as Kabyle, Tarifiyt and other Riffian languages like <renna>, <renni>
or <rennu>, that is to say <rennV> or /rennV/.
By bringing all the fragments above together we may come up with the phonetic structure
/uru-i-iui-n-renn-V/. It is likely that, in order to be voiced, the sound expression of the structure
[ . . . ]NRN will assume some sort of aid like the one offered by our/ . . . nrenn-V/. The final vocalic
loss could be seen as a softening of the vowel in relation to the preceding consonant, and also as
just a support for the voicing of /n/. On the other hand, the use of the letter <v> instead of <u> is
clear in the centuries when the carving was created, as has already been shown in other fragments,
and therefore this sequence would undergo the transformation /uruiuinrnV/>/uruiuinrn∅/, that is,
<vrvivinrn>. As far as semantics is concerned, we would have: She has bred the One who guides us
towards victory (salvation), with a SVO syntax, an evidently theological expression including the motives
of the Mother and the Son, as well as expressing the idea of the Son as Way, Gate and Guide towards
the Salvation and the Triumph, features that are clearly traditional in the Christian theology: I am the
doore by me if any man enter in, he shall be saued (Jn 10, 9) (Bible 1611, p. K4r), I am the Way, the Trueth,
and the Life (Jn 14, 6) (Bible 1611, p. K6v), or and the sheepe heare his voyce, and he calleth his owne sheepe
by name, and leadeth them out (Jn 10, 3) (Bible 1611, p. K4r), elements already developed in Psalm 22,
especially in Psalm 23, 1–2, The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want. He maketh me to lie down in green
pastures: he leadeth me beside the still waters (Bible 1611, p. 3C3r).
4.1.14. APVIMFRI
The lexeme [A] (García 2011, p. 452) in languages such as Teggargrent, Kabyle, Tunzabt,
Tawellemmet or Ayer Tuareg is transcribed as <a>, preceding a clause as a pronoun meaning this
one/the one who, and can be specified as the sound /a/ without a doubt.
The root [F] < [F·W] < [F·H·W] (García 2011, pp. 480–81) in Moroccan Tarifiyt language is
transcribed graphemically as <effu>, a verb form meaning to dawn/break/shed light/illuminate, which
can be phonetically transcribed as /efu/ after reducing /ff/ to /f/ and, as seen in several previous
occasions, retreating /f/ towards /p/ in proto-Berber, resulting in /epu/.
The consonantal root [N·F·R] (García 2011, p. 563) in languages like Ayer Tuareg or Tawellemmet
is expressed as <anf
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the n ckli e only, wher  t o i terpretatio s are possibl : on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in th  phrase Foreve  you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and s w  progress d with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of the  became disr garded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the cours  of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
r> with a sense of singular verbal noun mea ing extensive/vast, and whose value
/anf
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or I aiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et a dificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Mo re 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-ps udo-acronyms fr m Lati  and Spanish carrying religious meaning bout 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morá  (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two int pretations ar  ossible: on the ne hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting  the phra  Forever yo  are Mary (Tú e es por si mpre 
María), from Kirch r’s variation, or else, th  more unnatu al form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, t at is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the sam  semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly ex mined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) d as w  progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth furth  dedi ation, 
but they remain as a collecti n of p ssible s lutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expo nded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expou d and share bout the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will repr duce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first plac , 
followed by its graphemes, th  sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <N ǝm ǝbǝr γǝr mutt r>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. < wu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Yo  heart 
houses the most important reasur , Child Yahweh over y u, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. C ntrol such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N  [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. T e Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you incr ases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝ if 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is c used by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atte tion to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this poi t 
and this one, we t nd to think that, despi e its well-conceiv d linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
r/ can be transformed into /inf
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f Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or ra her, C nt 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin d Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
thr e fragm nts, by Jo é Her ández M rán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the le tering on t  n ckline only, wh re two in erpret tions are possible: on the one hand, the 
s b-d isio  TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in th  phra e Fo ver you are Mary (Tú e s por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the mor  unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are  mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly ex min d (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progr ssed with ou  linguis ic and 
crypta alyitic analysi , all of them became disrega de . None of them is worth further dedication, 
but th y remain as  collection of possible olution  p o osed over the cours  of history, an  
xamples of h w to solve a problem that, a  has be n clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs idely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th  following proposal was made by the ph lologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s mai  xpert in the Amazigh language, and w s expound d in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same li e a  the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the c rvi  of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We w ll r produce his prop sal by xplai ing ev ry fragm nt on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its gr ph me , the sequence of lex mes and the semantic mea ing of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdl ) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
foo ] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of th  cape) OLM INR NFR AEBN FM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb nubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
ouses th  most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is ike a stack over ou  shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) F PMIR A ENVPMTI EPNMP R VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W· ]- M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N· ]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, gr at power. T e Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those w o suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) BIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbb  y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. ( e g ve refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive th  offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attentio  to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to thin  tha , des ite its well-conceived lin uistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coh rence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we re particular y speaking bout an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
r/ through vocalic closure while, at the same time, a shift from
/n/ to /m/ occu s, /imf
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim ( nd gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by J sé Hernández Morá  (1922–) which, by w y of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, wher  two interpretations are possible: on the one and, the 
sub-divisi n TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in th  phrase F rever you a e Mary ( ú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirch r’s variation, or els , the more unna ural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
re a mother’s mirror (Tú ere  espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Onc  thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progr s ed with our l nguistic  
cryptanalyitic anal sis, all of them became disregarded. N ne of them is worth furth r dedicati n, 
but they re ain a  a collection f possible solutions propos d over th  course of history, and 
examples of how t  solve a problem that, as h s been clearly dem nstr ted, is ext e ely compl x. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philolo ist d historiogr ph r Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main exper  in the Amazigh language, and was exp unded in the ye r 2007 (G rcía 
2010). This solution follo s th  same line as the conclusions e expound and share about the text on 
the carvi  of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce hi  p o osal by explaining very ragment on th  garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, th  sequence of lexemes and the semantic m aning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti ebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgi  Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[ ·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM I RANFR IAEB PFM RFVEN VINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-  yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. L]-[M] [N R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
hous s the mo t impor nt treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shini g treasure.  burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left sid  of the cape) FVPMIR A ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVIN  APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. ubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]- ]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, g eat po er. The Child just like the Father and t e way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI F EAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offe se whenever it is caused by t  fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay at enti  to the substantial distance be een all  solu ions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite i s w ll-con eived linguisti  approach and the outstanding 
lexic l ground  supp rting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the s mantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/, two let ers that share a very similar sou d due to the labialisation of
the co onal.
The lexeme [Y] (García 2011, p. 614) in a wide diversity of Berber languages such as the Hoggar,
Ayer and Tawellemmet Tuareg languages, as well as in Teggargrent, Kabyle, Tunzabt or Tamazight
Berber from Central Morocco, is expressed graphemically as <i>, its phonetics /i/, morphological
element of suffix possessive pronoun of the first person singular my/to me of indistinct gender.
If we unify the four parts we would obtain the phonetic expression /a-epu-imf
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. La tly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
thre  fragments, by J sé Hernánd z Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the necklin  only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
Marí ), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú ere  espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) a d s we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will ove on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The I sular-Amaz gh Propos  
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Vir in Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
r-i/, whose two
vowels /ae/ together can evolve into a s und similar t /a/ through vocalic perture, while the
weakness of the sound /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms fro  Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the n ckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in th  same semantic 
line a Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesui  (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly exami d (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed it  r linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[ ] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ produces he sonority /f∅r/, and after tr nsforming the graphemic form of
<u> into <v> would result in <apvimfri>. The meaning of the expression, with a syntactic SVO form,
ould be This ne (she or He) is who completely illuminates me, including once again—as was the case
with the p ceding fr gment—th mea ing of the light, a d indicating that the Child carried by the
Mother, just like the candle, is the e who can eliminate our obscurity, an expression that resembles
the popular Do inus illuminatio mea (Tvveed le 2005, p. 561), t the beginning of Psalm 27 (Psalm 27,
1), The LORD is my light (Bible 1611, p. 3C3v), and following the same semantic line of the dedication
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to Candelaria and the Mariological Lucan passages. Also, provided that the subject is the Mother,
we must take into account the friar Bonaventura da Fidanza (ca. 1220–1274), the greatest theologian
within the family of the Friars Minor (Graef 1968, pp. 275–83) since, in our view and according to our
explanations (Vera 2016, pp. 188–225), the Franciscans were the authors of the carving. For a long
period of time, he was believed to have written a Psalter addressed to the Virgin Mary (even when we
talk about a compilation whose authorship has not been verified, probably diverse yet dating from
the thirteenth–fourteenth centuries) that is similar to that included in the Old Testament, but dealing
with the Mother of God on this occasion. It showed a hardcore devotion which, nevertheless, was
disseminated during the Middle Ages, and included the very same previously referred Psalm that
read Domina illuminatio mea (The Virgin Mary (The Lady) is my light) (Cumming 1852, p. 20; King 1840).
In addition, the Franciscan friar Conrad von Saxon (s. XIII–1279), in his Speculum Beatae Mariae Virginis
(Mirror of the Blessed Virgin Mary), dating from the mid–thirteenth century, deals with the Virgin Mary
as the Lady who sheds Light, illuminator, the Illuminatrix (Saxonia 1904).
4.1.15. PIVNIAN
The lexeme [F·Y] (García 2011, p. 495) presents the graphemic form <fi> in languages such
as Kabyle or Tashelhiyt, in which it is possible to transform /f/ into /p/ by means of archaism,
thus obtaining /pi/, a verb meaning to spill/pour/sprout, therefore to germinate/be born.
The root [W] > [G] (García 2011, p. 605), in languages like Ayer Tuareg, corresponds to <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examine  (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analy is, all of them became disre arded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they r main as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Vi gin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
w>,
and even to <iw> in languages like the Tamazight from Central Morocco, an so we may opt for the
phonetics /iu/, its meaning being that of a masculine singular particle of filiation equivalent to son of.
The lexeme [N·Y] (García 2011, p. 571) adopts the transcribed graphemic form <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, wher  tw  interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
O ce thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of th m became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a c llection of possibl  solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant , 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Her ández Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of example, we provide for 
th  l ttering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
M ría), from Kircher’s v r ation, or lse, the more unnatural form TI- RES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mi ror (Tú eres spejo de madre), w ich is inten ed to be show in the sam  semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by th  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
crypt nalyitic nalysis, a l of the  became isregar ed. None of them is worth further edication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions pr posed over the course of history, and 
examples of how t  solve a problem that, as has been clearly demons rated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pr posal for solution w ich differs widely from very othe  pr posal we 
have discussed up o this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr posal 
The f llowing pr posal was made by the philologist and hist riographer Ignacio R yes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expoun ed in th  year 2007 (García 
2 10). This solution f llows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about th  text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candel ria being writte  in the Amazigh language from the C nary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his pr posal by explaining very fragment on the garment in the first place, 
f llowed by its graphemes, th  sequence of l xemes and th  semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ecti n of the V rgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 14–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm bǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 13). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENI EPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni ǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. N  bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden up n our conscience 
s like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR R VINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti wen am bir ur wi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawnin , great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfection avoid illness, and are  balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE NI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi ding you incr ases the pro ection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFM VI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge o that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 13–14). 
If we p y attention o the substantial distanc  between all the solutions pr posed up o this point 
and this one, w  tend o think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting , it sometimes lacks coherence wi  th  semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particu arly speaking about n absence of a clearer b blical, prayerful or liturgical 
y> in
Tawellemmet, and also in Adagh Tuareg and Taneslemt, an ction verb meaning t dominate/rule/govern,
often associated with the divinity as Omnipotent, the Omnipotent (God) in the form of a verbal adjective.
Its phonetic form has two vowels /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José H rnández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering  the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: o  the one and, the
sub-divisi n TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in th  same se antic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, . 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) a d as we progr ssed with our l nguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of he  became disregarded. None of the  is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions propo ed over the c ur e of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrate , is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every ther proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/, inte consonantal elements acting as voicing support. This way,
if the first vo el is dropped through apheresis and the sound of the second one is shifted along with
the final sound from /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernánd z Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpre ations are possible: o  th  n  hand, th  
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulti g in the phrase Forever you e Mary (Tú eres por siempre
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in th  same semantic
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016 p. 81). 
Once thoroughly exa ined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguist c and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all f them became disregarded. None o  them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as  collection of po sible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extr me y complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other propos l we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIF T. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIR A ENVP TI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden ust be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
i/ to /i/ by means of vocalic closure, the result would be the form /ni/.
T r t [N] (García 201 , p. 561) is found in languages like Tawellemmet Tuareg in the form
<aˇn> as a suffix for a singular noun or deictic verb with the semantics this one over here/there.
By gathering the previous elements, we would obtain the phonetics /pi-iu-ni-an/, so by
abbreviating the vowels /ii/ and after the shift from <u> to <v> owing to the typical R manised
writing, we would get <pivnian>. The complete semantics of the sequence would be Born Son of the
Omnipotent this One here, with a (S)VO syntax or, once given a more suitable order, This One here is Son
born from the Omnipotent, presenting a more complex syntax due to the presence of particle of filiation,
the verbal adjective and the deictic suffix applied to them. It is clear that the text can be identified with
that by Luke the evangelist in Luk 1, 31–32: thou s alt conceiue in t y wombe, and bring forth a sonne [...]
He shall be gre t, and sh ll be called the onne of the Highest (Bible 1611, p. F2r) (et paries filium, [...] hic erit
magnus, et Filius Altissimi vocabitur) ( vveedale 2005, p. 1308).
4.1.16. NTRHN
The consonantal group [N·T] (García 2011, pp. 569–70) in Hoggar Tuareg is expressed as <ent>,
/ent/, a verb form meaning to be firmly settled on the ground/firmly established or to have deep roots.
The root [R·H] < [R·Z] (García 2011, p. 578), in the very same Tuareg language from the
Hoggar mountains, takes the transcribed graphemic form <ar
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rath r, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the sto es thereof (the vi eyard) [...] d 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish c rrying religious meaning about 
th ee fragments, by José Hernánd z Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline nly, where tw  int rpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulti g in the phra e Forever you re Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, th t is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a coll ction of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insul r-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the ye r 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound n  sh re a out the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria bei g ritten in the Amazigh languag  from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh languag .  
We will reproduce his proposal by ex laining every fragment o  the g rment in th  first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of l x m s and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (T e Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
h>, a verb fo m meaning to be well
settled/assured/fixed, which can be phonetically expressed as /ar
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of Songs 8, 4 (B bl  1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads E  sepivit eam, [...] et aedifica it turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, th  ul i-pseudo-acro yms from Latin nd Spanish carrying r ligious eaning about 
thr e fragments, by José H rná dez M rán (1922–) which, by way f example, we provide for 
the lettering on the n cklin  only, wh re two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-divisi n TI-E-PE-SEP-ME I, r sulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirche ’s variation, or else, th  more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be sho n in the sa e semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of t e Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly ex mined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progress d wit  our linguisti  and 
cry tanalyitic naly is, all of them became disregarded. one of them is worth further dedicatio , 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions pr posed over t e cour e of history, and 
examples of how to solve  blem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f llowing proposal was made by t e p ilolo ist and hi tori gra her Ignac o Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was ed in t e year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the sam  line as the conclusio s w  expound and sh re ab ut  t xt on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candel ria bei g ritt  in the Amazig  language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh langu ge.
W  will reproduc  his proposal by xplaining every fragmen  on h  garment in th  first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic eaning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the
protection of the Vi gin Ma y) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <N rǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candl ’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f m ǎr fwen. wi ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. i bi an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack ov r our should rs. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the c pe) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. ubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] ·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê f-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is ca sed by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions propose  up t  this point 
and this one, we tend t  hink that, despite its well- nceived linguistic approa h and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coher  with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
h/.
The lexeme [H·N] (G rcía 2011, p. 529) in languages such as Hoggar Tuareg, Taneslemt,
Ayer or Tawellemmet adopts the form <eh
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Ca t 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Sp nish carrying religious meaning about 
three frag nt , by José Hernández Morá  (1922–) which, by way of example, we rovide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, wher  two interpretations are possible:  the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, r sulting in the phrase Forev r yo  are Mary (Tú er s por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, th  more unnatural form I-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly exam ned (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over th  cou se of i tory, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(19 2–), to ay’s mai  expert in the Amazigh lang age, and was expound d in the ye r 2007 (G rcía 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions e expound and s are about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh lan uage from the Canary 
Islands, t  Insular-Amazigh langu ge.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaini g every fr gment on th  garment in th  first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFI VIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[ ]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n>, which c n be phonetised as /eh
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of Songs 8,  ( i l  , . 6r),  rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turr m (an  gathere out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (B ble 1611, p. 3M2v; Mour 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the ulti-p udo-acronyms fro  Lat  and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering n the necklin  only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
Marí ), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mot er’s mirror (Tú er s espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus at is (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once th roughly ex mined (Ver  2016, pp. 73–84) and as we p ogressed with our linguistic and 
ryptanalyitic analy is, all of them became dis egarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a coll c ion of p s ible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
ex mples of how to solve a probl m that, as has been cl arly demonstrated, is extremely omplex. 
Nex , we will mov  on to a propos l fo  s lution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f ll wing proposal was made by the philologist nd historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main xp rt in t e Amazigh language, nd was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the s me line as the conclusio s w  expound and share about the text on 
th  carving of Our Lady of Ca elaria being written in the Amazigh language from t e Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh langua e.  
We will r produce his pr pos l by explaini  every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
f llow d by its graphe es, t e sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (G rcía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Gi dle) NARMPRLMOTA E. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEP EIF NT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnu i f-m ǎr fwe . Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[ ·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[ M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses th  m st important treasure, Chil  Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) F PMIRNA ENVPMTI EP MPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mir a. N bi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·( )]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfection avoid illness, and are a balm for t ose who suff r. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAF  IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding y u increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the ffense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance betwee  all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we t nd to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical gr unds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are p rticula ly spe king about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n/, n expr ssion
corresponding to the singular n un housing/e tablishment/h use/lodging.
If we bring the three expressions together, we will have the structure /ent-ar
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José H r ández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
th  letter g on the neckline only, where t o int pretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-ME I, resulting in th  phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
Marí ), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres esp jo de m dre), which is intended  be sh wn in the same semantic 
li e as Tipus M tris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once th roughly examined (Ver  2016, pp. 73–84) a d as we pr gressed with o r linguis ic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of th m bec me disregarded. None of them is worth further dedicat on, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, s has been clearly demonstrat d, s extr el  complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposa  for sol t on which differs widely from every other proposal we 
h ve discu sed up to this poin .
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main ex ert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solutio  follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
th carvin  of Our Lady of Cand laria being written in the A azigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Am zigh language.  
We will re r duc  his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graph mes, the seque ce of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Gi dle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFA T. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM I RANFR IAEBNPF  RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
h-eh
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6 ), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
r ds Et s pivit eam, [...] et edificav t turrim (and gathered out the ston s ther of (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bibl 1611, p. 3 2v; oure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by Jo é Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering o  the cklin o ly, wh re two erpretations are possible: on the o e hand, the 
sub-division TI E- E-S P-MERI, resulting in th  phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirch r’s variation, r else, th more nnat ral orm TI- RES- P-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres esp jo de madre), wh ch is intended to be shown in th a e semantic 
line a Tipus Matris (Imag  of the Mother) by the Jesuit (M rán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progresse  wi h our linguis ic and 
cryptanalyiti  a alysis, all of th  bec m  disr garded. None of them is wo  f r h r dedicatio , 
but they re ain as a c llection of pos ible solutions prop s d over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has b en clearly demonstrat d, is extremely complex. 
N xt, e will move on t  a propo al for solution which diff rs w dely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this p i t. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the ph lologist and historiog apher Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows th same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
h  carving of Our Lady of C ndelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the In ular-Am zigh language.  
We will reproduce his pr posal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its grapheme , the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of ach sequence. 
(N ckline) TIEPFSEPME I. <Ti yeb  f sǎb Meri>. T Y B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (T  Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NAR PRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M B· Γ -[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poo ) (García 201 , p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPV NIPEP EIFANT. <Lwu rinni b b nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in he victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(R ght side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNP M RFVEN NV NAPIMLIFINVI I NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝ  ǎ anfǝr Iae  ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G N·Γ B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N - B·B] [N Y B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the ost impo t nt treasure, Child Yahweh ver you, shining treasure. A b rden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over r shoulders. Control such burden) (García 201 , p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIR A ENVPMTI E NMPIR RVIVINRN APV MFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRH . <Ffu b-mirna. Nub am ti ewen am bir ur iwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M -[T·Y] [W·N]-[M -[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[ ]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N  [N T -[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like  Father and the way of 
perfection avoid ill ess, and re a balm for t se who suffe . Your only burden mu t be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAF  IRE INI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[ -[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protectio  against superstition!) (García 201 , pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of od) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substanti l distance between all the soluti ns proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to ink that, despite its well-conceived linguistic pproach and the outstanding 
exical grounds supporting it, it sometime  lacks coherence with the semantic religious- vangelising 
results, and we are particularly spe king about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n/, in which the
weak vowels /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or I aiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineya d) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying ligious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) whi h, by way of pl , we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are pos ible: o  one nd, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the ph s  Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siemp e 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural orm TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that s, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown i  the same emantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed wi h our li guistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of m became disregarded. None of them is wort  furt er dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course  istory, a  
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly emo strated, is extre ly compl x. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from e ry o r pro osal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (Ga cía
2010). This solution follows the same line as the concl sions we expound and sh re about t e text on 
the carving of Our L dy of Ca delaria being written in the Amazigh la guage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explain ng every fragment on the garment in t e fi s  plac , 
followed by its aphemes, the sequence of lexe es nd the s mantic meaning of ach s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti ebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Fa r under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. L·W -[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your hear  
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burd n upon ur c nscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINR  APVIM RI PIVNIA  
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just lik  the Father and the w y of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that w o ignor s. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions pr po ed up to his p int 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the s mantic religious-ev ngelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ serve as support to the pr nunci ti n of the c nsonants, nd the vowel /a/ before /r/
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is also an aid for pronouncing it, as is the case with the vowel /e/ preceding /h
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n/, a co mon way to
express the sound group <ntrhn> among Lati or Romanic language speakers, with the transformations
/entar∅heh∅n/>/entarhehn/>/entarhen/>/ntrhn/. The meaning of the expression would be, with
a syntax (S)VO, He has established the house well and in a fixed, or else Well-settled and assured house, that is
to say, House built on the rock, an expression in line with what was conveyed in the Scriptures: Mary
kept all these things, and pondered them in her heart (Luk 2, 19) (Bible 1611, p. F3r), his mother kept all these
sayings in her heart (Luk 2, 51) (Bible 1611, p. F3v), is the perfect disciple (Luk 11, 27–28), the first who
listened to the Word, Christ, to whom she gave birth, thus becoming the person who embraces what
she heard, in other words, who has built her house on the rock in contrast with the one who builds his life
vpon the sand [...] and great was the fall of it (Mt 7, 24–27) (Bible 1611, p. A5v) (qui aedificavit domum suam
supra petram [...] super arenam [...] et fuit ruina illius magna) (Tvveedale 2005, p. 1261).
4.1.17. EAFM
The root [H] (García 2011, p. 527), in some Berber languages from Algeria, Niger or Mali may
acquire the meaning of to suddenly happen/fall unexpectedly, expressed as <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguis ic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they r main as a collection of possible solutio s proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to  propo al for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
h> or /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaia  5, 2, which 
r ads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the st nes thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acr nyms from Latin and Span sh carrying religious meaning about 
thr e fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, w  provide for 
the lettering on th  neckline only, wher  two interpretation  ar  possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-P -SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s va iation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ER S-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a other’s mi ror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the s me semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
crypta alyit c analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but th y remain as a collection of p ssible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples f how  s lv  a pr blem that, as has been clearly demon trated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to  prop sal for solution which differs wid ly from every other proposal we 
hav  iscussed u  to his point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propos l was made by the philolog  and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was xpounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This s lution follows the s me line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our L dy of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Isla ds, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragm nt on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexem s and the sem tic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B -[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ecti n of th  Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [ ·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an oblig tion towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Righ  side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m y n ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wi bib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[ ·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasur . A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such bu den) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APV MFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝ  ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[ · - Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, g eat power. The Child just lik  the Father nd the way of 
perfect o  avoid illness, and are a balm for thos  wh  suffer. Your o ly burd n must be a shining c ndle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases he protection agains  superstition!) (García 2011, pp 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIM I ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberre mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge t that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance betw en all the soluti ns prop sed u  to his point 
a d this o e, we tend to hink that, despite its well-conceived linguisti  approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherenc with the semantic r ligious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking a out an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ in Ahaggar Berber
and, consequently, due to vocalic fro tality d resemblance for a listener who knows no other than
the Latin vowels might hear /e/.
The lexeme [F] (García 2011, p. 482) takes the form <af>, /af/, with the sense of the intransitive
verb to free oneself/be free in Ahaggar Berber from the Argelian Hoggar mountains, belonging to the
Atlas Group.
The root [M] (García 2011, p. 551) indicates the affix pronoun embedded at the end of the word,
merged with the preceding verb in this case, in the second person, masculine and plural you, which
is expressed by the graphemic form <-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms fr m Latin and Spa ish carrying religious meaning about 
three fr gments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
th  lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretat ons are possible: on the one and, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the p rase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres p r siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
O ce thoroughly examined (Vera 20 , pp. 73–84  and as we progre sed with our linguistic and 
cryp a alyi ic analysis, all of them beca e disregarded. None of them s worth further dedication, 
but they emain as a c llection of possible solutions prop sed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of ach s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
m> or <-ăm>, phonetically transcribed properly as /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
r ads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered ut the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the ulti-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
thre  fragm nts, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the necklin  only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub- ivision TI- -PE-SEP-MERI, resulting n the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, t e more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mot er’s m rror (Tú eres spejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
li e as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
On e thoroughly exami ed (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of t em becam  disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they rem in as a c llection f possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will o  on o a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal wa m de by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expe t i  the Am zigh language, and was ex ounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same li e as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of O r Lady of Candelaria being writt n in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposa  by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
foll wed by its gra hemes, the sequ nce of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckli e) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti y bb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM NRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr I eb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W) F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illne s, and are a balm fo  those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the sub tantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and thi  one, we tend to think tha , despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
resu ts, and we re particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
m/,
and highly likely to lo e its v calic sound through apheresi merging the lexemes to /m/.
This fragment would end up being composed by /e-af-m/, that is, <eafm>, presenting a (S)VO
syntax, and meaning Our liberation (salvation) immediately come or, in other words, the Kingdom of God
as a symbolisation of the expected Messianism, a tra ition semitic xp e sion in Jesus of Nazareth’s
preaching, which encompasses all these elements, a claim we find in the Paternoster (Our Father),
Thy kingdome come in Mt 6, 10 (Bible 1611, p. A4v) and Luk 11, 2 (Bible 1611, p. G4v), adveniat Reg um
tuum (Tvveedale 2005, pp. 1259, 2005), while it is also how the biblical text ends, with Rev 22, 20:
Surely, I come quickly. Amen. Euen so, Come Lord Iesus (Bible 1611, p. 2A6v) (‘Etiam venio cito': amen. Veni,
Domine Jesu) (Tvveedale 2005, p. 1512).
4.1.18. IRENINI
The root [Y·R] (García 2011, p. 615) indicates the oun Moon, expressed as <ayur> in Berber from
Central Morocco or in Awdjila, or <yur> in the Figuig or Teggargrent languages, among others, vowel
/u/ that sometimes adopts the sound /i/, as seen in some plurals of this very same noun, for instance
in Tashelhiyt Berber, which can be used to explain the shift from /iur/ to /iir/ or /i:r/, where the long
vowel is turned into /ir/.
The lexeme [M·N·Y] (García 2011, p. 556) takes the form of the noun <emn
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three frag ents, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the let ering on the neckline only, where two interpre ations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly exami ed (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them b ca e disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insul r-Amazigh Pr posal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignaci  Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh l nguage, and was ex ounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the s me lin  as th  conclusions we expou d and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being writt n in the Amazigh language from the Ca ary 
Isl nds, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduc  his prop sal by explai ing very fragment on the garment in the first pl ce, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
ym
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aed ficavit turrim ( nd gathered out the tones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseud -acronyms from L tin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
th ee fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, b  way of example, we provide for 
th  letteri g o  the neckline o ly, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE SEP-MERI, resulting in t e phras  Forever you are Mary (Tú ere  por si mpre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examin d (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) nd as we progressed with our l nguistic and 
cryptanal itic nalysis, all of th m becam  disregarded. N ne of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a llection f possible s lutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of h w to solve a problem that, as has be n clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will ove on to a proposal for s lution wh ch differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to th s point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr po al 
The following proposal w s made by t e philologist and historiograp er Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main exp rt in the Amazigh l ngu ge, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This s lution follows the sam  lin  as the co clusions we expou  and share abou  the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh l guage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh l nguage.  
W  will reproduce his propos l by explaining very fragmen  on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequenc  of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFS PMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father und r the 
pr tection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NA MPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIP PNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the vict y Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM I RANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi- na bib am ǝliff  n wibb b. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]- M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (You  heart 
houses the most important t asure, Child Yahw h over you, shining t asure. A burden upon ur co science 
is like a stack ver our shoulders. Control s ch burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIV IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfecti n avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shini g candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FM AREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the pr tection against uperstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  give refuge to that wh  ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it i  caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance b tween all the s lutions proposed up to th s point 
and this one, we end to think that, d spite its well-conceived l nguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it so times lacks coherence with the semant c religious-evangelising 
results, and we e particularly speaking about an absence of  clearer biblical, prayerful o  l turgical 
n
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant , 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones reof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 200 , p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the m lti-pseudo-acronyms from Latin d Sp nish ca rying religious meaning about 
th ee fragment , by José H r ández Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of xample, we pr vide for 
th  l tt r ng on the neckline only, here two interpretations are possibl :  t e one and, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in th phrase F rever you are Ma y (Tú er s or siempre 
M ría), from Kircher’s v r ation or lse, the more unnatural form TI- RES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
ar  a mother’s mi ror (Tú eres spejo de madre), w ich is in en ed to be show in the sam  semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by th  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 20 6, p. 81). 
Once t oroughly xamin d (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and as w  progressed with our linguistic and 
cr pt nalyitic na ysis, all of the  becam  d sregar ed. None of them is worth further edication, 
but they rem in as a collecti n of possible solutions pr posed over th  course of history, and 
xamples of h w t  solve a problem t t, as has been cl arly demons rated, is extre ely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pr posal for solution w ich d ff rs widely from v y othe  pr posal we 
have discussed up  this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr p sal 
The f llowing pr posal was made by the philologist and hist ri graph r Ignacio R yes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh langu ge, and was expoun d in th  year 2007 (García 
2 10). This solutio  f llows th  same li e as th  c clusions we xpound and share about th text on 
the carvi g f Our L dy of Cand l ria being writte  in the Am zigh language from the C nary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
W  will reproduce hi  pr posal by explaining very fragment on the garment in the first place, 
f llowed by its graphemes, th  s quenc of l xemes and th  se antic meaning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti ye b f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ecti n of the V gin Mary) (García 201 , pp. 14–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm bǝr γǝ  muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is n obligation towards the poor) (García 20 1, p. 13). 
(Cuff o  th  candle’s side) LPVRINE I EP EIFANT. <Lwu rinni ǎb ǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[ ]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INR NFR IAEBNPFM RF E  NVINAPIMLIFI VIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anf r Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr f en. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wib b. N bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
ouse  the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treas e. A burden up  our conscience 
s li e a stack over our shoulde s. Control such burden) (García 20 1, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR R VINRN APVIMFR  PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti wen am b r ur wi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B  [ ·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] B]-[ ]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawnin , great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfection avoid illness, nd are  balm for those who suffer. Your only b rden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm nt edge) EAFM IRE NI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi d g you incr ases the pro ection again  superstition!) (García 20 1, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFM VI VF. <N bbi  ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W· - Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  giv  refuge o that who ignores. We will 
forgive the off se whenever it is caus d by the fear of God) (García 201 , pp. 13–14). 
If we p y at ention o the substantial distanc  between all the solution  pr posed up  this point 
and this one, w end o think tha , despite its w ll-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting , it sometimes lacks coherence wi  th  semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particu arly speaking about n absenc of a clearer b blical, prayerf l or liturgical 
y> in Ayer
Tuareg, meaning shining/gleaming, and in view of the f ct that the s und /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, C t 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit e m, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gath red out the stones th reof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built  tower) (Bibl  1611, p. 3M2v; Mou e 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Las ly, the multi-ps udo-acronyms from Lati  and Spanish carrying religi us meaning about 
th ee fragm ts, by J sé Her ández Morá  (1922–) which, by w y f exam le, we provid  for 
the lettering on the neckline only, wh re wo i terpreta ions a e possibl : on the on  hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, esul ing in the phrase Forever yo  are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirche ’s va iation, or el e, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú ere  espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in th  same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
On e thoroughl  exa ined (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and as w  progressed ith our ling istic and 
crypta alyitic anal sis, all f them became disr garded. None of them is wort  furt er d dication, 
but they r ain a  a collec ion f os ible sol tions propos d over th  c urs  of hi tory, and 
examples of how to solve a pr blem that,  has been clearly demon t ated, is extr mely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a roposal f r solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The foll wing propo l was made by the philologist and historiogr pher Ignacio Reyes Garcí  
(1962–), today’  main expert in  A azigh la guage, and wa  expounde  in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution f llows the same line s th  conclusio s we xpound and share about th  t xt on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelari  being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, th  Insular-Amazig  language.  
We will repro uce his propo al by explaini g every fragment o  he g r ent i  the first pla , 
followed by its graph m s, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequ nce. 
(N ckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin a y) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎf  ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be m r iful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the c pe) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. i bi-an>. [L]-[M  [ -[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Yo r heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh ver you, shi ing treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, gr at p wer. The Child just lik  he Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m iren i f-ǝme a ey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you incr ases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back o  the cape) NBIMEI AN EIPERFMIVIFV . <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense wh never it is cau ed by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atte tio  to th  subst n ial distance b t en all the sol tio s roposed up to this p i t 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its w ll-con eived linguistic appro ch and the outst ding 
lexical g ounds supporting it, i  sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelisin  
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ sometimes adopts
a neutral sense of consonantal break, we might lose them, all t e more when the first and third one
already have a sound /i/ following them, plus unifying the nasal consonants from /m-n/ into /n/
through abbreviation, and so losing bilabiality in favour of coronality, an assimilation observed in
Berver languages as stated before. This way, we obtain the final sound form /enini/.
The whole set would be phonetically transcribed as /ir-enini/, with the graphemic form <irenini>,
and meaning gleaming moon, or with an elliptical verb, you are like a gleaming moon, which can
be assumed in the syntactic (S)VO form after including ellipsis of the subject once again. In the
Old Testament, the Song of Songs makes reference to the bride as fair as the moon (Cant 6, 10)
(Bible 1611, p. 3L5v), pulchra ut luna according to the Vulgata in Latin (Tvveedale 2005, p. 725), a text
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used during the decades when our image was created, and it even appears in comments by Parisian
Theologians of St. Victor in the twelfth century (Graef 1968, p. 249). These terms of endearment
are sometimes applied to the Virgin Mary, although they are not commonly found in the traditional
devotional books, leading to identification with our satellite. However, from the perspective of the
insular-Amazigh cosmogony and theology, such designation is rather unsuitable, which leaves us
expecting for a more appropriate identification with a star, namely Canopus. In order to find some kind
of explanation to this mistake Europeans made when they associate this woman (goddess) with the
Moon, we must remember that the first explorers (Vera 2016, pp. 861–75) did talk about the worship of
the Sun and the Moon by the native canarians, something we know from Herodotus (fifth century BC),
and the apocalyptic reference to the Lady clothed with the Sunne, & the Moone vnder her feete, and vpon her
head a Crowne of twelue starres (Rev 12, 1) (Bible 1611, pp. 2A2r–2A2v) is also well known. This led to
the recurrent motif in Christian art of the crescent-moon at Mary’s feet, occupying precisely the same
spot where this inscription, IRENINI, was placed on the carving.
4.1.19. FMEAREI
The root [F·N] (García 2011, p. 486), in the form <afna> corresponds to a masculine noun meaning
opponent/enemy, at least in the Tashelhiyt language. The sound form /afna/ may make the initial vowel
weaker through apheresis to become a mere phonetical aid, then merging /n/ into /m/, apart from
exchanging phoneme /a/ for /e/ by means of vocalic closure, something that is not unusual, which
could lead us to /fme/.
Likewise, the root [R·Y] (García 2011, p. 584) expresses the verb form meaning to protect/shelter,
at least in the Amazigh Berber from Morocco and the Central Atlas Group, with the graphemic form
<arey> and phonetics /arei/.
It must be noted that Fray Alonso de Espinosa, O.P. (1543–ca. 1600) stated, when dealing with
these group of letters placed on the edge of the garment, that not every letter is there, since I believe they
have been giving pieces of the robe and the base as relics (de Espinosa [1594] 1980, p. 76). It is unclear whether
some letters are missing or not, because he employed the verb believe; however, we assume they are
missing indeed, although neither we know nor he specifies if at the beginning of the inscription, in the
section EAFM, at the end, in the FMEAREI section, or in the middle, IRENINI. If we pay attention
to that very phrase, which the Dominican writes right after the literal sequence on this part of the
garment, we may assume that the absence would belong in this fragment, even when we do not have
any further supporting argument for that hypothesis.
Now, moving on to the semantics of this last section, of which we would have the structure
/fme-arei/, <fmearei>, we estimate that there is a need for a better syntactic articulation, perhaps due
to the fact that the aforementioned fragment is missing, and a OV(S) or (S)OV syntax, as required by
the semantics, which we conceive as From the Enemy (the Devil), save us, an expression in line with the
end of the Paternoster, found in the writings by Saint Mathew the evangelist in Mt 6, 13, deliuer vs from
euill (Bible 1611, p. A4v), or in its Latin from from the Vulgata, just like a missionary would know it
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, libera nos a Malo, syntactically (S)VO, and as gathered in the
usual prayer with this text as source, a theme of protection that is also connected to the Mother of God
in the apocalyptic sense (Rev 12) (Bible 1611, pp. 2A2r–2A2v).
4.1.20. NBIMEI
The consonantal root [N·D] (García 2011, p. 562) means perfect/finished/fair/complete in its
Tawellemmet Tuareg form <ăndu>, or <ămdu> in Ayer Tuareg, nominal verb that can be phonetically
transcribed as /ăndu/, where the short initial vowel might be disguised as an aid to provide
the following consonants with sound. The transformation of the sound /d/ into /b/ is frequent,
maintaining occlusivity yet exchanging coronality for labiality.
The lexeme [N·Y] (García 2011, p. 571), in languages like Tawellemmet, presents the graphemic
form <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious eaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnat ral form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) nd as  progressed wi  our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them becam  disregarded. N n  of them is worth further ded catio , 
but they remain as a collection of pos ible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant , 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acrony s from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Her ández Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of example, we rovide for 
th  l ttering on the neckline only, where two interpr tations ar  possible: on the one hand,  
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forev r you are M ry (Tú res por siempre 
M ría), from Kircher’s v r ation, or lse, the ore unnatural form TI- RES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mi ror (Tú eres spejo de madre), w ich is inten ed to be show in the sam  semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by th  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our li guistic and 
crypt nalyitic nalysis, all of them became disregar ed. None of them is worth further edic tion, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions pr posed over the course of history, and 
examples of how t  solve a problem that, as has been clearly demons rated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pr posal for solution w ich differs widely from very othe  pr posal we 
have discussed up o this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr posal 
The f llowing pr posal was made by the philologist and hist riographer Ignacio R yes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expoun ed in th  year 2007 (García 
2 10). This solution f llows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about th  text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candel ria being writte  in the Amazigh language from the C nary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his pr posal by explaining very fragment on the garment in the first place, 
f llowed by its graphemes, th  sequence of l xemes and th  semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ecti n of the V rgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 14–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm bǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 13). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENI EPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni ǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. N  bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden up n our conscience 
s like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR R VINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti wen am bir ur wi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawnin , great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfection avoid illness, and are  balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE NI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi ding you incr ases the pro ection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFM VI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge o that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 13–14). 
If we p y attention o the substantial distanc  between all the solutions pr posed up o this point 
and this one, w  tend o think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting , it sometimes lacks coherence wi  th  semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particu arly speaking about n absence of a clearer b blical, prayerful or liturgical 
y>, a verb meaning to be a visionary/see the future/have clairvoyance. The phonetics,
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ can be expressed as an aid for the first and a shift from
the frontality of the mid-vowel /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious me ning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way f exam le, we provid  for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpreta ions a e possibl : on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resul ing in the phrase Forever yo  are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or el e, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, tha  is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in th  same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughl  examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as w  progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they r main a  a collec ion of possible solutions proposed over th  c urse of hi tory, and 
examples of how to solve a pr blem that, a  has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a roposal f r solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propo al was made by the philologist and historiogr pher Ig acio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution foll ws the s me line s the conclusions we xpound and share about th  text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will repro uce his proposal by xplaini g every fragment on the garment in the first plac , 
followed by its graphem s, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdl ) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎf  ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the c pe) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. i bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Yo r heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shi ing treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you incr ases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back o  the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense wh never it is caused by the fear of Go ) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the subs antial distance b tween all the solutio s proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its w ll-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ to /e/ in the second one, along with t e transformation of the
nasal /n/ into /m/, which results in /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit ea , [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, p . 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
hree fragments, by José Hernánd z M rán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirch ’  variation, or else, t e more u natural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, tha  is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú er s espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cr ptanalyitic analysis, all of them beca e disregarded. None of them is worth furthe  dedication, 
but they remain as  collection of possible solutions proposed over th  cours  of history, and 
examples of how  solve a problem that, as as been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution f llows the same li e as the conclusions we expound nd share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Ins lar-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce hi  proposal by explaini g every fr gment o  the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lex mes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection f the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINE IPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIM IFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the m st important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack ov r our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPN PIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the F ther and the way of 
erfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment ed e) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme rey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberr f mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay at ention to the subs an ial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its w ll-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lack  coherence with the semantic religi us-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
mei/.
By bringing both parts together we would get /ăndu/, really close to /∅nbu/, which together
with /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more u natural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be sh wn in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of the  is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs wide y fro  ev ry o r prop sal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R· ] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
mei/ gives way to /nbu-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sep vit eam, [...] et aedificavit turri  (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2 ; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the ulti-pseu o-acronyms from Lat n and Sp ish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) hich, by way of example, we provide for 
the ettering on the n ckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phras  Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation,  else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres spejo de madre), h ch is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
lin as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly exami ed (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a c llection f possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to olv  a problem that, as has been clearly de onstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a propo al for solution which differs widely from every other propos l we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following roposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s m in exp rt in the Amazigh languag , and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution f llow  the sam  line as the conclusions we xpound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelari  being written in the Am zigh language from the Canary 
Isl ds, th  Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will re roduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of l xemes and t e semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an oblig tion towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEP EIFANT < wu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-  yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi- na bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N· ·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses t e most important trea ure, Child Yahweh over yo , shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
i  like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMP R RVIVINRN APVIMF I PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur iwi-n rn, ab  i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W) -[M]-[T·Y] [W· ]-[M]-[B·R] W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
B B -[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great pow . The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases he protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we p y atte tion to th  substantial d stance between all the olutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical ground  supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the emantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking a out an absence of a clea er biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
mei/, where the vowels /u
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of S ngs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gath red out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1 11, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
thr e fragm nts, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the l tt ing n th  n ckline only, where two int rpr tations ar possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
Ma ía), from Kircher’s vari tion, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a other’s mirror (Tú eres espej d  madre), which is intended o be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly ex mined (Ve a 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptan lyitic analysis, all of th m became dis egarded. None of the  is worth further dedication, 
but they r main as a collecti n of possible s lutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a proble  that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, w will move on to a prop sal for s lut on which differs widely from every other proposal we 
h v  discussed u  to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th  following pr posal was made by t e philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), t day’s main exp rt in th  Amazigh languag , and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the sam  li e as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
carving of Ou  Lady f Candelaria bei  written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will r produce his proposal by expl ining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequ nce of lexemes nd the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
p otection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPV I E IPEP EIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in he victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRA FR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝ  ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. wi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R  N·B (W)]-[F]-[ ] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[ ·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treas e, Child Yahweh over you, shining tr asure.  burden upon our conscience 
is like a tack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FV MIRNA ENVPMTI EPNM IR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu -mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n r , abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W -[B]-[R·N] [ ·B·(W)]-[M T·Y] W·N]-[M]-[ ·R] [W· ]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, gre  power. T  Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illnes , a d a e a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Gar nt dge) EA M IRENINI MEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝ e arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the of nse whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay ttention to the substantial distance b tween all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived lingu stic approach and the outstanding 
lex cal grounds support g it, it somet mes la ks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly sp king about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ could produce a sound similar to /i/
for listener who d es not know the language through a vocalic frontality process, <nbimei>. With
such construction, the meaning of the phrase would be, It is perfect/complete/absolute your clairvoyance
(shrewdness), or else, Your wisdom is perfect, You know everything, with an elliptical subject that makes
reference to God, and a purely object-oriented syntax with the substantivisation of the two verbs,
a very well-known expression within the Christian liturgy that is based on the Psalm 139 (Bible 1611,
p. 3H3r), although it can also be applied to the Virgin Mother if we refer to the Marian Psalter in its
corresponding variant again (Cumming 1852, p. 75).
4.1.21. ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF
The lexeme [M] < [M·H] (García 2011, p. 552; Prasse et al. 2003, vol. 1, p. 519) has the substantival
meaning of mother, being expressed in Taneslemt Tuareg as <anna>, ho etically /anna/.
T e lexem [Y] (García 2011, p. 613) correspon s to the prepositi n to/for, lso eaning against,
transcribed <i> or <iy> in several Berber languages such the Ayer Tuareg or the Tarifiyt, owing to
which the sound form /i/ is coherent in this case.
The consonantal root [F·R·G] (García 2011, p. 489) has the verbal sense of to protect/take under
her protection or else a substantival one, like shelter, graphemically expressed as <ferg> in Tashelhiyt,
with the sound /ferg/.
The lexeme [F] < [Γ·F] = [X·F] (García 2011, p. 481) corresponds to the preposition on/over with
the form <f>, /f/, in languages such as Kabyle, Siwa or Tunzabt.
The lexeme [G·W] (García 2011, p. 514) takes the form <im
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Ca t 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit ea , [...] et aedificavit turrim (and athered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
uilt a tower) (Bible 1611, . 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, th  multi-p eudo-acrony s from Latin and Spanish carryi g religious meani g about 
t ree fragments, by José Hernánd z Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the le t ring on the neckline only, whe  two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-P -SEP-MERI, r s lting in the phr se Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
Marí ), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
a e a moth r’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to e shown in the same semantic 
line s Tipus Matris (Image of the M ther) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Onc  th roughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a coll ction of p ssible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal wa  made by the philologist a d histo iographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the A azi h la guage, and as expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we xpound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Cand laria being written in the Amazig  language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh anguage.  
We will reproduc  his pr posal by explai ing every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its grap mes, the sequ nce of xemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb M i>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
ggiwa> in i s plural noun form in the
Tawellemmet language, mea ing unsuccessful/losers/unfortunate/less fortunate, which can be phonetically
transcribed as /im
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f Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Ca t 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bibl  1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acro yms from Latin a d S anish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by ay of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, her  two interpretatio s re possible: n the one hand, the 
sub-divi ion TI-E-PE-S P-MERI, resulting in th  phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirc r’s variation, or lse, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morá  1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly exami ed (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became d sreg rded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Re es Garcí  
(1962–), today’s main xpert i  the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same li e as the conclusions we ex ound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady o  Candel ria bei g writt n in the Am zigh langua e from the Can y 
Islands, the Insular-Amazig  la guage.  
We will reproduc  his proposal y expla ing very fragm t n the garm nt n the first place, 
followed by its grap emes, th  s qu nc of lexemes and the semantic meani g of ch sequence. 
(Neckli e) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (G rcí  2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [ ·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
uiua/ thanks to the shifting of the sound /g/ to /w/ or /u/ through labialisation.
The root [W·F] (García 2011, pp. 606–7) provides the sense of a verbal noun meaning fear/panic,
graphemically <
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández M rán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline o ly, wher  two interpretation  are possible: on th  one and, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase F rever y u are Mary (Tú eres por sie pre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be sh wn in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic a d 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth f rt er de ication, 
but they remain as a collectio  of possibl  solutions proposed over the co rse of history, and 
examples of how to solve a probl m that, as has been clearly d monst at d, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which diffe s idely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was m d  by the philologist and istoriograph r Ignacio Re es García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh langua e, and was expounded in the y ar 2007 (García 
2010). T is solution follows the ame line as the nclusions we xpound and share a out th  text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being wri te  in the A azigh la guag from he Canary 
Islands, the Insul r-Amazigh language. 
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment n the garme  in the first place, 
followed by ts graphemes, the sequence of lex mes nd the sem tic meaning of ch sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <N rǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI ENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. N i-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. ubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
w
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] t aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 991, pp. 5–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Lati  and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) w ic , by w y of exampl , we provide for 
the lettering on th  neckline only, wher  two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI- -P -SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variati n, or else, the more unnatural form TI- R S-EP-MERI, hat is, You 
re a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), w ich is i tended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (M rán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examin d (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) nd as we p ogr s ed wit  our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all f them became disregarded. None o  them is worth further dedicatio , 
but they remain s a collection of possible solutions roposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how t  solve a problem h t, as has been clearly demonstrated, is ex r m ly complex. 
Next, e will move on to a roposal f r s lution w ic differs widely from every ther roposal we 
have di cussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th  following roposal was made by the philologist and hist riographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh lan uage, and was expounded in th year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows th  sam  line a the conclusions we expound and share about the ext on 
the carving of O r Lady of C d laria b ing writte  in the Amazigh language fr m the Canary 
Islands, the I sular-A azigh language.  
We will eproduc  his ropo al by explain ng every fragment on the g rm  i  the fir t place, 
followed by its gra h mes, the sequ nc  of lex mes  th sem ntic meaning of ach sequ nce. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 4 4–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. < arǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI ENI EPNEIFANT. <Lwu r nni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (B  merciful in the victory Lord of th  eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRA FR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVI APIMLIFI VIP  NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n w bib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most impor ant treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden up n our consci nce 
is like  stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVP IRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR RVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti wen am bi  ur wiwi-  rn, abu i mǝfr . Bib-w n ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just lik the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and re a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE I I FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, f ding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 1 3–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANN IPERFMI I VF. <Nǝbbi y mǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W· ]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv the off nse whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 3 3–14). 
If we p y at ention to the subs antial distance between all the solutions roposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think hat, despite its well-conc ived linguistic approach and the outsta ding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coher nce with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about n abs nce of a cl arer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
f> or <ewef> in Tawellemmet and Ayer Tuare languages.
By bringing the different parts together into a merged syntactic structure we would obtain
/anna-i-ferg-f-im
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Her ández Morán (1922–) which, by way of xample, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpreta ons re possible: o  the one and, the 
sub-divisi n TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural f rm TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same sema tic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesu t (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progress d with our linguistic and
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them b ca e disregarded. one of t em is wo th further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solution  prop sed over the course f histo y, a d 
examples of how to solve a probl m t at, as has been clearly de onstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a propo al for solution which d ffers widely fro  ev y other prop al we 
have discussed p to this oint. 
3. The Insular-Amazig  Proposal
The following proposal was ade by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions e expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the A azigh language fro  the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-A azigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINE IPEPNEIFA T. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRA FR IAEBNPF  RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINR  APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wi i-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝ e arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
uiua-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), o  rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads E sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 200 , p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acrony s from Latin a d Spanish carry ng religious me ning about 
three fragments, by José Hernán ez Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we r vide for 
the lettering on the neck ine o ly, whe e wo i terpret tions re possible:  th one n , the 
sub-division TI- -PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the ph as  Forever you are Mary (Tú e es po  s mpre 
María), f om Kircher’s variation, or ls , the more natural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú res espejo de madre) hich is intend d t  be shown in t e same semantic 
line as Tipu Matris (Image of  Mother) y the Je uit (Morán 1957; Vera 20 6, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we rogressed with o r linguistic and 
cryp an lyitic an ysis, all of the  became disregarded. Non  of the  is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of po sible soluti ns propose ver the c urse f history, a  
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has be n clearly demonstra ed, is xtremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to  propo a  for soluti n which iffers widely from every other proposal we 
have isc ssed up to this poi t. 
3. The Insul r-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propo al was mad  by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), tod y’s main expert in the Am zigh language, and was expou ded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This soluti n follows the same line as the conclusions we expound nd share about he text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria be ng writ en in the Am zi h language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insul r-Am zigh language.  
W  will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on th  garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Fath  under the 
protection of the Virgin M y) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NAR PRLMOTA E. < arǝm bǝr γǝr muttar>. R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an bligation towards the poor) (García 20 1, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the can le’s side) LPVRINE IPEP EIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. L W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful n the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right sid of the cape) OLM IN ANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFI VIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr nfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi -m ǎr f en. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]- F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the m s  important treasure, C ild Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
i  like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 20 1, p. 319). 
(L ft sid of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVP TI EPNMPI  VRVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti e en am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝ ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]- R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] R W·Y]-[ ]- R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, gr at power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shi ing candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE INI F EAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
M·Y]-[R· ]. (Oh, finding you incr ases the protect on against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPER MIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive th offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atten ion to the substan ial distanc  bet een al  the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, de pite its well-conceived l nguistic approac  and the outstanding 
lexical gro nds supporting it, i  sometimes lacks coherence with the semant c religious-eva elising 
results, and we are p ticularly speaking about an absen e of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
u
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 11, p. 3L6r), or ra her, Cant , 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedif cavit turrim (and gat ered out  st nes thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-ac nyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Her ández Morán (1922–) w ich, by wa of xample, we p ovide for 
th  l ttering on th  neckline nly, where two nterpretati ns are possibl : on the one han , the 
sub-division TI-E-P -SEP-MERI, res lting in the phrase Forever you are ary (Tú res por siempre 
M ría), from Kircher’s v r ation, or lse, the m re unnatural form TI- R S-EP-MERI, that is, You 
a e a mother’s mi ror (Tú er s spejo de madre), w ich is inte ed to be s ow in the sam semantic 
line as T pus Matris (Image of the Mother) by th  J suit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our li gui tic a d 
crypt itic nalysis, all of them became disregar ed. None of them is orth furt er edication, 
but they re ain as  c llection of possibl  soluti ns pr p sed ov  th  co rse of history, a d 
examples of how t  s lv  a roblem that, as ha  been clearly demo ra ed, is extremely complex. 
Next, e will move n to a pr p sal for so ution w ich iffers wid ly fro  very othe p posal we 
have di cussed u o t is poi t. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr posal 
The f ll wing pr pos l was made by the philologist and hist rio rapher Ignacio R yes García 
(1962–), today’s ma expert in the Amazigh la guage, and as expoun ed in th  year 2007 (García 
2 10). This so ution f llo s the s me line as the conclusions we expound and share about th  text on 
the carving of Our L dy of Candel ria bei g writte  in the Amazigh language from the C nary 
Isla ds, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his pr posal by explaining very fragment on the garment in the first place, 
f llowed by its graphemes, th  sequence of l xem  and th semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y B· ]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ecti n of the V rgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 14–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm bǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
f od] is a  obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 13). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENI EPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni ǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the e ernal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. N  bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[ ]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
hou es the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden up n our conscience 
s like a stack over our sh ulders. Control such bu den) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Lef  side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVP TI EPNMPIR VR VI R  APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti wen am bir u  wi- rn, abu  mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[ · ]-[Y W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawnin , great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfectio  avoid illn ss, nd are  balm for those wh  suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) FM IRE NI F EAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M· ]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi ding you incr as s the pro ection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPER M VI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝy i. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge  that who ignores. We will 
f rgive the off nse whenever it is caus d by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 13–14). 
If we p y attention o the substantial distanc  be een all the solutions pr p sed up o this point 
and this one, w  tend o think that, despite its well-co ceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting , it sometimes lacks coherence wi  th s mantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particu arly speaking out n absence of a c earer b blical, prayerful or liturgical 
f/, where we could consider a transform t on of /ai/ into /e/ as an aperture
intermediate vowel, a proto-Berber exchange of /p/ for /f/, and also the reduction of the sound
/gf/ into /f/ through abbreviation and loss of velarity, only to then, additionally, perform metathesis,
a phonetic exchange from /im/ to /mi/, sometimes common practice in languages yet an evolutive
error as well, making the pronunciation of the set /uiua/ easier in the latter case, a set which perhaps
will form groups of vowels—some of them weakened—with the next word to ac ieve /uifuf/ from
/uiua
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or ra her, Can  4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
re ds Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (a d gathered out the stones thereof (t e vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3 2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvvee ale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms fro  Latin and Spanish carrying religious mea i g about 
three fragments, by José Hernánd z Morá  (1922–) which, by way of exampl , we provi  for 
the lette ing on the eckline onl , where two int rpr tation  are p ssible: on the one a d, e
sub-di ision TI-E-PE-SEP- ERI, r ulting in he phr e Forever yo  are a y (Tú eres por empre
María), fro  Kircher’s variati n, r el e, the mor  un tural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, hat is You 
are a other’s mirror (Tú er s espej d madre), which is intended to be shown in the sam semantic 
line as Tipus M tris (Image f e M er) by t e Jesuit (Morán 1957; V r  2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic nd 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a c llection of possible solutions proposed over the c urse f history, and 
examples of how to solve a proble  that, as has been clearly demo strated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on t  a prop sal f r solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expou ded in the year 2007 (Ga cía 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of e ch sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. L]-[M  [N R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscie ce 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
u
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rath r, Cant , 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Is iah 5, 2, w ich 
re ds Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] nd 
buil  a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; M ure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvvee ale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-a ro yms from Latin nd Spanish carrying religious mea i g about 
three fragments, by José H r ánd z M á  ( 922–) w ich, by way f exampl , w  pr vi e f r 
th  l ttering on the eckl ne onl , wh re two interpr t tion e possibl : n the one and, e 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-ME I, resu ting i  the phra e Foreve  you are M ry (Tú es por sie pre 
M ría), from Kirc r’s v r ation, r lse, the mor  unn ral form TI- RES-EP-MERI, hat You 
are a mother’s mi ror (Tú eres spejo de mad e), w ich i  inte e to be show n the sam  s antic 
line as Tipus M tr  (Image of the Mo er) by th  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Ver  6, . 8 ). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progr ssed with our linguistic and 
crypt nalyitic nalysis, all of them became disregar ed. None of them is worth further edication, 
but they remain as a collectio  of possible solutions pr posed over the c urse of history, and 
examples of how t  solve a proble  that, as has been clearly demons rated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a pr p sal for s lution w ic  differs widely fr m very othe  pr posal we 
have discussed up o this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr posal 
The f llowing pr posal was made by the philologist and hist riographer Ign cio R yes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expoun ed in th  year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution f llows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about th  text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candel ria being writte  in the Amazigh language f om the C nary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his pr posal by explaining very fragment on the garment in the first place, 
f llowed by its graphemes, th  sequence of lexemes and th  semantic meaning of each sequenc . 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ecti n of the V rgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm bǝr γǝr mutta >. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI ENI EPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni ǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden up n our conscience 
s like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR R IVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti wen am bir ur wi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝy an nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfection avoid illness, and are  balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE NI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi ding you incr ases the pro ection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge o hat who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we p y attention o the substantial distanc  between all the solutions pr posed up o this point 
and this one, we tend o think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting , it sometimes lacks coherence wi  th  semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particu arly speaking about n absence of a clearer b blical, prayerful or liturgical 
f/, suppor ing the vocalic sonority with the sound /f/, as one of ur choices. This process
would result, after exch nging every <u> for <v>, in t e structure <anneiperfmivifvf>. The meaning
of the sequence, syntactically SVO, would be someth like She is a Mother to shelter the unsuccessful
(sinners) and the fear, The Mother is shelter for the sinners and against fear, She is a Mother who protects
against failu e and fear, an expressio that turn out to be more complex than others we have analysed,
due to its greater length, unified by the litany A Shelter for sinners (Refugium peccatorum), applied to the
Virgin Mary, wit fear and t or as terms imilar to hopeless/dismayed/in distress and, therefore, to the
litany The one who consoles those in distress (Consolatrix afflictorum), even though we should not build our
entire theory upon these texts, which appeared aft the dates of creation of our carving (Miller 2004,
pp. 54–55), between 1425 and 1440 (Vera 2016, pp. 219–25), since they are enshrined expressions dating
from the mid–sixteenth century in the Lauretan Litanies, although also elements already shared by the
popular piety and used to ad ress t e Virgin Mary, as illustrated by the prayer Sub Tuum praesidium
(We fly to Thy protecti ) (C rvera 2001, pp. 21–22, 76; Miller 2004, pp. 54–58), from the third century or
even the Salve Regina (Hail, Holy Queen), from the eleventh century (Cervera 2001, p. 75; Evenou 2007;
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Graef 1968, p. 226; Miller 2004, pp. 47, 54, 90), with expressions considerably resembling this fragment
placed on the edge of the back of the cape.
4.2. Final Clarifications and Remarks
If we take the lexical elements used in their original terms and phonetically expounded, we would
have the following set: /ti-effeg-ăsab-am
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of he Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
r-i/, /m-er-m-ffer-el-m
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
r ads Et sepiv t eam, [...] et a ificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, p 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acro yms from Latin and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
th ee fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the necklin  only, wh re two interpretations re possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phras  Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
ar  a m ther’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intend d to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Onc  thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analy is, ll of them becam  disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible soluti ns pr posed over the course of history, and 
examples of ow to solve a problem that, a  has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move to a proposal for soluti n which diff s widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philolo ist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution foll ws the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the c rving of Our Lady of Cand laria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will r produce his p oposal by explaining ev ry fragment on th  garment in the first place, 
follow d by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semanti  meaning of each sequence. 
(Necklin ) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful i  the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRA FR I EBNPFM RFVE  NVI APIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr a fǝr Iaeb ǝnu i f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M  R]-[F·W  [G]-[N·Γ]-[B B M]-[L·F -[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahw h over you, shi ing treasur . A burden upon our conscience 
is like a s ack over o  shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMI NA ENVPMTI E N PIR VRVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b- irna. Nub  am ti ewen a  bi  ur wi i-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W· -[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ] (It is dawning, gr at power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, find ng you increas s the protection against su erstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N] [W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offens whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to he substantial dista ce betwe n all the solutio s proposed up to this point 
and this one, w tend to thi k that, despite ts well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds upporting it, it sometim s lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
result , and we are particularly speaking about an absenc  of a cleare  biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
t.t.uti-a -e/, /
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of Songs 8, i , . 6 , r rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
re ds Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavi  turr m ( n  gath re out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms fro  Lati  and Spanish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragm nts, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide for 
the lettering on the neckline nly, wh re two int r retations are p ssible: on t e one hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, esulting in the phr s Forever you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or else, the m e unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
a e a mother’s mirr r (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended to be shown in the same semantic 
line as Tipus at is (Image of t Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) an  as e pr g essed w th our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, ll of them became dis egard d. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they rema n as a collection of po ible soluti ns proposed over the course of history, and 
ex mples of how to solve a problem that, s has bee  clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we w ll mov  on to a proposal for s lution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f lo ing proposal was made by the p ilologist nd historiograph r Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert i  the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This olution fol ows the s me line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
th  carving of Our L dy of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Is nds, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We w ll repr duce his ropos l by expl ining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
f llow d by its graph m s, th  sequence of lex es and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. T Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protec ion of the Vi gin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(G dle) N MPRLMOTA E. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANF  IA BNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnu i f-m ǎr fwe . Nwi- na b  am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[ ·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[ ]- M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses th m st important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over ur shoulders. Co trol su h burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) F IRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b- i a. N bi am ti e en am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] N·B·( )]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W· ]-[W·Y N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N Y W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is da ning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfectio  avoid illness, and are a balm o t se who suffer. Your only burde  must b  a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding y u in reases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refu e to that who ignores. We will 
forgive th  ffense wh never it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atten ion to the substan ial distance betwee  all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we t n  to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical gr unds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coh r nce with the semantic r gious-evangelising 
results, and we are p rticula ly spe king ab ut an absence of  cle rer biblical, p ayerful or liturgical 
lfu-ă -in-inifif-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
read  Et sepiv t eam, [...] et aedific vit turrim (and gathered out stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tow r) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo- cronyms from Latin and Spanish carryi g religious meaning about 
three fr gments, by José He nández Morán (1922–) which, by ay of example, we provide for 
the l ttering n the n ckl ne o ly where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-division T -E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the ph ase Foreve you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), f om Ki ch r’s va iati n, or else, the more unnatural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a oth r’  mirror (Tú res espejo de madre), which is inte ded to be shown i  the same semantic 
l ne as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mo h ) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) a d a  we progressed with our linguistic and 
cr ptan yitic analysis, all of them b came disregarded. N ne of them is worth further dedication, 
but th y remain as a collecti n f possible solutions prop sed over the course of history, and 
exa ples f h w to solve  problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is tremely complex. 
N xt, e will m v on to a p op sal for solution which diff rs widely from every other proposal we 
have d cussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propos l was made by t  philol ist and historiographer Ign cio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s mai  xpert in the Am zigh language, an  was xpounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). Thi oluti follows the same li e s the conclusio s we expound and share about the text on 
the c ving of Our Lady of Candelari being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduc  his proposal by explaini g every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphem s, th  sequence of l xemes and the semantic meani g of each sequence. 
(N ckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ction of the Virgin Mar ) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr mutt >. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
f d] is n obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI ENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (B merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM I RANFR IAEB PFM RFVEN INAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<U -m yǝ  ǎr anfǝr Iae  ǝnub  f-m ǎr fwen. w ina ib am ǝliffi  wibbib. Ni bi an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M  R F W] [G]- ·Γ M -[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses he most impo ta t treasure, Child Yahweh over y u, shini g treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) VPM R  ENVPMT  EP MPIR RVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mi na. Nubi am ti ewen am bir r wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. F·W]- B]-[R· ] [N·B·( )]-[M]-[T  [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] W R -[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. T Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfection avoid i lness, and are a balm for those who uff r. Your only bu den must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENI I FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding y  increases the prot ction against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIME  ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi  mǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that ho ignores. We will 
forgive the o fense whenever it is cause  by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay att ntion to the substantial distance between all the sol tions proposed up to this point 
d this o e, e tend to think that, desp t  its well-conc ived linguistic appro ch and the outstanding 
l xical grounds uppo ting it, i s m ti es lacks coh rence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
sults, and we re particularly speaki g bout an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n-ăy-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Can  4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
reads E  sepivit eam, [...] et aedific it tu rim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] nd 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvv e ale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acro yms from Latin and Spanis  carrying r ligious mea ing about 
thr e fragments, by José Herná d z Morán (1922–) which, by way of example, we provide f r 
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are possible: on the one hand, the 
sub-divisi n TI-E-PE-SEP- ERI, resulting in the ph ase Foreve  you re Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirche ’s variation, or else, th  more unnatural for  TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which is intended o be shown in t e same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly ex mined (Vera 2016, p. 73–84) and as we progre d with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic naly is, all of hem became di r ga d d. None of th m is worth further d icati , 
but they remain as a coll ction of possible soluti ns proposed over the course of i tory, and 
examples of how to solve  blem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which iffers widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f llowing proposal was ma e by t e phil logist and histori gr pher Ign cio Rey s García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was ed i  the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the sam  line as the conclusio s we expound and sh r  ab ut  xt on 
the carving of Our Lady of Ca del ria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh langu ge.  
W  will reproduc  his pr posal by xpl ining very f gment on th  g rm nt in  first plac , 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes a d the semantic m aning of each seque ce. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <N ǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candl ’s side) LPVRINENIPEP EI A T. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of th  et rnal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFI VIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. wi ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. i bi an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasur , Child Yahweh over you, shining treasu e. A bu den upon our conscien e 
is like a stack over our should rs. Control such burd n) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the c pe) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. ubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] [ ·B·(W)]-[M]-[T· ] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W· -[N]-[R·N] B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. Th  C ild just like the Father nd the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê f-m irenni f-ǝme a y>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (O , finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (Garcí  2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We gi  refuge to t at w o ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is ca sed by the f ar of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the sub ta tial distance between all the lu ions propos  up t  thi  poi t 
and this one, we tend t  hink th t, despite its well- nceived linguistic appr a  and the outstandi g 
lexical grounds supporting it, it ometim s lack  coher  with the semantic reli ious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
nb
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f Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6 ), or ather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) o  Isaia  5, 2, which 
re d  Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out he ston s ther of (th  vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvve dale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Las ly, the multi-pseudo-acrony s f om Latin and Spanish carryi g r ligi us meaning about 
thre  fragments, by José H rnández Morá  (1922–) w ich, by way of exampl , e p ovid  for 
the lettering on the neckli e only, where two int rpretations are possible: on th  on  hand, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, result g in t e phrase F e e you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), fro  Ki cher’s vari ti n, or els , the more unn tur l form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú r s sp jo de m dre), which is int ded to be shown in th  sam  emantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Ver  2016, pp. 73–84) nd s we progress  with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all f them became disregarded. N ne of them is w th fu t r dedica ion, 
but th y rem in as a collecti n of pos ible s luti ns pro o ed over th  cou e of history, and 
examples f how to solv  a problem that, has been clearly dem nstr ted, is xt emely c mplex. 
Next, e will m ve n t  a propo al f r solu ion which differs wid ly from every other proposal we 
have di cussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propos l was de by t e hilologist and histo iogr pher I nacio Rey s G rcí  
(1962–), t day’s main exper  in the Amazigh la uage, nd was expou d in the y ar 2007 (G rcía 
2010). This sol ti n foll ws the sam  line as the c clu ions we exp u  and sh e about the tex  o  
the carving of Our Lady of Cand laria being written in th  Amazigh lan uage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh lan uage.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragme t on th  armen  in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the s qu nce of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each s qu nce. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The F ther under the 
protection of the Virgin ary) (G rcía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <N r m ǝb γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obliga ion towar s the poor) (G rcía 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of he eternal light) (G rcía 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi an>. L]- M  N [R
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M  R]-[F·W  G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B -[N]. (Your heart 
hous s the most important treasure, Child Ya weh over you, shining treasur . A bu den pon ou  ons ience 
is like a tack ve  our shoulders. C ntrol such burden  (G rcía 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIV IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] N· ·( )]-[M]- T·Y  [ ·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y N]-[R·N] [B Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W· ] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, gr at power. T e Chil just like th  Father and the w y of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm f r those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (G rcía 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm nt dge) EAFM I ENINI FMEA EI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝm  arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you in reas s the prote tion against superstition!) (G rcía 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMI I VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]-[W· - Y  D N Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give r fug  to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv  th  offens  wh never it is caused by the fear f God) (G rcía 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay a te ti n to e ubst ntial dis anc  b ween all t e solutio s propo ed up t this point 
and this on , we tend to think that, de pite its well-co ived li istic ap r ch and the out ta ding 
lexic l grounds support ng it, it so etimes l ks coherence with the sem ntic religiou - van elising 
re ults, and w  are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerfu  or liturgical 
-g˘
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rath r, Cant 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaia 5, 2, whic  
r ads Et s pivit eam, [...] e  aed ficavit turrim ( nd gathered out the t nes thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseud - cr nyms from L ti  a Span sh carrying religious meaning about 
thr e fragments, by J sé Hernández Morá  (1922–) ich, b way of x mple, w  provide f r 
th  letteri g on th neckline only, wher  two interpreta i n  ar  po sible: o   one hand, th  
sub-division TI-E-P SEP-MERI, sulting in he ph a  Forever you a e M y (Tú re  por si mpre 
Ma ía), fr m Kircher’  va iation, o else, t  more unnatu al for  TI-ER S-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a other’s i ror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which i  int nded to b  s own in the s me sema ic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) a d as we progr ssed with our linguistic and 
crypta al it c analysis, all of th m b c me disregarded. N n  f them i  w r h f rther dedicati n, 
but t ey remain as a ollection of p ssi  solu ions proposed over th  cours  of is or , nd 
xamples f h w to s lv   problem tha , as as b n cl arl  de on t ated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move o  to  prop sal f r lutio  wh ch differ  wid ly from every other proposal we 
hav  iscussed u  to h s point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following propos l w s ade by th  philolog  and historiogra h r Ignacio Reyes G rcía 
(1962–), t day’s main xpert in the Amazigh l ngu ge, a d was xpounded in the y ar 2007 (Gar ía 
2010). This s lution follows the s me line as the co clusions we expound a d share abou  th  text on 
t  carving of Our L y of Candelar a being written in the Am zi h l n uage from the Canary 
Isla ds, the Insular-Amazigh l nguage.  
We will reproduce his proposal by expl ining ev ry frag nt on the garm nt in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequenc  of l xem s and the sem tic m aning of each sequ nce. 
(Neckli e) TI FS PMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B -[F]-[S·B]. (The Father und r the 
pr ection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp 414–15). 
(Girdle) NA MPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [ ·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an oblig tion towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIP PNEIFA T. <Lwu rinni bǎb n ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the vict y Lord f the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Righ side of the cape) OLM I RANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m y n ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi- na bib am ǝliff  n wi b b. i bi an>. L]-[M] [N R]-
[ ·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (You  h art 
houses the mo t impo tant t asure, Child Yahw h over you, hining t asur . A burde  upon ur co science 
is like a stack over our shoulder . Control s h bu den) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA E VPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APV MFRI PIV IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir r wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝ  ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[ · - Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is d wning, g eat power. The Child jus  lik  the Father nd the way of 
perfect  avoid illness, and are a balm for thos  wh  suffer. Your o ly burd n must be a shini g c ndle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FM AREI. <Ê af m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases h  pr tection agains  uperstition!) (García 2011, pp 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) BIM I ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An năy ǝb rr mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  giv refug  t that wh  ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it i  c used by th  r of God) (G rcía 2011, pp 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the subs a tial distance b tw en all the s luti ns prop sed u  to h  point 
a d this o e, we end to hink hat, d s ite its w ll-c nceived linguistic appr ach and the out tandin  
lexical grounds s ppor ing it, it so etimes lacks cohere with th  sem nt c ligious-evangelisi g 
results, and we e particularly speaking a out an absence of a clearer biblic l, prayerful o  l turgical 
/, /ere-af-w n/, /ănnu inad. imli-f
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of So gs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or r t r, Can  4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
r ads E  sepivit am, [...] t aed ficavit tu rim (and gather d out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built tow r) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Mou e 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvv edale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, th  multi-ps udo-ac ony s from Latin d Sp nish carrying religious meaning about 
three fragments José Hernánd z Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of xample, we provid  for 
the le te ng on the neckline o ly, w re two i terpretations are possibl : on th  one hand, the 
sub-divisi n TI-E-PE- EP-MERI, resulting in th  ph as  Forever you a e Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), fr m Kircher’s variation, or els th   u natur l form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a moth r’s mirror (Tú eres spejo de madre), which is intended t  be shown in the same semantic 
lin as T pus Matris (Im ge of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once th rou hly exam ned (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic an  
cryp an lyi ic analysi , all f th m became sr gard . N e of them is wo th furthe  edication, 
but th y remain a c ll cti n of poss ble solutions propos d ver he course of history, and 
xamples f h w to s lv a pr blem that, as has b en cl arly emonstra d, is extremely complex. 
Next,  will move n to a pr posal fo s lution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f llowing pr posal w s m de by the philologist and historiog a her Ignacio Re s García 
(1962–), to ay’s main r Amazigh languag , a d was expounded i  the y ar 2007 (García 
2010). T is oluti  follows the same li  s th  co clusions we expound nd share about the text on 
the carv g of Our Lady of C delaria bei g written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh languag .  
We will reproduc  i  p oposal by x laining v ry fr gment on the garme t in the first plac , 
ollowe  by its graphe s, th  sequ nc  of lexemes and the semantic m aning of each sequenc . 
(Ne kl ne) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti y bb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (Garcí  2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdl ) NA PRLMOTARE <N ǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
f od] is an obligatio  towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎf  ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[ ]-[ ·T]. B  merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right sid of the cape) OLM I RA FR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anf r Iae  ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F W  [G -[ ·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
h ses the most important trea r , Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
i  lik  a s ck over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) F P I NA E PMTI EP MPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. u i am ti ewen m bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. ib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M -[T·Y] [W·N M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (I  i  wning, great power. The Child just like the Father a d the way of 
perfecti  avoid ill ess, and re a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edg ) EAFM IRENINI F EAREI. <Ê af-m ire ni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you i creases the protection against superstitio !) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cap ) N IMEI NEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
U >. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv the offens  whenev r it is cau ed by th  fear of God) (García 2011, p . 313–14). 
If w  p y atten ion t  the ub tantial istance between all the solution  pro osed up to this poin  
a d this e, w  te  to think tha , despi e it  well-conceived linguistic approach d the outstandi  
lexical grounds supporting it, it som t m s lacks c her c  with the sem ntic religious-evangelising 
results, nd we are particula y speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L6 ), or rat e , Cant , 4 (Bibl  611, p. 3L5 ) or Is iah 5, 2, w ich 
r a s E s pivi  am, [...] t a dif cavit turrim (and gathered out the ston s thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
b ilt a tower) (Bibl  611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. L tly, the multi-pseudo-ac o yms fr m La in and Spanish carr ing religious m aning about 
three fragme s, y J sé H r á dez M án (1922–) w ich, by way of example, we pr vide for 
h  l t ring on th neckli  only, whe e two int pretations a  ossible: on the one hand, th  
sub-di i ion TI-E-PE-SEP- ERI, result g in the phrase Forever y u are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
M ía), from Kirch r’s v r ation, or lse, e more nnatural form TI- RES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a m t er’s mi r (Tú eres sp jo d madr ), w ic  is inten ed to be show in the sam  semantic 
lin as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by th  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
O c  thor ughly examin d (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and as e pr gressed with our linguistic and 
c y t alyitic nalysis, all of t m becam isr gar ed. None of them is worth further edication, 
but th  r i  as a coll ti n f p sibl solutions pr posed ov  th  course of histor , and 
ex mples f h w t  s l  a probl  t at, as has b n clea ly demons rated, is xt emely com lex. 
Next, w  will move on a p posal fo  solution w ich differs widely from very othe  pr posal we 
have discussed up o this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr posal 
The f ll wing r pos l was mad  by the philologist and hist riogr pher Ig acio R yes García 
(196 –), tod y’s main expert i   Amazigh l guage, and wa  xpoun ed in the year 2007 (García 
2 10). This sol ti n f llows t  same lin s e conclusions we xpound and share about th  text on 
t e carving of Our L dy of Candel ria b ing writte in the Amazigh language from the C nary 
Island , th  Insul r-Amazigh lan uage.  
We ill epr duc is pr po al by xplaining ev ry fragment on the garment in the first place, 
f llowed b  its graph mes, th  sequen of l xem s and th  semantic m ning of ac  sequence. 
(Neckli e  TIEPFSEP ERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ec i n of the V rgin M ry) (García 2011, pp. 14–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm bǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towar s the poor) (García 2011, p. 13). 
(Cuff on the ca dle’s sid ) PVRINENI EPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni ǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[ ·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
( ight side o  the c p ) OL  INRA F  IAEB PFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr an ǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. wi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. N  bi-an>. [L]-[M  [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] ·B·(W)]-[F - M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Y r heart 
ouse  th  mo  impo t nt treasure, Child Y hwe  ov r you, shining treasure. A burden up n our conscience 
s like a sta k over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side o  the cape) FVPM RNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR R VINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRH . < fu -mi na. Nubi am ti we  am bir ur wi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. F· ]-[B -[R·N] [N·B (W)]-[M -[T·  [W·N -[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is a in , gre t power. The Child just like the F t er and the way of 
p rfection avoid i lne s, a d are  balm for those who suffe . Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garme t dge) EAFM IRE NI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[ ·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi ding you incr ases the ro ection against superstitio !) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFM VI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[ ·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge o that who ignores. We will 
f rgive the offense whenev r it is ca sed y the f ar of God) (García 2011, p. 13–14). 
If w  y a te n o th s bstan ial d anc  b tween all the sol tions pr pose  up o this poi t 
and this ne, w  tend o think th , de pit  its well-co c ived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
l xi al g ound  sup orting , it s metim  lacks coherenc  wi  th  semantic religious- vangelising 
results, and we  p ticul rly speaking ab ut n absence of a clearer b blical, prayerful or liturgical 
ww
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of Song  8, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L6r), or er Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
rea s E  sepivit am, [...] et a dificavit t rrim ( nd gather d ou  th  s on s thereof (the viney rd) [...] and 
built a ow r) (Bible 1611, p. 2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvv ed le 2005, p 835). 
8. Lastly, he m lt eud -acro yms r m Latin and Sp nish carr in  religi us meaning ab ut 
thre  fragme ts, by José H r ández M rán (1922–) which, b  w y of exam le, we provide for 
th  le tering on the neckli e only, here wo in erpretation  are p ssibl : on th  o e hand, the 
sub-division TI- -PE-S P-MERI, r sulting in the phr se Forev r you e Mary (Tú e es or iempre 
M ía), from Kirche ’s variation, or els , the mor  un atu al form TI-ERES- P-MERI, that is, You 
ar   othe ’  mi or (Tú e s spejo e m dre), which is intended to be shown in th  sa e semantic 
l ne as Tipus M tris (Imag  f the Mo r) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Onc  h roughly exam  (Ver  2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed w th our linguistic a d 
c ptanalyi ic an lysi , all of th m b m  isregard d. None of th m is worth further dedication, 
but th y rem in as a coll cti n  ossible olution  p oposed ov  h  cour e of hist ry, and 
ex mples of h w solv  a probl that, as has been clea ly demonst ated, is extr ely complex. 
Next, we will  on to a p p sal f  solution which differs widely f om every ther proposal we 
have iscussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th  following p o os l was m d  by the philologist a d historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), t day’s ai  xp t in t  Amazigh l ngu ge,  w s exp nd  in th  year 2007 (García 
2010). This soluti n follow the s me li e as the conclusio s we exp und and share abou the text on 
th  carvin  of Our Lady o C nd lari  being wr tt n in the Amazigh l nguage from the Canary 
Isl nd , the Insul -Amazig  l nguage.  
W  will r produc hi  propos  by explaining ev ry frag  on the garment in the first place, 
follow d by its gr p m s, t  of l xem s nd the se ant c mea ing of ach seq ence. 
(Neckline) TI F PMERI. <Ti y bb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F -[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pr tection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NA MP LMOTARE. <Na ǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B· ]-[Γ· ]-[T·R]. (S aring [the 
food] is an obligation owards the poor) (García 2011, p 313). 
(Cuff o  the candle’s side) LPVRIN PEPNEIFANT. <Lwu ri ni bǎb  ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[ ]-[ ]-[ ·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 011, p 289). 
(Right side of th  cape) OLM I R FR IAEBNP  RF EN NVINAPIMLIFINV  NIPIAN. 
<Ul m yǝ  ǎr anfǝr I e  ǝ ubi f-m ǎ fwe . wi-in  b b am ǝliff  n w bbi . Ni bi- n>. L]-[M  [N]-[R]-
[ ·F·R] [N·B·(W) - F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
house  the st important treasure, Ch ld Yahweh ver you, shining treasure. A burde upo  our onscience 
is li e a stack over our houlders. Control s ch burden) (García 2011, p 319). 
(L ft side of th  cape) FV IR A E V MTI E NMP R VIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu -mirna. Nubi m ti ewe  am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N  [B]-[ -[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is awning, great pow r. The Ch ld jus  like the F t r and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, nd are a balm for those who s ffer. Yo  only b rden must be a shining candle) (García 
11, p 207). 
(Gar e  edg ) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m r nni f-ǝme rey>. [E - F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, findi g you increases th  protectio  against uperstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of th  c pe) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi  ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝbe ref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W· ]-[Y Y] D N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We ive refuge o t at who ignor s. We will 
forgiv  the offense whenev r it i  caused by the fear of od) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If w p y a tenti  t   s bstan ial is anc betwe n all he olution  pro osed up to this point 
and th n , we e d o t ink , d spi e its w ll-conc ed lin uistic approach and h  outstanding 
lexical ounds su or in  i , t sometime  la ks oh ren e with th  semantic religio s-evangelising 
re u ts, nd w  are rt u rly speak ng about an absence of a clearer biblic l, praye ful or liturgical 
t-i/,
/mi-if-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), o  rather, C nt 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gathered out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveed le 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from L in a d Spani h carrying r ligious meaning about 
three fragments, by José Hernández Morán (1922–) which, by way of exampl , w  provide f  
the lettering on the neckline only, where two i terpretations are possible: o  the one a d, th  
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phrase Forever y u are Mary (Tú er s po  sie pre 
María), from Kircher’s variation, or els , th  more unnatu al form I-ERES-EP-MERI, t at is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madre), which i  intended t  be sh wn in the sam  s ma tic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and s we progr ssed with our lin uistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them eca  disregarded. No e of them is worth further dedicati , 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions pr p sed o r the course of history, an  
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has be n clearly demonstrated, is ext emely compl . 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution whi h differs widely fr m every other proposal w  
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist nd historiographer Ignacio Reyes Garcí  
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and as exp unded in the year 2 07 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the concl sions we expound and share about th  tex  o  
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Am zigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining ver  fra ment on the garm nt in the irst plac , 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each s quenc . 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti y bb f sǎb Me i>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under th  
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr mutt r>. [R·M]-[B· ]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu inni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝn >. L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the ternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVI APIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[  [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Y r ear  
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahw h ov r y , shining treas re. A burden upon our co science 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, . 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA E VPMTI EP MPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIV IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[ ]-[F·R·Y  
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Fa er and the wa  of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m ire ni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N  F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against su rstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to t at wh  ign es. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (G rcía 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial dis nce be en all the solutions proposed up to this poi  
and this one, we tend to think that, despit  its well-conceived linguistic approach nd the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometim s lacks coherence with the s ma tic r ligi s-ev g lising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
yyăn/, /f-ewef-m
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, . 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611 p. 3L5r)  Isaiah 5, 2, which 
reads Et sepi eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (a d gathered out the stones thereof (the ineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Mo re 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the mul i-pseudo-acronym  from Latin and Spanish car ying religious meaning ab ut 
three fragments, by José Her ández Morán (1922–) which by way of xample, w  pr vid  for 
the lett ri g on the neckline only, where two interpretatio s ar possible: on the ne h nd, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, r sulting in the phr s For v  y u ar  Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kircher’s variatio ,  else, the mor  unn tural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo d  adre), whic  is in end d to e s own in the me e antic 
line as Tipus Matris (Imag of the Mother) by the J suit (Morán 957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Onc  thoroughly ex mined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we prog essed with our lingui tic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disr garded. None of hem is w th further dicati , 
but th y remain a  a coll ction f p ssible solutions proposed ov r th  cours  f ist ry, nd 
examples f how to solve  probl m that, as has been clearly d onstra e , is extremely compl x. 
Next, we will move on to  proposal for solution which differs widely fr m e ery other propo al we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following prop sal w s m de by h  philologist nd storiographer Ignacio R yes Ga cía 
(1962–), today’s in expert in t e Amazigh languag , a d was xpounded i  th  year 2007 (Ga cí  
2010). T is olu io  follows the same line as the conclusions w  expound and s e abo t t e text o  
the carving of Our L dy of Ca d l i  being written in th  Amazigh la guage from the Can ry 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by xplaini g v ry ragm nt n the g r e t in t  first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes d th  s mantic m aning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (Ga cía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ· ]-[T·R]. (Sharing [t e 
food] i an obligation towards the poor) (Garcí  2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI ENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu inni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝn >. [L·W -[ ·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be me ciful in th  vict ry Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANF  IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAPIMLIFI VIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-  ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi an>. [L M] [ -
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M  R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Yo  heart 
houses the most import n  treasure, Child Yahweh ver you, shining t eas re. A burd n up n o r c nsci nce 
is like a stack over our sho l rs. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EP M IR VRVIV N  APVIM RI PIV IA  
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mir . Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, ab  i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F· ]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y  [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]- ]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N -[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is daw ing, gre pow r. The Child ju  like the Fath r and th  way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm fo those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) FM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m ir nni f-ǝme rey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R· ] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increas s the protection ag inst superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
( ack of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyy . An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that ho ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenev  it is c used by h  f ar of God) (Garcí  2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay ttention o th  substa tia dista ce b w n all the solution  propos  u   is point 
and this one, we tend to think that, des ite its well-conceived linguistic approac a  t  u sta di g 
lexical grounds supporti g it, it sometimes lacks coherenc  with th  semantic religi us-ev ngelising 
results, and we are p rticul rly speaking bout an a sence of a clearer b blical, prayerful or liturgical 
rna/, /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611 . 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaia  5, 2, which 
r ds Et sepivi  eam, [...] t aedificavit turri  (and gather d out the st nes there f (th  vineyard  [...] and 
built a t wer) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveed le 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the mul i-pseudo- c nyms from Latin a d Span sh car ying religious e ning about 
thr e fragme ts, by José Hernández M rán (1922–) hich, by way f xam le, we p ovid  for 
the lettering on th neckline only, wher  two interpreta i  ar  possible: on th  one hand, the 
sub-divis on TI-E-P -SEP-MERI, res lting in the phra e Foreve  yo a e Ma y (Tú res por sie pre 
María), from Kirch r’s v iation,  el e, the mo  unn tur l fo  TI-ER S-EP- ERI, tha  is, You 
are a other’  mi ror (Tú eres e pejo de dr ), whic  i  intended  be shown in th  s me seman ic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image f the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as w  progressed with ur linguistic and 
crypt l it c analysis, all of them beca  di regarded. None of he is worth further dedication, 
but th y r main a  a c llection f p ssi l  solution  propos d over t  cour e of hist ry, and 
examples f ho  to s l  a p bl m that, s has b e  clearly demon tra ed, is extr mely c mplex. 
Next, we will move on to  rop sal f r solution which differs wid ly from every other pro sal we 
hav  discussed u  to his point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The foll wing pr posal was made by he philolog  and historiogr pher Ignacio R yes G cía 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Am zigh language, d was xpounded in the year 2007 (G rcí  
2010). This so u ion oll ws the s me line s the conclusi ns we expou d nd sh re about th  text on 
the carving of Our L dy of Candelari  being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Isla ds, the Insular-Amazigh languag .  
We will reproduce his p oposal by xplaining very ragm nt o  the g r  in t  fir t place, 
follow d by its graphemes, t e sequence of lexem s and th  sema tic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEP E I. <Ti yebb f sǎb M ri>. [T·Y B -[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ection of the Virgin Mary  (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Gir le) NARMPRLMOTARE. <N ǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T· ]. (Sha ing [the 
food] is an oblig ti n towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) PVRINENIPEP EIFANT. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be m rciful in t e victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Righ  side of the c pe) OLM I ANFR IAEBNPF  RFVE  NVINAP MLIFI VIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m y n ǎr anfǝr Iae  ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nw -in  bib am ǝliffi n wi bib. i bi-an>. L  [N R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] G]-[N·Γ]-[B· ]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your eart 
houses the most import n  t easure, Child Yahweh v  you, shi ing tre su .  b rden pon our conscien e 
is like a stack ove  our hould rs. Control such bu den) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA E VPMTI EPNMPI  V VIVI RN APVIMF I PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n r , abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝ  ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W ]-[R· ] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[ ]-[R·N] [B]-[Y F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[ - Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, g at pow . The Child j st lik  the Father d the way of 
perfectio  avoid illness, and are a balm for thos  wh  suffer. Your o y burd n must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [ ·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases he protection against superstition!) Garcí  2011, p . 183–84). 
(Back o  the cape) NBIMEI A NEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  give refuge t t at who ig ores. W  will 
forgive the offense henev r i  is c used by the f ar of Go ) (Garcí  2011, p. 313–14). 
If we pay atten ion to the subs antial i tance b tw n all t s luti ns prop sed u  to is point 
a d this o , we t  to hi k hat, de pite its ll-co ceived linguistic ppr ac  and the outstandi  
lexical grounds upp rti g i , it sometime  lac s c herenc with th  semantic r ligious-evang lising 
re ults, a d we are p rticularly speaking bout an abs nce f a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n bi ent-ti/, /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), o rather, C nt 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
r ds Et sepiv t eam, [...] et a ific t t im (and gathe d out ston s thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; M ure 1991, 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. L stly, the multi-pseu o-acr yms fr m L tin and Spanish c rryi g religi us meani g about 
h e f agm ts, by José Her ández Morán (1922–) which, y ay f xample, we provide f r 
the l tt ri g on the n cklin  o ly, wh re two int rpr tations  possibl : on th  on  ha d, the 
sub-division T -E-PE-SEP-MERI, r ul ing in the phras  For ver you e a y (Tú ere  por iempre 
María), f om Ki ch r’s variati n, o  else, the more un atu al for  TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
ar  a m the ’  mirror (Tú res esp jo d adre), which is i te d d to be hown in the same seman ic 
l ne as Tipus Matris (Image of th  Mo her) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, p. 73–84) and as we p ogressed with our linguistic an  
cr ptan yiti  naly is, all of them came disrega d . N ne of m is w rth fur her dedication, 
but hey remain a  a c llecti n of p ssible soluti ns p p s  ove  th  course of i tory, d 
exa ples f w t  s lve a pr bl m that, a  has b en cl arly demonstrat d, is tremely compl x. 
N xt, we will m ve to a proposal for solution which diff s widely from every other proposal we 
have d cussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The following pro os l was m de by the philol i t and hist iogra her Ign cio Reyes Garcí  
( 962–), today’s main expert in th  Am zig  languag , an  was xpounde  in the year 2007 (García 
2010). Th solution f ll ws the m line as th  o clusi s we exp und and share a out th  text on 
the c rving of Our Lady of Cand la ia being writte  i  the Amazigh lan uage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will r produce his p oposal by xplaini g ev ry fragment on th  garm t in th  fir t pl ce, 
follow d by it graphe es, th  sequence o l xemes a d the semanti  m ani g of ach quence. 
(N cklin ) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb eri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary  (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdl ) NARMPRLMOTA E. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T· ]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligatio  towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on th  candle’s sid ) LPVRI ENIPEPNEIFA T. <Lwu rinni bǎb ǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [ ·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be m rciful i  the victory Lord of he eternal lig t) (Garcí  2011, p. 289). 
(Right sid  of the cape) OLM RA F  IAEB PFM FVE  I APIMLIFI VIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr a ǝr Iae  ǝnu i f-  ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina ib am ǝliffi  wibbib. Ni bi an>. [L M] [N R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] R]-[F W  [G N·Γ]-[B B]-[M]-[L·F -[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (You  heart 
h us s h most important treas e, C ild Y hw h over you, shining t easur . A bu den upon o  consci ce 
is like a stack over o  shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPM RNA ENVPMTI E PI  RVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIVNIA  
TRHN. <Ffu b- irna. Nub  am ti ewen am bi  r wi i-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. F· ]-[B]-[R·N  [N·B·( )]-[M]-[T·Y  W·N]-[M]-[B·R] W·R -[W· ]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, gr t pow r. T Chil  j  like t e Fath  and the way f 
p r ection avoid i lness, and are a b lm for thos  who uffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(G r e t edge) EAFM IRENINI F EA EI. <Ê af-m ire i f-ǝme ey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [ ·N] [F]-
[M· ]-[R·Y]. (Oh, f nding y u increas s the prot ction gainst su erstitio !) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) N IME  ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi  mǝyyi. An- ăy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N -[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  gi e refuge to hat ho ign res. We will 
f rgive th  ffens  whe ver it is c use  by the fear of God) (García 2011, p . 313–14). 
If  pay a ten i n t  he sub tantial dis a ce b tw n all th  sol ti s pr po  up to his point 
a  t is one, w te d o thi k that, despit  ts well-conceived linguis ic appro ch and the out t nding 
lexical grounds upporting it, it s metimes l cks coh r nc  with th  semantic eligio s-ev ngelisi g 
sult , a d we are particularly s e ki g abou  an absence of a cleare  biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
d
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f Songs 8, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L6r), or ather, Can 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isai h 5, 2, which 
r E se ivit eam, [...] et aedif cavit turrim (a d gath r  out he ston s thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tow r) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, p . 65–67; Tvve d le 2005, p. 835). 
8. Las ly, the ult -pseu o- cr nyms from La n and Spa ish c rrying religi us meaning about 
hre  fragme ts, by José Hernánd z Morán (1922–) w ich, y way of ex mpl , we provide for 
the e teri g on the neckl e only, where two in rpretatio s ar pos ibl : on h  o  a d, th  
sub-divis on TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, r s lt g in t e ph e Fo ev r y u are Mary (Tú eres por siemp e 
aría), f om Ki ch ’  v riati , or el , th  more u n tural fo m TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are a mothe ’s mirror (Tú r s espejo d ma re), which i  int nded to be shown in the sam  s mantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image f the Mother) by the J suit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p 81). 
Onc  th roughly x ined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) nd s we progress d with our li guistic and 
c ptan lyiti  analysis, all of th m beca e dis gard . N e f h m s w rth fu th r dedica i , 
but th y r m in a  a collecti n f possibl sol tions prop s  r th  ur e of history, and 
exa ples f how t  s lve a pr bl  tha , as be n clearly d m nstrated, i  xt emely complex. 
Next, e wil  m ve n to a p oposal  olution whic  differ  widely fr m ev ry other proposal we 
have di cussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th  following p opos l was m d  by t e philologist d histo iog apher Ignacio Reyes G rcí  
(1962–), t d y’s i  exp r in th  Amazigh la uag , d a  exp unded in t  y ar 2007 (G rcía 
2010). T is s luti  f l ows t e sa  li e as conclu i ns w expou  nd sh re abou  the tex  o  
th  carving of Our Lady of Candel ria being writte  in t  A azigh l uage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh lan uage.  
W  will r pr d c hi  proposal by explaini g ever  fra e t o  the g rmen  in the first plac , 
follow d by its graph mes, the quen e of l x mes d th  semantic m aning of each s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPME I. <Ti yebb f sǎb M ri>. [ ·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (G rcía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMP LMOTARE. <Nar m ǝb γǝr mutt r>. [R·M]-[B·R]- Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obliga ion towards the poor  (G rcía 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI ENIPEP EIFANT. <Lwu in i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be m ciful in the victory Lord of he ernal light  (G rcía 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM I RA FR IAEBNPF  RFVEN VI APIM IFINVIPI IPIA . 
<Ul m yǝn ǎr an ǝr I e ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. i in  bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. i bi-an>. [L]- M  N [R]-
[N F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F - M  R]-[F·W  ]-[N·Γ]-[B· ]-[M]-[L·F N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B -[N]. (Your heart 
hous s t e m s  important treas re, Child Ya w h ov r you, shi ing t easure. A burden upo  our ons ience 
is like a tack ov  o r shoul ers. C ntrol such burden  (G rcía 2011, . 319). 
(Left side of the cap ) FVPMIR A E VPMTI EPNMPI  VRVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIV IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu -mirna. Nubi am ti ewe am bir ur iw -n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib- ǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F· B]- R·N  [N· ·(W)]-[M]-[T·  [W·N M -[B·R] [W· ]-[W·Y N]-[R·N] [B Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N -[Y·W· ] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It s dawning, great pow r. T e C ild just like th  Fa er and the way of 
erfection avoid illnes , nd are a balm f  those who suffer. Your on y burden must be a shining candle) (G rcía 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm t d e) FM I ENINI F EAREI. <Ê a m ire ni f-ǝm  arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M· ]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi ding you increas s the prote tion ag inst su rstitio !) (G cía 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) N IMEI ANNEIPER MI IFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An năy ǝberr f mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]-[W· - Y  D N Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  giv r f g  to that ho ign res. We ill 
f rgive th  ffens  wh neve it i caus d by th fe r f God) (G rcía 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay tte  to the sub ia  d t ce bet een all he s lu ions r posed up to this p int 
a thi  on , w  nd to th nk that, de pite its ll-conceived li uistic appro ch and the outstanding 
lex cal gro nds su port ng it, it s etim  la k  cohe nc  w h th  emantic r li i s-ev ng lising 
re ults, and w   p rticu arly speaking a out an a s nce f a cleare biblical, prayerfu  or liturgical 
d-
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f Songs 8 4 (Bibl  611, p. 3L6r), or r e , C nt 4, 4 (B ble 611, p. 3L5 ) o  Is i h 5, 2, w ich 
r a s Et epivit eam, [...]  a dificavi  tu rim (and gathe d out the stones re f (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a ower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 991, pp. 5–67; Tvv e le 2005, p. 835). 
8. L stl , the m lti-ps udo-acronyms f m L ti  d Sp nish car ying religious m a ing about 
t r  fragm nt , b  José H r ández M rán (1922–) wh h, by wa  f xa ple, w  rovide f r 
the l ttering n the neckli e only, ere two inte pretati s are pos ibl : on t e one and, the 
ub-d is on TI- P -SEP-MERI, sulti g i  h p ase F ev r y u re Ma y (Tú er s or siempre 
M ría), f o  Kircher’s variati n or els , the mo  unn ural f rm TI-ER S EP- ERI, that is, You 
r  a mother’s mi r r (Tú er s spejo m dre), wh ch s i nd d t  be shown in  same semantic 
l ne as Tipus Matris Image f the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
O ce t oroughly xa ined (Vera 2016, p. 73–84) and as w  p ogresse  with ou  linguistic and 
c pt lyi c n ys , all of the  b came disrega ded. Non  of th m  worth fu her ded cation, 
but hey r m in s a llection f possible soluti n  oposed v r th ourse of i tory, an  
x mples of w t  so ve a p obl m t, as has b n cl a ly d mon t ated, is extre ely complex. 
Next, e ill move n to a roposal r ol tion w ich ff rs widely from every other roposal we 
have di cussed up t  this point. 
. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th foll wing ro osa  was ma e by the philologist n historiogr phe  Igna io Reyes G rcía 
(1962–), today’s ain xpert i  the Amazigh lan uag ,  w  expo nd d in the year 2007 (G rcía 
2010). Thi  s lutio follows the sam  li e s the cl sio s we expo nd d sh r  bout he xt on 
the carving of Our L dy of Ca d laria bein  wri ten in the Am zigh lan uage fro  the Canary 
Isl n s, the Insul r-Amazigh l n uag .  
W  will eproduce hi  rop s l by xplaining eve y f gm t on t  garme t i  th  fir  place, 
follow d by i s graph mes, the s qu nc  of lexem s a d the se antic mea ing o  ach s qu nce. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEP ERI. <Ti ye b f sǎb eri> [T·Y]-[B·B F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pr tection of th  Vi gin Mary) (G rcía 201 , pp. 4 4–15). 
(Girdle) ARMPRLMO ARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝ  mutt >  [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
fo d] s n obl g ti n towards the poor) (G rcía 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff o  th  candle’s side) LPVRI ENIPEP EIFA T. <Lwu r nni bǎb ǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory L d of the e rnal light) (G rcía 2011, p. 289). 
( ight side of th  cape) OL  INR FR IAEBNPFM RF E VI API LIFI V P  NIPIAN. 
<Ul m yǝn ǎr anf r Iaeb ǝnu i f-  ǎr f en. w ina bib ǝliffi n i b. Ni bi- n>. [L]-[M  [N R
[N·F·R  [ ·B·(W) F]-[M] [R F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[ ·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N· ]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
ouse t e most impor ant treas re, Chil Ya weh over you, shini g treas e. A b den up  our ons ience 
is li   st ck ove  our shoulde s. Control such burd n) (G rcí  2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cap ) FVP R A E V MTI EPN PI  RVIVI N APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
TRHN. <Ff b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝf . Bib- n ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F· [B]-[R·N  [ ·B·( )]-[M]- T·Y  N]-[M - B· W·R]-[W·Y -[N]-[R·N] B]-[ -[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W· ] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is da ni g, great power. Th  Child just like t e Father and the way of 
pe fecti n avoid illne s, and re a bal  for those who s ffer. Y ur only b rden must be a shining candle) (G rcía 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm t dge) EAFM IRE INI FMEAR I. <Ê af-m irenni f ǝme a y>. E F]-[ ] [R·N  [F]-
[M· ]-[R·Y]. (Oh, find g you increases the protection ag in t su erstition!) (G rcía 20 1, pp. 1 3–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANN IPER MI IFVF. <N bi  ǝyyi. A -năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W· - ]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y B·R·F]-[M]-[W· -[F]. (We gi  r fuge o at w  ignores. We will 
forg ve h  off se wheneve  it is c us d by the fear of God) (G rcía 201 , pp. 3 3–14). 
If we p y enti  o h  ubs an ial i ta c  b tween a l the solutio  ro os d up t  this poi t 
and thi  one, we end to t ink that, es it  its w ll- onceive  linguistic appr ch nd t  outsta di g 
l xi al g und su por i  i , it om time  l k  he n e with the s ma tic reli io s- va g lising 
r ults, nd w are particul rly speaking bout n abs nc  of a cl arer bib ical, prayerf l or liturgical 
nn n-ttey- /, /uru-i-iwi-n- enni/, /a-effu-
anf
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or ra her, C  4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or Is i  5, 2, which 
reads E  sepivit eam, [...] et aedificavit turrim (and gath red ou  the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built  tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Mo re 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedal  2005, . 835). 
8. Las ly, the multi-p eudo-acronyms from Lati  and Spanish car ying religious meaning ab ut 
three fragme ts, by José Hernández Morá  (1922–) which, by w y f xample, w  vide for 
the lettering on the neckline only, wh re two i terpretations are possible: on the n  hand, h  
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the p rase For ver you are Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María), from Kirche ’s variation, or lse, the mor  unn tur l f r  TI-ERES-EP-MERI, tha  is, You 
are a mother’s mirror (Tú eres espejo de madr ), which i  intended o e s own in th  same seman ic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) d as we progressed wit  our linguistic nd 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them became disr garded. None f th  i  w rth f rth r edicati n, 
but they r main as a collection  p ssible s luti ns propo ed ver th  cour  of hist y, nd 
examples of how to solve a problem that, a  has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely com lex. 
Next, we will move on to  propos l for olution whic  differ  wid ly from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The foll wing proposal was m de by the philologist and hi riogra her Ig acio Rey s G rcí  
(1962–), today’  main expert in  A azigh language, and was expounde  in the y ar 2007 (G rcía 
2010). This solution follows the same line as th  conclusio s we expound and share about the t xt o  
the carving of Our Lady of Cand lari  being writte  in the Amazi h l nguage from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazig  language.  
We ill reproduce is proposal by ex laining ev ry fragm nt on h  garm nt in the first pla e, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lex mes and the s ma tic meaning of eac  sequ nce. 
(N kline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb  sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin ary) ( a cía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T· ]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (Garcí  2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s sid ) LPVRI ENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu inni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝn >. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be m r iful in the vict ry Lord of the ternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANF  IAEBNPFM RFVEN VINAPIMLIFINVIPI IPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi an>. L M] [N - R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (You  eart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh ver you, shining treas e. A b den upon ou  conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (Gar ía 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVI RN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir r wiwi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib- ǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]- M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M B·R] [W·R]-[ ·Y]-[ - R·N  [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child ju t like e Fat r and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m iren i f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against supers ition!) (Gar ía 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFV . <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberr f mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. We give refuge to th t who ignore . We ill 
forgive the off nse whenever it is cau ed by h  fe r of God) (García 2011, p. 313–14). 
If we pay attentio  to the subst ntial distance between all e sol tio s rop s  up o thi  poi t 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-con ived li guistic appr ch and h  outstandi g 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks cohe n  wi h th  semantic eligi u - v ngelisin  
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
r-i/, /fi-iw-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) o  Isai h 5, 2, whic  
reads Et sepiv t e m, [...] e  a dificavit turri  (and gathered out the stones ther of (the vin yard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvvee ale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms f om Latin a  Spanish carryi g religious mea ing about 
three fragm n s, by José H r ández Mo án (1922–) ich, by way f x mple,  pr vid  for 
the lettering on the eckline nly, wh re two interpre a ions e p ssibl : n the one h nd, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in he phr s  Forever you ar  Ma y (Tú e s por siempre 
María), from Kirc ’  va i tion, o  else, the r  unnatural form TI-ERES-EP- ERI, that is, You 
a e  mother’s mirror (Tú e s espejo de madr ), which is in ended o b  s own in  same s mantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroug ly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as e pr gr ssed with our ling istic and 
cryptanalyi ic analysis, ll f them bec me disregarded. Non  of them is w rth furth r dedicati n, 
but they re ain as a collecti n of ossible soluti ns propo d over t  cou se of istory, and 
examples of ho  to solve a problem tha , s has bee  cl a ly d m nstrated, is extrem l  complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal f r solutio  which iffers widely f om every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The follo ing proposal was ade by he phil logist a  historiographer Ig acio Rey s García 
(1962–), t day’ main expert in the Amazigh languag , a d w s xpounded in e year 2007 (García 
2010). This olutio  fo lows the same ine as the co cl sions we expound  share about he ext o  
the carving of Our La y of Candelari  bein writt n in the Amazigh language fro  the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
W will repr duce his r posal by explai ing ev ry frag e  garm t in th  first place, 
follow d by its graphem s, the sequence of lexe s and the s mantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb M ri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) N MPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝ  γǝr mu ar>. [ ·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]- T·R]. (Sharing [the 
fo d] is a  obligati n tow rds the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINE IPEP EI ANT. <Lw  i ni bǎb ǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in th  victo y Lord of th  eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM I ANF  IAEB PF  RFVEN NVINAPI LIFINVIPI IPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝ ubi f-m ǎr fwen. wi-i a bi  am ǝl ff  n wibbib. Ni bi an>. L]-[M] [N R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ B·B]-[M - L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Y r art 
h uses the mo t important treasure, Child Y weh  you, hining tr a ure.  burden upon ou  conscience 
is like a stack over ur sho lders. Co trol such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) F IRNA E VPMTI EPN PIR VRVIVI R  APVIMFRI PIV IAN 
NTRH . <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti e e  am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B ·  [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [ · -[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is d w ing, great pow r. The Child just like th  Fat r and th  w y of 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for th se who suffer. Yo r only burde  must b  a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM I NINI F EAREI. <Ê af-m i enni f ǝm  r y>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases th  protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) BIMEI AN EIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberr f mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[ ]-[Y] [D N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  give efu e to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv  th  offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (G rcía 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay atte tion to the subs antial distanc betwe  ll the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we en  to think that, despit  its ell-c n eived lingui tic appr ach and the outsta di  
lexical ground  supporting it, it ometimes l ck  coh re ce with he semantic eli ious-ev ngelising 
results, and we are particularly spe king ab ut an bsence of a cle r  biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 611, . 3L6 ) o  a h r, Can  , 4 (Bibl  611, p. 3L5r) or Isaia  5, 2, hich 
reads Et se ivit eam, [...] et ae ificavit urrim (and gather d ou  the stones the of (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveed le 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, th  multi-ps udo- cronyms from L tin a d Spani h carryi g religious eaning about 
thre  fragments, by J sé Her ánd z Mo án (1922–) w ich, by ay of ex mple, we provide f r 
th  l ttering on the neckline only, w ere two interpretatio  are possible: on he one and, th  
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the ph ase Forever you a  Mary (Tú eres por siemp e 
M ría), from Kircher’s v ation,  ls , t e ore unnatu al form TI- RES-EP-MERI, t at is, You 
are a mother’  mi ror (Tú ere  spejo d  dr ), w ich i  inten ed to be s ow in the am  s ma tic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by th  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once h roughly x mined (Ver  2016, pp. 73–84) an s w  p ogr ss d with our linguistic and 
crypt nalyitic nalysis, all of them ecam  di reg r ed. None f m i  w rth further edication, 
but th y r main as a co lection f os ible solution  pr p s d over he urse of history, an  
examples f ho t  sol  a pr l m that, as has be  cle rly d mon rat d, is extr mely complex. 
Next, we will move n to a pr posal for solution w ic  differs widely f m very othe  pr posal we 
have discussed up o this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr posal 
Th  f llowing pr p s l was made by the philologist a d hist riographer I nacio R yes García 
(1962–), t day’s m in exp rt in the Am zigh language, a d a  expou ed in h year 2007 (García 
2 10). This s lutio  llows the same line as t  c cl sions we xpound nd sh r  about th  text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Cand l ri  b ing writte  i  t e Am zigh lan u ge from the C nary 
Islan s, the Insular-Amazigh l nguag .  
W  will reprod c  his pr p sal by explaining very rag nt o  the gar e in th  first pl c , 
f llow d by its graph mes, th  equence of l x m s and th  semantic meaning of each sequ nce. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <T  yebb f sǎb e i>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
pro ecti n of the V rgin Mary  (García 2011, pp. 14–15). 
(Gir le) NARMPRLMOTARE. <N ǝm bǝr γǝr mutt r>. R M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligati  owards the poor) (García 2011, p. 13). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPV I ENI EPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni ǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B· ]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. Be merciful in the victory Lord of  eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRAN R IAEBNPFM RFVE  VI A IMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Ia b ǝnubi f- ǎr fwen. Nwi ina  am ǝliffi n wibbib.  bi-an>. L]-[ ] N R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B· ]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your hear  
houses t  most imp rt n  t asur , Child Yahweh ve  y u, shining treasu e. A b r e  up n our cons ience 
s like a st ck over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMI NA E VPMTI EPNMPIR R VINR  PVIMF I PIV IAN 
NTRH . <Ffu b-mirna. ubi am ti en am bir ur wi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib ǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W) T Y N]-[M]-[B·R  [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawnin , gr at pow . The C ild j st like e Father and the wa  of 
p rfection avoid illness, and are  balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRE NI F EAREI. <Ê af-m ire ni f-ǝme arey>. E [F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, fi ding you incr ases the pr ection gainst sup rstition!) (Ga cía 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBI EI A NEIPERFM VI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv refug o at h  ignores. We will 
forgive the ffense whenev r it is caus d by the f r of God) (Garcí  2011, pp. 13–14). 
If we p y a ion o he su s antial di tanc  b t e n all t  s luti ns pr posed u o his point 
and this one, w e  o thi k that, despite its ll-conceived li guistic approa  nd the outstandi  
lexical ground  su porting , it sometime  l cks c he e ce wi  th  sema tic reli i s-ev gelising 
resul s, and we are particu arly speaking about an absence of a clearer b b cal, pr yerful or liturgical 
y-aˇn/, /ent-ar
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or rath r, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5 ) or Isaia  5, 2, whic  
re ds Et sepivit eam, [...] aedificavit turrim (a d g th red ou  the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
b ilt a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvvee ale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the ulti- seudo-ac o yms f om Latin a  Spa ish c rrying religious meaning about 
thre  f agme ts, by J sé Hernández Morán (1922–) ich, by ay f x mple, w  provide for 
t e e teri g on the n ckl only, where wo i terpreta ions r  possibl : on the one h nd, th  
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, e ulti g in he h se F rev r y u a e Ma y (Tú eres por sie pre 
María), fr  Ki ch r’s vari ti , or else, the m re unnatural fo m TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
are  mother’s mirror ( ú es spejo de m r ), which is inte d d to be sh w  in the same semantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the J suit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Onc  thor ug ly examined (V r 2016, pp. 73–84) an  a  e p ogress  with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyi ic analysis, all f t e  bec m  disr ga ded. N ne of m s w h furt er dedication, 
ut th y rema n a  a collec ion f possible oluti ns proposed over th  ou se of history, and 
ex mples f how o solve a pr le  th , as h s b en clea ly em strated, is xt m ly compl x. 
Next, we will move n t  a pro osal r luti  which differs wid ly f m ev ry other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The followin  proposal was ade by the phil logi t and historiographer Ign cio Rey s Garcí  
(1962–), t day’  i  expert in the Amazigh la gu ge, d as expounded in th  year 2007 (García 
2010). T is sol tio  foll s the sa e line as the c clusions we xp nd a d sha  about the text on 
the c ving of Our La y of C ndelaria b ing wr tte  i  the A azigh l gu ge from the Canary 
Isl nds, th  In ul r-Amazigh lang age.  
W  will r pr duce his proposal by explai i g ev y f ag nt n  rm t in the first pl e, 
follow d y its graph mes, the sequ nce of lexem  d th  sem ntic me ing of each sequ nce. 
(Neckline) IEPFSEP E I. <Ti yebb f sǎb M i>. [ ·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin ary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <N rǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]- Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towar s e p or  (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEP EIFA T. <Lwu rinni bǎb ǝ ǎf  ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B· ]-[N]-[ ]-[N·T]. (Be me ciful in th  victory Lord of the eternal light  (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM A FR IAEBNPF  R VEN NVI A LIFINVIPI NIPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr an ǝr Ia b ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. N i ina  am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. L M  N R]
[N·F·R] [N· ·( ) - F]-[M  [R F W] [G]-[ ·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your h art 
houses h  most mporta t trea ure, C ild Yahw h ov r you, hi i g treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a ta k ver o r shoul ers Control such burden  (García 2011, p. 319). 
(L ft side of the cape) FVPMIR A E P TI E NMPI  V VIVIN N PVIMF I PIV IAN 
NTRH . <Ffu b-mirna. Nu i am ti e e am bir ur iw n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F· B · ] [ ·B·( )]-[ ]-[ ·Y] [ ·N -[M]-[B·R  [W·R]-[W· N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[ ·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N -[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawni g, gre  pow . The C ild j st like th Father nd the w y of 
perfection avoid illnes , and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be  shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garmen  edge) FM IRENINI F EAREI. <Ê af-m i n i f-ǝme rey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increas s th  protection ag inst superstitio !) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) BI EI ANNEIPERFMIVI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb ref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give efug  to that who ignores. We will 
forgi the of e se henev  it is caused by the fear of God) (G rcí 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay t e o  to e su sta ial ist nce b tween all th  solu i ns propose  u  t  this point 
and th s on , w end to think at, e pit its well-co i d li uistic approach and the outsta ding 
lex c l rounds pporting it, it o times l k  coh re c w th th  s m nti  eligious-evan elising 
results, and we ar  p rticularly peaking about n a sence of a cleare biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
-e
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of So gs 8, 4 (Bible 16 1 . 3L6r), or ra h Cant 4, 4 (B ble 1611, p. 3L5r) r I aiah 5, 2, which 
r a s E se ivi  e , [...] t dificavi  turri  (and gat er d out the ston s thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 1611, . 3 2v; oure 1991, p. 6 –67; Tvveed le 2005, p. 835). 
8. stly, t e multi-pseudo-acr ny s from Latin an  Spanish car ying religious m aning about 
thr e fragm nts,  José Her á d z M rán (1922–) w ich, by way of ex mple, we pr vide f r 
he le tering o  the ckline o ly, w re two in erpr t ti s are pos ible: on the one hand, th  
sub-divi ion TI-E- E-S P-MERI, resulting in h  ph ase F ve  you are ary (Tú eres por siempre 
M ría), from Kirch ’s vari i n, o  else, th  mor nna ural f rm TI RES- P-MERI, t at is, You 
are a moth ’s mi r (Tú e spejo d  dre), hich s int nd d to be shown in the s e se antic 
line a  Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
O e thoroughly x min (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with ou  linguis ic an  
c ypta lyitic nalys , all of the  becam  d r garded. N n  f them s w th fu er d dication, 
u  th y re in a  a c llection of possible solution  rop d ve  the cour e of history, and 
ex mpl s of w to solve a p b  that, as a  b en cl a ly demonstrat d, is extre ly com lex. 
N xt, we will mo e on t  a p posal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have disc ssed up t  this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
T following rop s  was ma e by  ilolo ist nd historiog aph r Ignacio R yes García 
(1962–), tod y’s ai  ert i  the Amazi h languag ,  was exp u d d i  he year 2007 (G rcía 
2010). This soluti follows th  ame li  s th  co clusio s we expo nd a d s ar  about the tex  on 
the carv ng of Our Lady of Candel ri  bein  writte  in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazi h langu g .  
We will r roduce his propos l by xpl ining very ragm on th  gar e  in the first place, 
ollowed y its graph me , th  sequenc  of lexem s a  the sema tic mea ing of ach sequence. 
(N ckline) IEPFSEP E I. <Ti eb f sǎb M i>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (T  Father under the 
rotection of the Virgin Mary  (G rcía 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) AR P L OTARE. <Nar m ǝbǝr γǝr muttar> [R·M]-[B· ]-[Γ· ]-[T· ]. (Sharing [the 
fo ] is an oblig tion towards the poo ) (García 201 , p. 313). 
(Cuff n the ca dl ’s side) LPVR ENIPEPNEIF NT. <Lwu rinni b b nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W [ · ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F -[N·T]. Be merciful in he victory Lo d of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of th cape) OL  I A FR I EB P M RF E  NVINAP ML FI VIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul  yǝn ǎr nf r Iaeb ǝnu  f  ǎr fwen. Nw ina bib m ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi- n>. [L]-[M] [ ]-[R -
N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Y ur heart 
ho s s th  ost impo t n  trea re, Child Yahweh ve  you, shini g trea u e. A b rden pon our conscience 
is lik  a stack ov r o r sh ulde s. Control such burden) (García 201 , p. 319). 
(L ft side of the cape) FVP IRNA ENVPMTI EP PIR V V R  APVIMFRI PIVNIA  
TRH . <Ffu b- irn . ub am ti ewen a  bir ur iwi n rn, abu mǝf i. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]- -[R·N] [ ·B·(W) - M]- T·Y] N M]-[B·R ·R]-[W·Y]-[ -[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W N]-[Y·W·N N·T]-[R·Γ]. (I  is d w i , great po r. T  Child just like th  Father and the way of 
pe fection avoid ill ess, an  are a balm for t se who suffer. Your only burden u t be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garme t edge) EAF  IRE INI FMEA EI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M R· ] [F]-
[M· -[R·Y]. Oh, findi g you increase  the protection ag inst su erstition!) (García 201 , pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPER MIVI VF. <N bi  ǝ ǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N]-[W·Y Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forg ve the offe s  whenev r it is caused by the f ar of d) (Garcí  2011, p . 313–14). 
If  p y tten io  th  substan i l dis anc  b en all the s lut s proposed u  to this poin  
and this on , e tend to  that, espi i  well-c ceive  lin uisti  pproac  d h  outstanding 
lexical gr nd  supporting it, it som time  lacks c he ce with th  s m tic religio s- vangelising 
res lts, and we are p rticularly spe king bout a  absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
n/, /
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6r), or t er, C t 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaia  5, 2, which 
r s Et s pi i am, [...] et a difica it u im an ga here  ut the stones thereof (the viney r ) [...] and 
built towe ) (Bible 1611, p. M2v; oure 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, th  mult pseud - cronyms from Lati  d Sp nish carr ing religi us meaning about 
hre  fragme ts, by José Her ánd z Morán (1922–) which, by w y of xam le, w  provi  for 
the l ring o  the n ckli e only, wher  wo i t r ret ti ns ar  p ssibl : on on  hand, the 
b-div sio TI-E PE-SEP-MERI, sulting in th  ph s  Fo v r you a e Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
María) fro  Ki che ’s variatio , or els , h  o unnatural f rm TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that i , You 
a  a oth ’ m rror (Tú res spejo de madr ), w ich i  inte ded t  be shown in th  sa e semantic 
l ne as Tipus M tris (Image of e Mot r) by he Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once th roughly ex mined (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we pr g e sed ith our linguistic a  
c ypta alyi ic analy is, all of the became i regard d. No e of them is wo th furthe  dedication, 
but th y r ain a a c llecti n possible luti n  pr pos d ov  e cour e of hist ry, and 
exampl s f o  o solve a pr bl  th a  has been cle rly demonst ated, is ex re e y c mplex. 
Nex , we will move on t a p posal f  solution ich differ  wid ly f om every ther proposal we 
have iscussed u  to t is point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th  f llo ing oposal wa  m d  by the p l l gist d istoriogra her Ignacio Re s García 
(1962–), t day’  i  expert in h  Amaz g  languag , a  as xp nde  i  h  year 2007 (García 
2010). T is s uti  f ll s the s me line as th  conclusio s we xp und d sh e abou  the t xt o  
th carv  of Our L dy of C ndelari  being writt n in the Amazigh language f om the Canary 
Islands, the Insul r-Amazig  language.  
W  w l r produ e his rop l by xplaining v ry f g e  o  the ga m nt in the first pla , 
followed by i s grap mes, th s qu nc  of l x es and the sem tic meaning of ach seq nc . 
(N cklin ) TIEPF EPME I. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y -[B·B]-[ ]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of th  Vi gin ary) (García 20 1, pp. 414–15). 
(Gi dle) NARMP LMOTA E. <Na ǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [ ·M]-[B·R]-[Γ· ]-[T· ]. (S aring [the 
f d] is n blig tion towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on he can le’s side) L V INE PEPNEIFANT. <Lwu ri i bǎb nǝ ǎf  ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (B mer iful in the vi t ry Lord of the eternal light) (García 011, p. 289). 
( ight side of the cape) OLM INRA FR IA B PFM RFVE  NVINAPIML FINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul  yǝn ǎr an ǝr I eb nubi f m ǎr fwe . wi i a bib a  ǝliffi n wi bib. Ni bi n>. [L M] [N]-[R]-
F R  [ ·B·(W)]- F  R]-[F·W G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[ ·B] [N· ]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
ouses the m st imp rtant treasure, hild Yahweh ove yo , shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like  s ack ov r ou  shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Le t side of the cape) FVP IR A E V MTI EPNMPIR V IVI R  APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN <Ffu - irn . Nubi am ti ewe  am ir ur iwi n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib- n ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W B R·N] N B·(W) M]-[T· ] W N]- M]-[B·R] [W -[W·Y]-[N R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[ ·N]-[Y·W·N] [N· ]-[R·Γ]. (It is ning, gr t p wer. The Child just like h  F r a d the way of 
perf c ion avoid illn ss, and ar a alm or those w o suffer. Yo  o ly burden must be a shining c ndle) (García 
11, p. 207). 
(G rment dge) EAF  RE I I F EAR I. <Ê af-m ir ni f-ǝme arey>. [E - [ ] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R· ]. (Oh, fi d g ou increases the p otection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIM  A NE PERF IVIFV . <N bbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N - W·Y]-[Y]-[Y  D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R· -[M]-[W·F]-[F] We ive refuge to that who ignores. We ill 
forgiv offen  wh nev r i  is au ed by the fe r of G d) (García 20 1, pp. 313–14). 
If w  pay en i t  subs n ial istance bet een ll the olution  ro osed u  to this poin  
a d his , e te o t k that, d s i  its well- onceived li guisti  appro ch and th  outsta din  
lex cal grou d su po ng it, t som tim s l ks c e w th th  sem n ic r lig ous-evangelisin  
re ults, and w  are p rt u rly speaking about an absence of  cle rer biblica , p ayerful or iturgical 
h-af-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L6 ), or ther, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isai h 5, 2, which 
r ds E  s pi it am, [...] et a difica i  turrim (a d gath red out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tow r) (Bible 1611, p. 3 2v; Moure 1991, p. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. astly, he ult -ps ud -acrony s rom Latin nd Spanish c r ying eligious me ning about 
t r fragme ts, y J sé H nán z Morán (1922–) which by way f xa ple, we provide for 
he e i g on the ckl only, w re wo i t r r t tion  a p ssible: on  one hand, the 
sub-divisi n TI-E- E-SEP-MERI, r sulting i  the phr s F reve  y u are ary (Tú eres p r siempre 
aría), fro  Ki ch r’s varia i , r ls , h  m e u at ral for  TI RES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
a e a mothe ’  mir  (Tú s p j  d  m dr ), which is inte ded to b  shown in the same se antic 
line as Tipus atris (Image of  Mother) by the J suit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Onc  tho oughly x in  (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) a as e pr g essed with o r linguistic and 
ry tanalyitic naly i , all  hem eca e dis egar d. N n  of the  s w th furt er de icatio , 
but th  r a  a  a coll ction of p sible soluti ns propo d over th  c urse of history, and 
xampl  f how to sol   p bl m ha , as has be n cle rly onst at d, is ext emely complex. 
N xt, e ill move n a pro osal or olution which differs widely fr m ev ry other proposal we 
have disc ssed up t  this point. 
3. The Insul r-A azigh Proposal 
T e f l ing p opo al w s de by t e p lologi t nd historiograph r Ign cio Reyes arcía 
(1962–), od y’s  exp rt i  the Am zi h la gu ge, d was u ed in the year 2007 (García 
2010). T is so ti  fol ws he s m  lin s he concl si s we expound nd sha about t  text on 
the carving of Ou L dy of Ca d laria b ing writte  i  the A azi h l guage from the Canary 
Is nds, th  Insul r-Amazi h langu e.  
W  w ll pr duc  hi  ropo al by expl ini g very fr gment o  th  ment in th  first place, 
fo low d by i s graph mes, th s qu c  of l x s d t e s mantic meaning of ach s qu c . 
ecklin ) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yeb f sǎb Meri>. Y -[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (T  Fath under the 
p otec ion of the Vi gin a y) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) N P L OTARE. <N m bǝr γǝ  mut ar>. R M]-[B· ]- Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligation towar s th  poor  (García 2011, p. 313). 
(C ff o  the candl ’s sid ) PV I E IPEP EIFA T. <Lwu rin i bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. L·W [R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[ -[ ·T]. (Be e ciful in th  victory Lord of the eternal light  (García 2011, p. 289). 
( ight sid  of th  cape) OLM  IA B PF RFVE  VI AP ML F VIPI IPIA . 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr n ǝr Iaeb ǝ ub  -m ǎr fwen -ina bi  am ǝliffi n wibbib. i bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
· R  N·B·(W)]-[F -[M  [R -[F·W  ]-[N·Γ -[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B B  N· ]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your h art 
ouse h most impo t nt , C ild Ya w h ove y , shi ing treasure. A b rd n pon our conscience 
is like a tack ve o r shoul rs Co trol su h burden  (García 2011, p. 319). 
(L ft side of the c pe) F P A ENVPMTI EP M IR VRVIVINRN APVIMF I PIVNIAN 
TRHN  <Ffu b irn . Nubi a  ti e en am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu  mǝfri. Bib- ǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. F B -[ ·N N·B·(W) M T ] [W·N]-[M]- B·R] [ · ]-[W·Y -[R·N] [B]-[ ]-[F·R·Y] 
[B B]-[W N -[Y·W N] N·T]-[R·Γ]. (I  is dawni g, great po e . The Chi d just like the Father and the w y of 
perf ct avoid illness, and a e a balm fo tho e who suffer. Your only burden must be a shi ing candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm n edg ) FM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M R·N] [F]-
M· ]-[R·Y]. (O , finding you in reases he protection ag i st superstition!) (García 201 , pp. 183–84). 
ack of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPER MIVI V . <Nǝbbi  ǝmǝyyi. An- ăy ǝb rref mi ǝ if 
Uf>. N]-[W·Y -[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R· ]-[M W·F]-[F]. (We giv refu e to that who ignores. We will 
f rgive the offens  wh neve it is ca sed by th fear of od) (García 2011, p. 313–14). 
If we pay t ti t  t e ub ta i istanc  betw e all the soluti ns propose  up t  this point 
and this on , w  t n  o hink t, de pit  i s well- o c ived linguistic approach and h  outstanding 
l xi l ro nds sup o g it, it ometim s l cks o er c  with th  sem ntic r g ous- va elising 
res lts, and we are p ti ul rly spe king bo t a  a sen e of  cleare  biblical, p ayerful or liturgical 
m/, /ay r- mn
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f Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611 p. 3L6r), ra r, Can 4 4 (Bibl 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
r ads Et s piv t eam, [...]  a difica it t rrim (an  gathere out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a towe ) (Bible 1 1, p. 3M2v; Moure 1991, p 6 –67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. L stl , the multi-pseudo-a ro yms fro  Lat  and Sp nish carrying r ligious meaning about 
th ee f agm nts, by J sé Herná dez Morán (1922–) which, by w y of example, we provide for 
th l tte ing t n cklin  only, wh re two inte pretations  p ssible: on the one hand, the 
sub-divisi  I-E-PE SEP-MERI, res lting in the phra  Forever you re Mary (Tú eres por siempre 
Ma ía), fr Kirch r’s variatio , or lse, the ore unna ural form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
r a mot er’s mirror (Tú r espejo de madre), whic  is i tend d to be shown in the same semantic 
lin  as Tipus at is (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once oroughly exa in d (V a 2016, p . 73–84) and as w  pro r sed with our linguistic and 
c yptanaly tic analy i , ll of th m becam di ega de . None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they r ai  as a c llec ion of os ible s lu i ns p pose  over th  course of history, and 
ex pl  f ow  lv  a pr bl that, a  has b en c earl  de nstr ted, is extremely complex. 
N x , w  will ve to a proposal f  s luti n which diff s idely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. T e Insul r-Amazigh Proposal 
The foll wing pro s l was made by th  phil lo ist nd historiogr phe  Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), t y’s main exp rt in th  A azigh lang ge, and was xpounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution f llo s th  s  line as the co cl sions w expound and share about the text on 
c rvi  of Our Lady f Cand lari  bein  w itten in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Isl nds, th  I sula -Am zi  la guage.  
W will r produce his p opo l by explai ing v ry ragmen  on the garment in the first place, 
f llow d by its gr ph , t  s qu nce of l x mes and the s ma tic m aning of each sequence. 
(Necklin ) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protec ion of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle  A MPRLMOTA E. <N ǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [ ·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
f od] is n obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuf  on the can le’s side) LP I ENIPEPNEIF T. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[ ·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (B  erc ful i  the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side o  the cape) OLM I R F  I EB FM RFVE  NVI APIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr a fǝr Iaeb ǝnu i f m ǎr fwe . Nwi- na ib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R  ·B (W)]-[  R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ · ]-[L·F -[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
hous s t e most imp rtant treas e, Chil  Yahw h over y , shi ing treas . A burden upon our conscience 
is like a s ack ve o  s oulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left sid of th  c pe) F M A E P T  E PIR VRV VI RN APVIMFRI PIVNIA  
TRHN. <Ffu b- ir a. bi am ewen a  bi  ur wi i-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F· ]-[B]-[R·N] [ ·B ( )]-[M]-[T·Y] [W -[M B·R] [W·R]-[W -[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ] (It is dawni g, gr t pow r. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p fection av id illnes , a d re a balm for thos who suff r. Your only burde  must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(G r nt dge) EA  I E I I ME REI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[ ·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, find ng y u i creas  he pro ection against su e stition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cap ) BIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N W· Y]-[Y D N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. ( give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgiv  e ffe s en v r it i  caused by th  fear of God) (García 2011, p. 313–14). 
If w ay at ion he sub tanti  dista ce betwe n all solu io roposed up to this point 
nd s on , w  t nd o t i k h t, espite  w ll-con eived li gui tic pproach and the outstanding 
l x l grou ds upp rt ng it, it somet m s la ks coheren e with the semant c religious-evangelising 
result , and w  re p rtic l ly sp king bout an absenc of  leare  bib ical, prayerful or liturgical 
ym
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of S ngs 8, 4 (Bible 1611 p. 3L6r), or rather, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, which 
r a s Et sepi it eam, [...] e d ficavi turrim ( nd gath red out the tones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
bui t  tower) (Bibl  1 11, p. 3M2v; Mou  1991, pp. 65–67; Tvveed le 2005, p. 835). 
8. L stly, the m lti-p eud -ac nyms f m L tin and Spanish carrying eligious meaning about 
r e rag n s, by José H ná ez án (1922–) w ich, b  way of xample, we provide for 
th lett i g on th n cklin nl , whe e tw  interpr tati s ar ossible: on the one hand, the 
s b-div ion TI-E- S P- ERI, resulting in t e phras Foreve you are ary (Tú ere  por si mpre 
M ía), fro Kir er’s var tion, or else, t m r  nnat ral form TI-ERES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
a a m ’ mi r r (Tú re  es j d  madr ), which is intended o be shown in the same semantic 
lin s Tipus Matri  (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
O c  thorou ly ex min  (V  2016, pp. 73–84) n  as we progressed with our l nguistic and 
c y t nalyitic alys , all of h m became is egar ed. N n  f them s worth further dedication, 
but h y remain as a oll ti  f p ssibl  s luti n  propos d v r the course of history, and 
exa pl s f h w t  s lv  a prob  that, as has b n clearly dem n trated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we ill m ve on t  a roposal for s lution wh ch differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discu sed up to t s point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
Th fo lowin pr p s m de by t e p ilologist and historiog apher Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), tod y’s main xp rt i  th  Amazigh l gu g , and as xpounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This t follows he sa e li e as t  co cl sions we xpou d share abou  the text on 
t e carvi  of Ou  Lady of delaria bei written i the Amazigh l nguage from the Canary 
Isl d ,  Insul r-Amazi h l ngua e.  
W  wi l pr duc  hi  pro os l by xpl i i  every fragm n  o  the garment in the first place, 
follow d b  its grap em s, he seque e of lex m s d the semantic m aning of each sequence. 
(Necklin ) IEPFS PMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father und r the 
p t ction of the Vi gin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
irdle) MPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝ  mut ar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an oblig tion tow rds the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff o  the ca dle’s sid ) LPVRINENIP P EIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B· ]-[ ]-[F]-[ ·T] (Be erciful n the vict y Lo d of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
( ight side of the c pe) OL  I RA R AEB PFM RFVE  NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI IPIA . 
<Ul m yǝ ǎr fǝr I eb ǝ ubi f-  ǎr w n. w - na bib m ǝliff  n wibb b. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N F R  [N·B (W)]-[F -[ ] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[ ·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (You  heart 
o s s he m st import nt t s e, Child Yahw h ove y u, shini g t asure. A burden upon ur co science 
is like a ta k ver our shoulders. Control s ch burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVP IRN  E PMTI EPNM IR VRVIV NRN APVIMFRI PIV IAN 
TRHN. <Ff  -mir a. ubi a  ti ewen am b r ur iwi-n r , abu i m fri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. F W B ·  ·B·(W)]-[M T·Y] N]-[M]- ·R] W· ]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is aw i g, gre  po er. T  Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rf ti n avoid i l ess, a d ar  a balm for those who suffe . Your only burden must be a shini g candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm n dge) EAFM IRENINI F REI. <Ê f-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[ ·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding ou i c ases the r tection ag inst u erstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <N bi y ǝ ǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[ ·F]-[F]. (W  giv  refuge to that wh  ignores. We will 
f rg ve the offense whenev r it i  cause by the fear f God) (García 2011, p. 313–14). 
If w  ay t io  to the ubstan i l di ce b tw e  all the s lutions proposed up to th s point 
and his one, we t  think that, pite i s well-co c ived l ng istic approach and the outstanding 
l xi al g ound  s ppor i g it, it so times l cks ohe nce with he semant c religious-evangelising 
r sults, and we a p ti ularly sp king b ut an bsence of  clearer biblical, prayerful o  l turgical 
n
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of S gs 8, 4 (Bible 6 1 p. 3L6r), or rath , C nt , 4 (Bible 611, p. 3L5r) or Isaiah 5, 2, w ich 
rea s E s p vit e m, [...] et edific it u ri  (and gathered out the stones reof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a to e  (Bible 611, p. 3M2 ; Mour 1991 p. 6 –67; Tvveedale 200 , p. 835). 
8. stly, the lti-pseud -acron s f Latin d S nish c ying religious meaning about 
thre  fragm t , b  José H rnánd z Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of xample, we pr vide for 
h  l t  t cklin  only,  two i t r retations ar possibl :  t e one and, the 
sub-divi n TI-E PE- EP- ERI, r ulting in th ph se F rever you are Ma y (Tú er s or siempre 
M ría) fr m Kirc er’  v r i r lse, he m re unn ural for  TI- RES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
ar  a other’  mi ro  (Tú er s espejo de madre), ich is in en ed to be show in the sam  semantic 
lin s Ti us a r s Image of the Mother) by th Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 20 6, p. 81). 
On e t roughly xami d (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) an as w  progressed with our linguistic and 
cr t nalyitic n y i , all f h  b came i regar ed. None f them is worth further edication, 
b  th y m in a   coll cti  f po sibl  solution  pr po ed over th  course of history, and 
xamples f ho o so v  a p blem t , as has b en cl a ly d mons rated, is extre ely complex. 
Next, we wi l m ve on t  a pr posal or solution ich d ff rs widely from v y othe  pr posal we 
ave discussed u  this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr posal 
T  f llow n  r p s l w s m d  by the ilologist nd hi t riogr pher Ignacio R yes García 
(196 –), o y’s mai xp rt i  t  Am zigh l nguage, and w s expoun d in th  year 2007 (García 
2 10). This oluti n f llows h me lin s t c clusi s we expound and share about th text on 
the c rvi  of Our Lady of C nd l ri being writte in the Am zigh language from the C nary 
Isl ds, th  Insular-A azi h language.  
We wil e oduce hi  p po l by xplai ing very fragmen on the garment in the first place, 
f lowed by its graphe es, th s quenc of lexem s and th  s a tic meaning of each s quence. 
(Necklin ) IEPFSEP ERI. <Ti ye b f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
ro ec n of the V gi  Mary) (G cía 201 , pp. 14–15). 
(Gi dle) NA PRL OTARE. <Narǝm bǝr γǝ muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is n obligation towards the poor) (García 20 1, p. 13). 
(Cuff  th  ca l ’s side) LP RINE I EP EIFA T. < wu rinni ǎb ǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[ ]-[F]-[N·T] ( e merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OL  RA FR IAEB P M RF E NVINAPIMLIFI VIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-  yǝn ǎr f r Iae  ǝnu i f m ǎr f en. wi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wib b. N bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[ F·R] [ ·B·(W) F -[M] [R -[F·W  G]-[N·Γ]-[ ·B]-[M L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
o s t e most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shi ing treas e. A burden up  our conscience 
s li e a st ck over our shoulde s. Control such burden) (García 20 1, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMI A EN MTI EPNMPIR R VINRN APVIMF  PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. ubi am ti wen a  b r ur i-n rn, ab  i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. F·W]-[B]-[ N  [N·B·( ) M -[T Y  W·N]-[M]-[B  [ ·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] B]-[ ]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (I is wnin , gre t pow r. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
p rfecti n avoid ill ess, nd are  bal  for those who suffer. Your only b rden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm n  ed ) EAFM IRE NI FME REI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, f d g you i cr ase the pro ection again  supe stition!) (García 20 1, pp. 183–84). 
( ack of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFM VI VF. <N bbi  ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N -[ · Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  giv  r fuge o that who ignores. We will 
orgive the off e whenever it is cau ed by he fear of G d) (García 201 , pp. 13–14). 
If we y a e i th  s b tan ial istan  betw en all the solut on  pr posed up  this point 
and his one, we end  ink t a , es ite i  w ll- o ceiv d linguistic approach and the outstanding 
l x l gr d  suppor i g , it som tim s lacks here ce wi  th  semantic religious-evangelising 
res lts, nd we are p rticu ar y speaking about n bsenc of a c earer b blical, prayerf l or liturgical 
y/, /afn - ey/,
/ă du-
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L6 ), or ra h r, Cant 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5 ) r Is i  5, 2, which 
reads Et sepivit e m, [...] t aedificavit urri  ( nd gath red out the stones the of (the vineyard) [...] and 
buil  a tower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; Mou e 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvvee al  2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from Latin and Spa ish carr ing religious mea ing ab ut 
thr e fragments, by José Hernánd z Mo án (1922–) which, by way of exampl , e p ovid  fo  
the lettering on the neckline only, where two interpretations are po sibl : o  t e ne h d, th  
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, esulting in the p ase Fore r y u are ary (Tú ere  por sie pre 
María), from Ki cher’s variati n, or ls , t  ore un atural form TI-ERES-EP- ERI, th t is, You 
re a mother’s mirror ( ú eres espejo d  madr ), which is in nd d to be s w  in the me sema ic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by the Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, . 81). 
Once thoroughl  examined (Ver  2016, pp. 73–84)  as w  progressed wit  ou  li guistic n  
cryptanalyitic an l sis, all of the  became disreg rded. None of them i  w rth fur e  d dicati n, 
but they remain as a collec ion of os ible olutions propos d ver the course of hi tory, nd 
examples of how o solve a probl m th t, as has bee  cle rly demonst t d, i  x rem ly pl x. 
Next, we will m ve on to a pro osal for s lution which diff rs widely fr m every o h r prop s l we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The followi g proposal was ade by t e philologist nd his oriograp er Ignacio Reye  G rcí  
(1962–), today’s main exp rt in the Amazigh lang age, nd was expou d d in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the s me lin  as th  conclusions we expou  an  shar  bout the text on 
the carvi g of Our Lady of C ndelaria being written i  t e Amazigh language from th  Can y 
Islands, th  Insular-A azigh l nguage.  
We will repr uce is prop sal by plaini g eve y frag e t on e g rment i  the firs  pl , 
followed by its graph m s, the sequenc  of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequenc . 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb M ri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. < rǝm ǝbǝr γǝr mu tar>. [ ·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is a  oblig tion towards  poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRI E IPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R· ]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of  eternal light  (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRA FR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. i bi-an>. [L - M  [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Y r eart 
hou es the most imp rtant treas e, Child Yahweh ve  you, shining trea ure. A burde  upon our conscienc  
is like a stack over our shoul ers. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Le t side of the cape) FVPMI NA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVI R  APVI F I PIV IAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] [ ·B·( ) -[M ·Y] · M]-[B·R] [ ·R -[W·Y]-[ ]-[R·  [B]-[ ]-[ ·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is d wning, gr a  wer. The Child j st like the F her d t e way f 
perfection avoid illness, and are a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment e ge) EAFM IRENINI FMEA EI. <Ê af-m ire i f-ǝ e a ey>. E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you incr as s the protection gainst superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84 . 
(Back of the cape) BIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVI VF. < ǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge to th t wh  ignor s. We ill 
forgive the offense wh never i  is caused by the fear of God) (Gar ía 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we p y a tentio  to th  substan ial distance betw en all th  solutions proposed   this poi  
and this one, we tend to think that, despite it  w ll- onc ived linguistic a proach and th  o tstanding 
lexical grounds pporting it, it sometimes lacks cohe e ce with th  sem nti  ligiou -eva lising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bibl  611, p. 3L6 ), or rather, Cant , 4 (Bibl  611, p. 3L5r) r I iah 5, 2, w ic  
reads Et sepivit e m, [...] et aedificavit t rrim and gath red out the stones thereof (the vineyard) [...] and 
built a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M2v; ou e 1991, p. 65–67; Tvveedale 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, he multi-pseudo-acronyms fro  Latin and Spanish ca rying r ligious ani g about 
three fragme s, by J sé H r á d z orán (1922–) w ich, by way f ex mpl , w  p vid  for 
th  l ttering on the ecklin  only, where two i terp etations ar  p ssible: on the on  a d, the 
sub-division TI-E-PE-SEP-MERI, resulting in the phr se Fo ever you e ary (Tú eres por siempre 
M ría), from Kirc r’s v r ati n, o  ls , th  more unn tural for  TI- RES-EP-MERI, t at i , You 
are a mothe ’  mi ror (Tú res esp jo de madr ), w ich is in en d t  be sh w in the s m  s mantic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by th  Jesuit (Morán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughl  exa ined (V r  2016, pp. 73–84) d s we pr gressed wit  our ling istic an  
crypt nalyi ic nal sis, all of them ecame disrega ed. None  em is worth furt  edi ati n, 
but they re in as a c ll c i n of ossibl  solutions pr pos d ov  th  course of ist ry,  
examples of how t  solve a pr blem hat, s has been clearly demon ated, is extr mel  complex. 
Next, we will move n to a pr posal for oluti n w ich iffers idely fr m ry othe  pr o al w  
have discussed up o this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Pr posal 
The f llowing pr pos l was made by t e philologis  a  hi t riographer Ignacio R ye  G cí  
(1962–), today’s main expert in th  Amazig  la g age, and  expoun d in th  y r 2007 (García 
2 10). This solution f llows the sam  li e as  o l si ns we xpound and s  abo  th  text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candel ri  bein  writte  i  e Amazigh l nguage from the C nary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will repro uce his r p sal by explaini g v ry fragme t on th  g r t in  fi st pl , 
f llow d by its graphem s, th  s quence of l xemes and th  semantic meaning of ach s quence. 
(N ckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti y bb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. The Father under the 
p o ecti n of the V rgin Mary) (Garcí  2011, pp. 14–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝ  γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [  
food] is an obligation towards the poor) (García 2011, p. 13). 
(Cuff on the candle’s sid ) LPVRI E I EPNEIFANT. <Lwu i ni ǎb ǝ ǎ a ǝnt>. [ ·W -[ ·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the vic ory Lord of the et rnal lig t) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right sid of the cape) OLM I RANFR IAEB PFM RFVE  VI APIMLIFINVIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib.  bi-an>. [L  ]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Yo   
houses the most important treas e, Child Yahw h ver y u, ining easu e. A burd n up n  nscience 
s like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VR VI RN APVIM RI PIVNIA  
NTRH . <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti e en am bir r wi-  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. F· ]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W) -[M]-[T·Y] · ]- M]-[B· ] [W·R]-[W·Y]- N]-[R·N] [B]-[ ]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is d wnin , great p w r. The Chil  just lik  the Fa her nd th  wa  f 
p rfection avoid illness, and are  balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garme t edge) EAFM IRE NI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m iren i f-ǝme a >. [E -[F]-[M] [ ·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R· ]. (Oh, finding you incr ases the pro ection gainst superstition!) (Garcí  2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI A EIPERFM VI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An- ăy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We giv  refuge o that who ignor s. We ill 
forgive the offense wh n ver it is caused by the fear of God) (G r ía 2011, pp. 13–14). 
If e p y a te tion o h  subst tial distanc  b tween all the solutions pr po d up o this poin  
and this one, w  e d o think that, d spite it  well-con eived li guistic approach an  th  out ta ding 
lexical ground  supporting , it som times lacks coherenc  wi  th  s m ic ligious- vangelising 
results, and we are particu arly speaking about an absence of a clearer b blical, prayerful or liturgical 
y/, /a na-i-ferg-f-im
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L6r), or rath r, Cant 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r) r I ia  5, 2, which 
re ds Et s pivit eam, [...] t aedific vit turrim (and ga red ou  th stones thereof (the vin ya d) [...] nd 
b ilt a tower) (Bible 1611, 3M2v Mour  1991, pp. 65–67; Tvve dal  2005, p. 835). 
8. La tl , the multi-pseud -acro ym  f om Latin and Spanish carrying religious aning ab ut 
thr e fragm ts, by José H ná dez M rán (1922–) w ich, by ay of example, e p vid  f r 
the lettering on the eckline only, whe two nt pr ations are possible: on the one hand, th  
sub-divi ion TI-E-PE-SEP- ERI, resulti g in t e phr s  F eve  you a e M ry (Tú e es por sie pre 
Ma ía), fr  Kirc r’s v i ion, r l e, the more un tu al f TI-ERES-EP- ERI, that is, You 
 a mother’s mir or (Tú eres esp j  e madre), which is int nded o be sh wn in the sa e se ntic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by t e Jesuit (M rán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Onc  thor ughly examined (V  2016, pp. 73–84) an  as e p o re s d with our linguistic nd 
crypt nalyiti  analysis, ll of th m becam  disrega ed. N n  f them i w  furt r d icati n, 
but they rem in as a c ll cti n f p s ibl solutio  rop sed ov th  cou  of hi tory, nd 
examp s of ho  to s lv  a p bl m t at, as has been clearly de ons rated, i  extr ly c pl x. 
Next, we wi l mov  n to a propo al for soluti n ic  differ  widely from every ot er proposal we 
have discussed up to this poi t. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The followi  pro sal  m e by  philol ist nd historiogr ph  Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s mai  expert in h  Amazigh la guage, and w  exp unded in t  ye r 2007 (G r ía 
2010). This so ution follows t e sa li  as th  co clusions we expo nd and share about t e text on 
the c rvi g of Our Lady of Cand l ria bein  written in the A azigh language from the Canary 
Islands, t e Insular-A azigh language.  
We wil r produce his pr po al by xplaining very fragment n th garm nt in the first plac , 
followed by its graphem s, the s quenc  of lexemes and the ma tic me ning of ach s quence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEP ERI < i ebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The F ther under the 
p otection of the Virgin M y) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) ARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝ  ǝbǝr γǝr mutta >. [R·M]- B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obligatio  towards the poor) (G rcía 2011, p. 313). 
Cuff on the ca dl ’s side) PVRI E IPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝ t>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. ( e erciful i  the v ctory Lord of th  eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side o  the cap ) OL  I RA FR I EBNPF  RF E  NV APIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-  yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝ u  f-m ǎr fwe . i ina bi  am ǝliffi n ibbib. Ni bi-an>. L]- M  [ ]-[R -
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. ( our art 
houses the most impo tant treas re, Ch l  Y weh over you, shi ing tr a u e. burden upon ur conscience 
is like a stack over o r shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPM NA E VPMTI EP PIR VRVIVI  APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
TRH . <Ffu b- irna. bi am ti ewen a bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝf i. ib wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. F·W]-[ ]-[R·N] [ ·B·(W) M]-[T· ] [ ·N M R] [W·R]-[ · ]- ]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is daw i g, gr a  po er. Th  C ild j st lik th  F the  a d the ay of 
p rf ction av id illn ss, and are a bal  for those who s ffer. Your o ly burd n must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI F EAREI. <Ê f m i enni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you incre es he pr tection g inst superstitio !) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
( ack of the cape) NB EI A NEIPE FMIVI VF. <Nǝbbi y ǝ ǝyyi. An năy ǝb rref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. N W·Y]-[Y]-[Y  D N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (W  give refuge to that ho ignor s. W  will 
forgive the offen e wh never it is caus d by the fe r f God) (G rcí  2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we p y attenti to th  sub t tial dista ce be e n all he soluti s pr os  up to his poi t 
and this e, we nd to think that, esp e  ell-c n ive lingui ti  a roach and e out tanding 
lexic l gr nds sup o ti g i , i  ometim  lacks coh nce wi h the s ma ti  religious- vangelising 
results, and we are p rticularly spe king about an absenc  of a clearer bib ical, prayerful or liturgical 
ggiwa-
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f So g  8, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L6 ), or ath r, C t 4, 4 (Bible 1611, p. 3L5r)  Isai  5, 2, whic  
ds Et sepivi  eam, [...]  aedificavit ur im an  gathere  ut the ston s th reof (th  vineyar ) [...] and 
built a ower) (Bible 1611, p. 3M2v; M re 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvv ed le 2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the multi-pseudo-acronyms from L ti  Spanish car y ng ligious mea ing about 
thre  fragme ts, by José He á dez orán (1922–) ic , by w y of x mple, pr vid  f  
the l t ring  th  eckli e only, wh r  w  i terpret ion  ar  possible: on th  on  ha d, t e 
b-div sio  TI-E-P -SEP-M I, resulting in  ph as  F e  you are Ma y (Tú er s por siempre 
María) fro  Kirche ’s va iati n, o ls , th  re u atural f  I-ER S-EP-MERI, that i , You 
are o r’s mirro  (Tú res sp j  de madre , w ich is i te d d to  sh wn i  t  s  antic 
line as Tipus Matris (Image of the Mother) by he Jesuit (M rán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughl  x min  (V ra 2016, pp. 73–84) n  s we progr ss d ith our linguistic and 
cryptanalyi c anal sis, all f them be me is egard d. No  them is w rth f rt r dedica i , 
but they re in as a collecti n of p sible oluti ns pr po d o e  th  cour e of istory, and 
ex mples f how t  solv  a problem th as has be n cl arly m n tr ted, i  ext m ly complex. 
Next, we wil move on t   prop al f solu io  which iffers widel fr m ev ry other prop s l we 
hav  iscussed u  to his oint. 
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The foll wing proposal was e by t e ph lol g  and historiog apher I n cio Rey s G rcí  
(1962–), t d y’  m in expert in the A z gh language, a d was xp und  in th  y ar 2007 (García 
2010). This s tion f ll h  sa e lin  a  th  concl sions we xpou   sha e abou  the x  o  
th carv of Our La y of C nd laria being written in the A azigh language from the Canary 
Islands, th  Insular-Am zigh langu e.  
We w l r pr uce his prop sal by xplaini g ver  fr m t o  th  arm nt in the first place, 
followed by its gr p me , the sequ nc  of lex m s a  t e sema tic meaning of ach sequ nce. 
Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B· ]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protection of th  Virgin ary) (García 20 1, pp 414–15). 
(Gi dle) NARMPRLMOTA E. <N rǝm ǝbǝr γǝr mu t r>. [ ·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (S aring [the 
f d] is n oblig tion towar s the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LP RINENIPEP EIFA T. <Lwu rinni bǎb ǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the vi t ry Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
( ight side of the cape) OLM I ANFR IAEB FM RFVE  VI APIML FI VIPI IPIAN. 
<Ul-  y n ǎr anfǝr Iaeb nubi f m ǎr fwe . wi i a bib am ǝliffi n wi bib. Ni bi-an>. L]-[M] [N R]
[ ·F·R] [ ·B·(W)]-[F M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your h art 
o ses the most important treas e, hil  Yahw h v r you, hining treasur .  burden pon our co science 
is ik a tack v r ou  shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Le t side of the cape) F PMIR A E VPMTI EPNMP R VRVIVIN  APV MFRI PIV IAN 
TRH . <Ffu b-mirn . ubi am ti ewen am ir ur wi i  rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝ  ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W -[B R·N] N·B·(W) M]- ·Y  ·N - M]-[B·R  [W·R]-[W· ]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[ · ]- Y·W·N] [N· ]-[R·Γ]. (I  is d w i , g at p we . Th Chil  just like th  Fa er nd th  w y of 
perfec o  avoid illn ss, and are a bal for thos  w o suffer. Your o ly burd n must be a shining c ndle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garm n edge) EAFM IRENI I F EA EI. <Ê f-m i e ni f-ǝm  arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, find g you increases th  p ote tion agai s  sup rstition!) (García 2011, pp 183–84). 
(Back of the cap ) BIM  ANNE PERF IVI VF. <Nǝbb  y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝb rr mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F] (  g ve efug  to that who ignores. We will 
f rgive t  off ns  whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (G r ía 20 1, pp 313–14). 
If w  p y at en io to th  subs a tial dis e bet  all the sol i ns roposed u  t  his p int 
a this o e,  d to thi k t at, des i e it well-c c iv d li uisti  appr ach and the outst di  
lexic l grou s supporti g it, it someti s lacks coh re c  with he sem nti  li ious-ev elisin  
results, and we re particular y speaking about an absence of a cle rer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
w
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of Songs 8, 4 (Bibl  611, p. 3L6r), or ath , C n  4, 4 (Bibl  611, p. 3L5 ) or Isa a  5, 2, w ic  
reads Et sepivit am, [...] t aedifica it turri  (and g thered out the ston s th reof (th  vin yard) [...] and 
buil  a tower) (Bible 611, p. 3M v; Mou 991, p. 5–67; Tvv e le 2005, p. 835). 
8. L s ly, the multi-ps udo-ac onyms from L ti  a d Spanish carrying religi us m a ing about 
 fragm nts, by J sé H r á dez Morán (1922–) w ich, by way of xampl , we pr vi e for 
t  l tt ring o  th  neckli  only, where two i t pr ations  ossibl : on the o  h nd, th  
s b division TI-E-P -SEP-M RI, ulting in th hrase Fo eve  you re ary (Tú e  por sie pre 
Ma ía), from Kirc er’s va iati n,  el e, the re u na ur l for  TI- S-EP-MERI, hat is, You 
re a othe ’  m r or Tú ere  sp jo de adr ), w ich i i te d to be s ow in t e same semantic 
line as Tipus Ma ris (Imag  of the Mother) by the Jesuit (M rán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) a d a  we p ogr sed with our ling istic and 
ryp n lyitic alysis, all of them be ame disr garded. N e f em is w rth fur her d dication, 
but they re ain  a coll ct on of ossibl s lutio  ropo ed ver the cou s of i tory, and 
example f h w t  s lve a pr blem h , s ha  b n l a ly demon at d, is extr mely complex. 
Next, e will mo n to a r posal for solut n w ich if ers widel  from ever other r posal we 
have di cussed u  to this oint.
3. The Insular-Amazigh Proposal 
The f l win  ropos l w s mad by the phil logist d his riograph r Ig acio Reyes a í  
(1962–), today’s main expert in th  Am zig  la guage, and a xpounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This s lution f llo s t e sa e li e  th co cl sions we xpound a d shar  ab ut th  xt on 
t e carving of Our Lady of C dela a being writt  in the Am zigh language fro  the Canary 
sl nds, the Insul r-Am zigh language.  
We will ep oduce hi  ropo al by xplain every f g nt o  the gar e t i  th  first place, 
foll w d b  it  graph m s, the s qu nc lex m s d the ma tic meaning of ach s qu nce. 
(N kline) TIEPFSEP E I. <Ti yebb f sǎb M i>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protectio  of the Virgin M ry) (García 20 1, pp. 4 4–15). 
(Girdle) N RMPRLMOTARE. < arǝ  ǝbǝ  γǝr mut ar>. [R M]-[B· ]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
food] is an obliga ion t ward the poor) (García 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on th  can le’s sid ) LPVRI ENI EP EI A T. <Lwu r nni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[ ·T]. (B merciful in e victory Lor  of t  et rnal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right sid  of th  cape) OLM INRAN R IAEBNPFM RFVEN VI APIML F NVIP  NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr I eb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. wi-ina bib m ǝliffi n w bib. Ni bi-an>. L] [M  [ ]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N ·(W) ]-[M] R]-[F·W  G N·Γ]-[B·B -[ ]-[L·F]-[N  ·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Y r hea t 
houses t  m st impor a t tr a ure, C ild Yahwe  o r yo , shi ng treasu e. A bu den up  our consci nce 
is like stack ov  our shou ders. Control such bur en) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) F PMI A VP TI E MPI  VI NRN APVIMF I PIV IAN 
TRHN. <Ffu b-m r a. ubi  ti e  am bi  ur i i-  rn, abu i mǝfr . Bib-w n ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R· ] [ ·B·(W) -[M]-[T·Y  [W·N]-[M B· ] [W·R]-[W·Y -[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is w ing, gr at p w r. The Child jus  lik e Fat the way of 
perf ction void illness, and re a balm for hose who suffer. Your only urden must be a shining andle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garme t dg ) EAFM IRENI I F EAREI. <Ê af-  iren i f-ǝme y>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[ · ]-[R·Y]. (Oh, f ding y u cre ses the prot ction against supe stition!) (García 2011, pp. 1 3–84). 
(B ck of the cape) NBIM I AN IPER MI I V . <N bbi y mǝyyi. An-năy ǝber f mi ǝ if 
Uf>. [N Y]-[Y  D]-[N]-[Y B·R·F]-[M]-[W· ]-[F]. (W  gi e refuge to tha  w o ignores. We will 
orgiv the offense when ver it is cau ed by the fear f God) (García 20 1, . 3 3–14). 
If  p y tion o ubs a i l istance be e  all the solutions r po d u  to his p int 
and his ne, we te d to t i k ha , despit  i s wel -conc iv d l ui ic appr ach and t  outstandi  
l xical g unds sup ti g it, i  so e im s l k  co ere  w th th  semantic li ious-ev ngelising 
results, and we are particul rly speaking about n abs nce of a arer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
f/.
I c ntr st ith the rigin l variant of 181 elements, purely graphemic inscribed
(TIEPFSEPMERI, ARMPRLMOTARE, LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT, OLM INRANF IAEBNPFM
RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN, FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI
PIVNIAN NTRHN, EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI, NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF), this one presents
a total of 260 units.
If we express this sequence in its phonetic form composed by 19 units, {/a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/,
/b/, /d/, /f/, /g/, /j/, /k/, /l/, /m/, /n/, /p/, /r/, /s/, /t/, /θ/}, and we compare it wit the
versi of Espinosa’s text, which assum that the phemes <v> cor espo d to <u> we bt in th
cha t bel w (Figur 2):
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Leaving the percentage differences aside, a great similarity is observed between both charts, 
something that leads us to be certain that the hypothesis of the text of the Virgin of Candelaria is 
coherent with the Insular-Amazigh, which presents a wide variety of Berber archaic features. Within 
the vocalic group, only the letter /e/ experiences differences between both graphics, and that is 
understandable if we think of the high presence of /ǝ/ values, also expressed in the form of the 
phoneme /e/ in our approach made up by 19 phonemes. The phonemes /b/, /d/, /f/, /g/, /h-j/, /k/, /l/, 
/m/, /n/, /r/, /s/, /t/ and /z/ share a very similar percentage amount. The difference is detected in the 
phoneme /p/ owing to, as we have stated before, the transformation into the labiodental fricative /f/, 
the voicing of /b/ or the coronality in /d/, aspects hereby indicated to which we have added the more 
infrequent shifting to the voiceless occlusive coronal /t/, all of them being phonemes that have 
increased their percentage presence as we have been able to learn from the figure above. 
In the same manner, this result supports the method chosen by Espinosa through the adoption 
of the grapheme <v> as letter <u>. Other finer nuances like, for instance, those referring to whether 
the neckline inscription begins as TIEP…or as ETIEP…, as gathered in the variants exposed by 
different authors (Vera 2016, pp. 13–146), is not something easy to solve, since the initial vowel might 
easily be dropped according to the possible evolution of the Insular Berber lexicon; similarly, on the 
girdle, whether the beginning is N or M is not easy to guess by means of our proposed solution, 
because both are nasals that can be interchanged without any difficulty.  
Going over the syntax of the structures, we have 9 cases with a (S)VO form, even though, on 
account of the subject ellipsis, we might consider the corresponding V(S)O, both being options that 
can occur in the Berber archaic language. Nevertheless, the group of SVO sentence structures contains 
8 components, which leads us to think that the ellipsis in the previous case does not take place in the 
middle, but at the beginning, having an (S)VO form as a consequence. Afterwards, we have a type O 
structure, as well as two cases presenting the options (S)OV/(S)(V)O on the one hand, and 
OV(S)/(S)OV on the other. It strikes us that, if we take into account the proto-Berber syntax (Vera 
2016, pp. 832–33), the expected result would have been a VSO form, even the usual one in languages 
such as Tuareg, or Tashelhiyt or Kabyle, quite numerous in our lexicon. Although the additional 
argumentations are just a few, this makes us take into consideration the possibility of a segmental 
Figure 2. Frequency values of the (19) reduced phonetic units of the original lexical proposal for
solution, in contrast to Espinosa’s version, in which V is replaced with U.
Leaving the percentage d fferences aside, a great similari y is observed between both charts,
something that le ds us to be certain that the hypothesis of the text of the Virgin of Candelaria
is coherent with the Insular-Amazigh, which pr s ts a wide variety of Berber rchaic features.
Within the vocalic group, only t e letter /e/ xperiences differenc s betw en bo graphics, and that
is understandable if we think of the high presence of /
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of S ngs 8, 4 (Bibl  161 , p. 3L6r), or athe , Cant 4, 4 (Bibl  1611, p. 3L5r) or saiah 5, 2, hich
reads Et s pivit eam, [...] et aedificavit t r m (a d gathe ed out the ston s thereof (the vineya d) [...] and 
b ilt  towe ) (Bi le 1611, p. 3 2v; o re 1991, pp. 65–67; Tvv edal  2005, p. 835). 
8. Lastly, the ulti-p eudo-acro y s fro L tin nd Spani h ca rying r l g us m ani g about
thre  fr gments, y José H rnánd z M rán (1922–) w ic , y w y f examp , e provide fo
the l tte ing on th  neckline o ly, w e two interp tations re pos i le: o  th  o e h nd, the 
sub-div sion TI-E-PE-SEP RI, resulti g i  th  phr  Forever you are Mary (Tú es p r si mpre
María), fro  Ki cher’  v ri tion, or else, th  mor  unnatu al fo m TI- RES-EP-MERI, that is, You 
ar  a other’s mir or (Tú es ejo de adre), whi h i  intend d t  b  shown in the sa s a ic 
lin  as Tipus M tris (Imag  of the Mothe ) by  Jesuit (M rán 1957; Vera 2016, p. 81). 
Once thoroughly examined (Vera 2016, pp. 73–84) and as we progressed with our linguistic and 
cryptanalyitic analysis, all of them beca e disregarded. None of them is worth further dedication, 
but they remain as a collection of possible solutions proposed over the course of history, and 
examples of how to solve a problem that, as has been clearly demonstrated, is extremely complex. 
Next, we will move on to a proposal for solution which differs widely from every other proposal we 
have discussed up to this point. 
3. The Insular-Amazi h Pro osal 
The following proposal was made by the philologist and historiographer Ignacio Reyes García 
(1962–), today’s main expert in the Amazigh language, and was expounded in the year 2007 (García 
2010). This solution follows the same line as the conclusions we expound and share about the text on 
the carving of Our Lady of Candelaria being written in the Amazigh language from the Canary 
Islands, the Insular-Amazigh language.  
We will reproduce his proposal by explaining every fragment on the garment in the first place, 
followed by its graphemes, the sequence of lexemes and the semantic meaning of each sequence. 
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI. <Ti yebb f sǎb Meri>. [T·Y]-[B·B]-[F]-[S·B]. (The Father under the 
protecti n of the Virgin Mary) (García 2011, pp. 414–15). 
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE. <Narǝm ǝbǝr γǝr muttar>. [R·M]-[B·R]-[Γ·R]-[T·R]. (Sharing [the 
foo ] is an oblig tion towards the poor) (G rcía 2011, p. 313). 
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT. <Lwu rinni bǎb nǝ ǎfa ǝnt>. [L·W]-[R·N]-
[B·B]-[N]-[F]-[N·T]. (Be merciful in the victory Lord of the eternal light) (García 2011, p. 289). 
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN. 
<Ul-m yǝn ǎr anfǝr Iaeb ǝnubi f-m ǎr fwen. Nwi-ina bib am ǝliffi n wibbib. Ni bi-an>. [L]-[M] [N]-[R]-
[N·F·R] [N·B·(W)]-[F]-[M] [R]-[F·W] [G]-[N·Γ]-[B·B]-[M]-[L·F]-[N]-[B·B] [N·Y]-[B·B]-[N]. (Your heart 
houses the most important treasure, Child Yahweh over you, shining treasure. A burden upon our conscience 
is like a stack over our shoulders. Control such burden) (García 2011, p. 319). 
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN 
NTRHN. <Ffu b-mirna. Nubi am ti ewen am bir ur wiwi-n rn, abu i mǝfri. Bib-wǝn ǝyyan nut ǝrγ 
un>. [F·W]-[B]-[R·N] [N·B·(W)]-[M]-[T·Y] [W·N]-[M]-[B·R] [W·R]-[W·Y]-[N]-[R·N] [B]-[Y]-[F·R·Y] 
[B·B]-[W·N]-[Y·W·N] [N·T]-[R·Γ]. (It is dawning, great power. The Child just like the Father and the way of 
perfection avoid illness, and re a balm for those who suffer. Your only burden must be a shining candle) (García 
2011, p. 207). 
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI. <Ê af-m irenni f-ǝme arey>. [E]-[F]-[M] [R·N] [F]-
[M·Y]-[R·Y]. (Oh, finding you increases the protection against superstition!) (García 2011, pp. 183–84). 
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF. <Nǝbbi y ǝmǝyyi. An-năy ǝberref mi ǝwif 
Uf>. [N]-[W·Y]-[Y]-[Y] [D]-[N]-[Y]-[B·R·F]-[M]-[W·F]-[F]. (We give refuge to that who ignores. We will 
forgive the offense whenever it is caused by the fear of God) (García 2011, pp. 313–14). 
If we pay attention to the substantial distance between all the solutions proposed up to this point 
and this one, we tend to think that, despite its well-conceived linguistic approach and the outstanding 
lexical grounds supporting it, it sometimes lacks coherence with the semantic religious-evangelising 
results, and we are particularly speaking about an absence of a clearer biblical, prayerful or liturgical 
/ values, also expressed in the form of t e
phoneme /e i our app oach made up by 19 phon mes. The p onemes /b/, / /, /f/, /g/, /h-j/,
/k/, l , /m/, /n/, /r/, /s/, /t/ and /z/ s are very similar percent ge amount. The difference
is detected in the phoneme /p owing to, as we have stated before, the transformation into the
labiodental fricative /f/, th voi ing of /b/ r the coronality in /d/, as ects hereby indicated to
which we have added th more infr quent shifting to th voiceless occlusiv coronal /t/, all of them
being phone es that have increased their p rcentage presence as we have been able to learn from the
fi ure above.
I the same manner, this result supports the method chosen by Espinosa through the adoption of
the grapheme <v> as letter <u>. Other finer nuances like, for instance, thos referring to whet er the
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neckline inscription begins as TIEP . . . or as ETIEP . . . , as gathered in the variants exposed by different
authors (Vera 2016, pp. 13–146), is not something easy to solve, since the initial vowel might easily
be dropped according to the possible evolution of the Insular Berber lexicon; similarly, on the girdle,
whether the beginning is N or M is not easy to guess by means of our proposed solution, because both
are nasals that can be interchanged without any difficulty.
Going over the syntax of the structures, we have 9 cases with a (S)VO form, even though,
on account of the subject ellipsis, we might consider the corresponding V(S)O, both being options
that can occur in the Berber archaic language. Nevertheless, the group of SVO sentence structures
contains 8 components, which leads us to think that the ellipsis in the previous case does not take
place in the middle, but at the beginning, having an (S)VO form as a consequence. Afterwards, we
have a type O structure, as well as two cases presenting the options (S)OV/(S)(V)O on the one hand,
and OV(S)/(S)OV on the other. It strikes us that, if we take into account the proto-Berber syntax
(Vera 2016, pp. 832–33), the expected result would have been a VSO form, even the usual one in
languages such as Tuareg, or Tashelhiyt or Kabyle, quite numerous in our lexicon. Although the
additional argumentations are just a few, this makes us take into consideration the possibility of
a segmental translation, performed syntactic section by syntactic section, according to the European
methodology for SVO syntax. Another possibility, which we accept with greater hesitation, is that the
Insular-Amazigh language followed this syntactic structure. In any event, SVO is clearly the most
frequently used form all throughout our text.
Now considering the origin of the lexical forms which have been employed, we have about 87
belonging in the Septentrional Subfamily, even though they are distributed among the Atlas Group
and Zenatic Group (41 in the former and 46 in the latter); approximately 80 of them coming from
the Tuareg Subfamily; thus leaving us with a far lower amount—just 11—for the Oriental Subfamily
(Cabrera 2003; Vera 2016, pp. 322–56). It is not our intention to draw any conclusion from such scarce
data, so it must be seen simply as some more information added to the rest of the expounded facts
as commented in the introduction, for anything we may say would be too hypothetical, aside from
the fact that we ignore the origin of the landings, whether they were more than one, to which islands,
the use of native people from different islands in order to create the Marian carving—not necessarily
from Tenerife only—, the continental population movements of the Amazigh groups and the ensuing
disparity with the current geographic locations, and the linguistic blendings and exchanges within the
Berber Subfamilies and Groups (Figure 3), as well as the local transformations within each language,
including the Insular-Amazigh.
Finally, focusing on the semantics, on the meaning of the inscriptions and regarding the carving
itself and its parts, we may say that there are two particularly preferred spots: the neckline and the
girdle. They contain the following expressions:
(Neckline) TIEPFSEPMERI.
God the Father has found in me, the Virgin, grace.
(Girdle) NARMPRLMOTARE.
Blessed are you among women.
The two sequences capture the Mariological nature of the Lucan scene of the Annunciation
by Gabriel the Angel to the Virgin Mary (Bible 1611, p. F2r), compiled in the main Marian prayer,
the most commonly heard today, the Hail Mary, which at present—of the evangelization of the Canary
Islands—is composed just by its first known passage and, in turn, including this first fragment of
the Annunciation, Haile thou that art highly fauoured, the Lord is with thee: Blessed art thou among women
(Ave gratia plena: Dominus tecum: benedicta tu in mulieribus) (Tvveedale 2005, p. 1308), of Luk 1, 28
(Bible 1611, p. F2r), along with the part referring to the blessed is the fruite of thy wombe, to be found in
the salutation of Isabel to Mary, included in the Magnificat by Luk 1, 42 (Bible 1611, p. F2r).
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Figure 3. Languages, Subgroups, Groups, Subfamilies and Families of Afroasiatic Phylum (Cabrera 
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In this case, the question of gender is solved by the semantic sequence in the fourth fragment, 
which refers to God the Child, as well as the last, the sixth, also referring to Him instead of to his 
Mother Mary. 
Figure 3. Languages, Subgroups, Groups, Subfamilies and Families of Afroasiatic Phylum
(Cabrera 2003; Vera 2016, pp. 322–56).
The rest of areas are considered to be of lesser importance, gathering and developing a series
of cathequetical principles addressed to the native aboriginals, in a Mariological and Christological
sense, Mother-Child, simultaneously with a concatenation of moral conclusions which arise from this
theological revelation.
(Cuff on the candle’s side) LPVRINENIPEPNEIFANT.
Those who fill their heart and life with love, they are in Me.
(Right side of the cape) OLM INRANFR IAEBNPFM RFVEN NVINAPIMLIFINVIPI NIPIAN.
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We pray you. Protect the territory. This is the Author and Master who makes [the land] germinate and
grow. Fortunate is the one who finds this One. He proposes to grant authority to the good-natured instead of the
proud. Who is above Him?/Who is like unto the Lord?
In this case, the question of gender is solved by the semantic sequence in the fourth fragment,
which refers to God the Child, as well as the last, the sixth, also referring to Him instead of to his
Mother Mary.
(Left side of the cape) FVPMIRNA ENVPMTI EPNMPIR VRVIVINRN APVIMFRI PIVNIAN NTRHN.
Over the terror I triumph. The Son has his origin in the Father [God]/The Child [Son] is equal to the
Father [God]. He raises the humble and overturns the wicked. She has bred the One who guides us towards
victory [salvation]. This is the one [He/she] who illuminates me completely. This over here is the Son born from
the Omnipotent. House built on the rock.
(Garment edge) EAFM IRENINI FMEAREI.
Our liberation [salvation] immediately come/Thy kingdome come. You are like a gleaming Moon. Save us
from the Enemy [the Devil]/Deliver us from evil.
(Back of the cape) NBIMEI ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF.
Your wisdom is perfect. You are the Mother who protects against failure and fear.
As we can see, and in line with the importance of the aboriginal culture when it comes to
understanding the meaning of the texts, as well as this new and recreated Christian exposition
(Vera 2016, pp. 857–71), we find elements referring to Ligth and to the Moon applying to the Virgin
Mother, although neither to the stars nor to one star specifically; other elements apply to the significance
of a mother figure within the insular canarian pantheon, including features that are typically used
to refer to God but are now applied to her. Furthermore, there are references we find in the Psalter
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, very frequently used in these centuries (Graef 1968, pp. 276–77, 307,
311), elements that were partly encouraged by the Franciscan observant tendency, devotions to
Mary promoted by renowned theologians and seraphic preachers like Antonius Patavinus, O.F.M.
(1195–1231), Bonaventura da Fidanza, O.F.M., Conrad von Saxon, O.F.M., Pierre de Jean Olivi, O.F.M.
(1248–1298) or Ubertino da Casale, O.F.M. (1259–1338), and also John Duns Scotus, O.F.M. (1266–1308)
or Bernardino da Siena, O.F.M. (1380–1444) (Graef 1968, pp. 275–309; Johnson 2007), even though these
piety and unction were present ever with Francesco d’Assisi himself (ca. 1181–1226) (Blastic 2007;
Esser 1980; Steiner 1981); an observance tradition within Franciscanism, to which we attribute the
evangelising mission and the carving (Vera 2016, pp. 188–225). That is why we also find territory, fields,
and land-related aspects in our image of Candelaria, as well as a moralising and ethical exhortation
to the deeds that are appropriate and expected in the eyes of God and his Mother, together with
the protection provided through their proper cult and worshipping, and the rest of expression of
theological exposition dealing with the fact that above everything the Child is God and has his origin
in God, Father of everything, the Omnipotent. All this can be framed in the relationship with the
Mother, essential figure in the Historia Salutis from the Incarnation and its fiat or Amen at the time of
the Annunciation, just as the inscription on the neckline and the girdle festoon and the prayer Hail
Mary reminds us.
When comparing our proposal (Figure 4) with the previous one by Ignacio Reyes García, there
are not many coincidences to be found, the similarities in the use of lexical roots between each
solution being scanty: in the sequence TIEPFSEPMERI: [T·Y] (father), [S·B] (virgin), and as one of the
possibilities given, the lexeme <meri>; in FVPMIRNA: [R·N] (triumph); for the sequence ENVPMTI:
[N·B·(W)] (little child), [T·Y] (father), and as one of the possibilities, the lexeme [M] (equal to); in the
case of FMEAREI: [R·Y] (to protect); and lastly, in ANNEIPERFMIVIFVF: [W·F] (fear). For the rest,
we could not observe any coincidence in the employed lexemes. On the other hand, his solution
sometimes considers the different fragments, a total of 21, as elements composing a whole sentence by
putting several of them together in a sequential manner, although a single fragment may give meaning
to a full sentence on some occasions. In our case, a complete ruled structure does exist, in which
each one of the 21 sections defines a sentence, consistent with the fact that the author and artist has
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placed them aside from the rest by means of rosettes, fleurons or asterisks, thus showing a coherent
phraseological structure.Religions 2017, 8, 135 24 of 27 
 
 
Figure 4. Linguistic decipherment of the lettering on the (original) carving of the Virgin of Candelaria 
from Tenerife (Canary Islands).  
5. Conclusions 
Will we consider our proposal as the correct solution for the lettering on the original carving of 
Our Lady of Candelaria? Our answer is evidently and clearly no. At least, not in every section and 
not in all of its parts. However, we can emphatically affirm, or rather, state with high certainty after 
our analysis (Vera 2016) that the text makes sense in the Insular-Amazigh language, having a 
Christian religious meaning; it is neither a meaningless text nor a random inscription, and it is not a 
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5. Conclusions
Will we consider our proposal as the correct solution for the lettering on the original carving
of Our Lady of Candelaria? Our answer is evidently and clearly no. At least, not in every section
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